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Ever-increasing population and urbanization are placing greater pressure on wastewater treatment 
plants (WWTPs), yet these facilities exercise energy-intensive strategies that focus on meeting discharge 
requirements through simple removal or downcycling. These strategies disregard the great valorization 
potential held by the organic matter and nutrients in wastewater, which can be converted to biofuels, 
chemicals, and nutrient products through appropriate technologies. This thesis research leverages 
microorganisms that can metabolically assimilate waste organics and nutrients as storage compounds, and 
focus on developing integrated aqueous systems for conversion of wastewater-derived biomass into 
valuable products. The elimination of drying steps and reduction in solvent use make these processes ideal 
for processing wastewater-derived biomass, thereby enabling the simultaneous treatment and valorization 
of wastewater via more economically efficient and environmentally sustainable routes. Emphases of this 
thesis research are placed upon: (a) wastewater-derived algae (WW-algae) systems, which have shown 
promise in wastewater treatment, but are challenged by lack of systems focused on recovering both energy 
and nutrient potentials of wastewater as well as quantitative evaluation approaches of such systems; and 
(b) wastewater-derived polyhydroxybutyrate-accumulating bacteria (WW-PHB) systems, where pilot-scale 
production of the biopolymer PHB has been demonstrated with no impact to effluent discharge quality, yet 
critical barriers remain in identifying competent technologies for converting WW-PHB biomass into valuable 
products. Conclusions drawn from this thesis research are instrumental to the transformation of wastewater 
into a resource by demonstrating new techniques and processes with improved conversion efficiencies, as 
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This chapter justifies the motivation of this thesis research by setting the background and providing 
a succinct overview on state-of-the-art technologies, where objectives of the research are introduced and 
an outline constructed. 
1.1 Motivation 
The modernization of society leads to growing demands for water, energy, and food, and generates 
increasing amounts of wastes. These concurrent requirements have resulted in a series of challenges that 
must be addressed for sustainable development. Proper management of wastewater appears to be one of 
the major problems due to the large quantity of wastewater and the inefficiency of existing systems. 
Conventional wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) employ a combination of dissimilative biological and 
chemical precipitation processes to accomplish the removal of organic matter and excess nutrients. These 
approaches are energy-intensive and require addition of a large quantity of chemicals, and the end products 
are of limited values. Approximately 3–4% of the U.S. electrical load is currently used for wastewater 
treatment,1 half of which is consumed by aeration systems (e.g., for activated sludge secondary treatment 
systems).2 While accounting for 25–40% of the operating budget for WWTPs, these aeration systems 
convert around 50% of the dissolved organic carbon from the wastewater into valueless CO2.3 Nitrogen- 
and phosphorus-containing nutrients are either removed in the form of valueless nitrogen gas/nitrate salts, 
or as poorly bioavailable solid wastes.4 Considering the great energy associated with nitrogen fixation and 
the concerns over the sustainability of mined phosphorus,1,5 and the broader background of climate change 
and energy-stress, it is imperative to transit to resource recovery-centric approaches to replace the 
conventional contaminant removal-centric or downcycling strategies currently employed in wastewater 
treatment. A number of technologies has been proposed to address these challenges, with systems 
involving algal biomass and polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB)-accumulating mixed culture biomass (herein 
referred to as WW-algae and WW-PHB systems, respectively) among the most promising directions. Both 
systems leverage the versatile metabolism of microorganisms, which enable the fixation of waste organic 
carbon and nutrients as cellular products (e.g., microbial biopolymer PHB, medium chain length fatty acids, 
2 
proteins).6–10 After funneling the dilute and heterogeneous chemical energy from wastewater into a small 
number of concentrated cellular products, these wastewater-derived biomass can be harvested and 
converted to valuable products via a series of aqueous technologies being developed for the nascent 
biorefinery industry. By minimizing the parasitic energy used for pre-processing drying steps and reducing 
solvent use, these aqueous processes are believed to be particularly suitable for wastewater-derived 
biomass.11 Finally, wider adoption of the proposed systems requires more rigorous economic analyses to 
support their feasibility and identify the future research priorities (Figure 1.1). 
 
Figure 1.1 Overview of valorization strategies investigated in this thesis research: organics and nutrients 
in wastewater are used to support the growth of microorganisms, including wastewater-derived algae (WW-
algae) and PHB-containing biomass. The biomass is then harvested and converted to various valuable 
products (hydrocarbon fuels, fertilizers, and chemical intermediates). Economic analysis based on 
experimental data is conducted to guide the optimization of designed aqueous systems. 
 
1.2 Background  
1.2.1 Wastewater-derived algae systems 
Since the proposal of using algal biomass for wastewater treatment,12 promising advancements 
have been made in meeting effluent discharge regulations,13–15 and a variety of available downstream 
processes have been developed to convert harvested algae into valuable products. These processes 
include, but are not limited to anaerobic digestion (AD), fermentation, lipid extraction, pyrolysis, and 
hydrothermal carbonization (HTC), liquefaction (HTL), and gasification (HTG)11,16–19 – all of which can 
generate energetic and/or nutrient products. Furthermore, combinations of these processes have also been 
proposed to improve energy recovery and valorization potential of algal biomass, as in the case of direct 
whole-algae HTL (DHTL) and upgrading20 and combined algal processing (CAP).21 Despite great efforts, 
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several critical barriers remain that limit further promotion of WW-algae systems, and must be addressed 
before widespread adoption can be realized. These include (i) lack of quantitative and dynamic 
understanding of the links between biomass characteristics and the products that can be produced, 
especially in the case of HTL-based technologies; (ii) inefficient coupling of the algal biomass and 
conversion strategies, which results, in part, from a lack of predictive tools for addressing (i); (iii) absence 
of experiment-based studies focusing on evaluating both energy and nutrient valorization potential of WW-
algae, which typically possess biochemical composition that differs significantly from algae that are specially 
cultivated for biofuel production; and (iv) isolated conclusions drawn from studies focusing on disparate 
aspects of the WW-algae systems, thereby neglecting the inter-relationship between upstream algal 
wastewater treatment operations and downstream algal biomass conversion processes.  
Hence, this thesis research aims to develop experiment-based modeling approaches for WW-algae 
conversion, which can be subsequently used to track the mass and energy flows along the processing 
chain, thereby enabling the quantitative evaluation of wastewater valorization potential via WW-algae 
systems. Such detailed feedstock-to-product assessment is not only critical for techno-economic analysis 
(TEA), but provide invaluable guidance in system optimization towards more efficient conversion. 
1.2.2 Wastewater-derived polyhydroxybutyrate-accumulating biomass systems 
Complementary to the WW-algae systems, the WW-PHB systems utilize mixed microbial cultures 
native to wastewater, which can accumulate PHB granules as carbon and energy reserves,22 and the PHB 
granules can be upgraded for beneficial usages. Traditionally, PHB has been recognized as a 
biodegradable material for replacement of petroleum-derived plastics. However, the high cost of cultivating 
substrates (up to 30% of the total operating expense23,24) diminishes economic viability. In addition, 
extraction of PHB from cellular biomass often involves use of toxic solvents,25,26 inconsistent with the 
principles of green chemistry and sustainability, and the susceptibility of PHB to decomposition in the 
extraction step27 limits its use as plastic materials. Recently, some groups have proposed to use 
hydrothermal conditions to degrade intracellular PHB granules into propylene with co-production of CO2.28,29  
While being an attractive strategy, little was known about the mechanism and kinetics of PHB 
conversion at hydrothermal conditions, making such conversion a “black-box” process with limited 
approach for optimization. This thesis research intends to investigate the intermediate steps and products 
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involved in hydrothermal conversion of PHB, which can be instrumental in designing new strategies for 
more complete PHB conversion, milder reaction conditions, and higher PHB concentration in the gas 
products. The propylene concentrated gas stream can then be used for production of liquid fuels 
blendstocks (e.g., C6–C12 hydrocarbons via oligomerization30) or higher-value chemicals (e.g., cumene31). 
Thus, the proposed scenario presents an innovative approach where wastewater becomes an inexpensive 
source for organic carbon, and chemical energy present in this complex and dilute matrix is biologically 
funneled into biomass that can be converted more efficiently to fuel and nutrient products, simultaneously 
avoiding problems with the high substrate costs and undesired material properties incurred when using 
PHB as a plastic material. 
1.2.3 Economic analysis 
In order to assess the economic feasibility in the proposed integrated pathway, efforts have been 
made to conduct comprehensive TEA for established conversion systems (Chapter 3) as well as 
preliminary economic analysis for emerging processes (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). For relatively mature 
processes, TEA compares wastewater-derived products to petroleum-derived counterparts, examines 
these processes for further optimization spaces, and elucidates the broader impacts of integrating such 
processes into existing infrastructure. For more innovative processes that have not yet been demonstrated 
at large scales, preliminary economic analysis offers the opportunity to assess their potential and provide 
guidance for future research priorities. While experiment-based process development has played the 
central role of this thesis research, economic analysis has also played a critical role in selecting the most 
promising conversion techniques to advance towards real-world applications. 
1.3 Research Objectives 
With the ultimate goal of transitioning wastewater management systems towards more efficient and 
sustainable directions, this thesis research aims to evaluate and improve WW-algae systems and explore 
a novel scheme for the valorization of PHB-containing biomass. To accomplish this goal, following research 
objectives are pursued: (i) develop quantitative models for aqueous conversion of algal biomass with 
varying properties, especially for the process of hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL), and apply these models 
in designing more efficient algal conversion pathways; (ii) investigate the inter-relationships between 
different processes within integrated WW-algae systems, and evaluate the total valorization potential of 
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WW-algae; (iii) explore the mechanism and kinetics of PHB conversion at hydrothermal conditions for the 
production of renewable propylene from PHB-containing biomass. 
1.3.1 Objective 1 – Develop quantitative approaches for HTL-included algal conversion processes 
Though several predictive models have been proposed for algal HTL,32–34 these models have 
generally focused solely on the yields of biocrude products, and were calibrated with a limited number of 
model compounds or algae samples, whereas different algal species can be used as HTL feedstocks. In 
addition, since some of the HTL co-products (aqueous, gas, and biochar products) and properties of all 
products can have a significant influence on the economic feasibility and environmental sustainability of the 
processes,20 it is imperative to expand current HTL models for broader applications. Moreover, as different 
aqueous techniques target different biochemical components (lipid, protein, and carbohydrate), hybrid 
systems that combine multiple aqueous techniques may generate more biofuels at lower costs for a broad 
range of algal feedstocks, and should be comprehensively evaluated. To address these critical gaps, the 
first objective aims to achieve the quantitative evaluation of HTL-based conversion processes by: (a) 
establishing a comprehensive model for yields and characteristics of HTL products; (b) applying the HTL 
model to design and evaluate hybrid downstream systems for biofuel production from diverse algal biomass; 
and (c) perform TEA of the hybrid systems to identify main cost drivers of the algal biofuels and identify 
future research priorities. 
1.3.2 Objective 2 – Evaluate the valorization potential of WW-algae and the performance of algal 
wastewater systems 
Unlike algae cultivated in algal farms, whose composition can be customized to meet specific needs, 
properties of the WW-algae are greatly affected by treatment operations, seasonal factors (e.g., 
temperature) and wastewater characteristics (e.g., biochemical oxygen demand, BOD), yet the valorization 
potential of WW-algae has not been investigated in an integrated and comprehensive manner. Particularly, 
the majority of studies to date have focused on freshwater/seawater-cultivated algal with distinct properties 
from WW-algae; limited their scope to crude products requiring further upgrading; and/or targeted one or 
two products alone while speculating about co-products. This thesis research aims to assess the many 
aspects that are uniquely associated with WW-algae and provide a more accurate picture of the full 
valorization potential of WW-algae by: (a) subjecting WW-algae to a series of rationally designed conversion 
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and upgrading processes, which enables the tracking of mass and element flows throughout the system; 
(b) evaluating the effects of seasonal factors and wastewater treatment operations on wastewater treatment 
efficacies, WW-algae properties and energy and nutrient recovery of the system; (c) employing the 
quantitative evaluation tools developed in Objective 1 to assess the economic performance of algal 
wastewater treatment and valorization systems. 
1.3.3 Objective 3 – Hydrothermal conversion of polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) 
Though propylene production has been observed during the one-pot HTL of PHB-producing 
bacteria,28,29 this conversion has been treated as a “black-box” process where fundamental questions 
remain unanswered: individual steps involved in PHB conversion have not been identified, and kinetics 
involved in this process, particularly for the rate-limiting step, has not been established. Based on 
preliminary experiments, we hypothesize that hydrothermal conversion of PHB mainly involves 
depolymerization of PHB into a mixture of monomers 3-hydroxybutyric acid (3HBA) and crotonic acid (CA), 
followed by dehydration and/or decarboxylation of 3HBA and CA to form propylene and CO2. We further 
hypothesize that kinetics of PHB conversion is different from non-PHB cellular materials (NPCMs) of the 
biomass, and so opportunities exist to generate propylene-concentrated gas products by tailoring 
hydrothermal conversion conditions, and reaction conditions can be milder than previous demonstrated 
ones. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
A combination of lab-scale experiments and model development are included to achieve the 
research objectives, and the research focuses on downstream conversion processes with biomass 
provided by collaborators. Specifically, batch HTL experiments with a broad range of algal biomass are 
conducted to establish a quantitative HTL model, and conclusions drawn from the model are applied to 
design hybrid aqueous pathways for biofuel production. These hybrid pathways are experimentally 
demonstrated and evaluated by techno-economic analysis (TEA). WW-algae harvested from pilot-scale 
treatment facilities are characterized and their valorization potential is experimentally evaluated and jointly 
analyzed with the treatment system. Lastly, reaction mechanisms and kinetic models for PHB conversion 
at hydrothermal conditions are experimentally established, and PHB-containing biomass are used to 
validate the effectiveness of different approaches for generating propylene-concentrated gas products. 
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1.4.1 Chapter 2 – Hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) of algal biomass and quantitative evaluation 
This chapter contains a manuscript entitled “Quantitative Multiphase Model for Hydrothermal 
Liquefaction of Algal Biomass”, which was published in Green Chemistry with co-authors S. Leow, A. C. 
Fedders, B. K. Sharma, J. S. Guest, and T. J. Strathmann.35 This chapter takes the first step in developing 
quantitative approaches (Objective 1) to evaluate the valorization potential of wastewater-derived biomass, 
with particular emphasis on HTL of algal biomass, where a multiphase component additivity (MCA) model 
is developed to predict both yields and characteristics of HTL products. 
1.4.2 Chapter 3 – Hybrid aqueous systems for algal biofuels 
This chapter contains a manuscript entitled “Demonstration and Evaluation of Hybrid Microalgae 
Aqueous Conversion Systems for Biofuel Production”, which has been accepted for publication by ACS 
Sustainable Chemistry & Engineering with co-authors S. Leow, T. Dong, N. Nagel, E. Knoshaug, L. M. L. 
Laurens, P. T. Pienkos, J. S. Guest, and T. J. Strathmann. This chapter leverages findings from the previous 
chapter to design and demonstrate HTL-containing hybrid aqueous systems for algal biofuel production 
with higher total conversion efficiency. Further, this chapter continues the efforts in quantitative evaluation 
and expands the scope into full-scale TEA of the hybrid systems (Objective 1). 
1.4.3 Chapter 4 – Integrated system for valorization of wastewater algae (WW-algae) 
This chapter contains a manuscript entitled “Quantitative Evaluation of an Integrated System for 
Valorization of Wastewater Algae as Bio-oil, Fuel Gas, and Fertilizer Products”, which was published in 
Environmental Science & Technology with co-authors W. A. Tarpeh, K. L. Nelson, and T. J. Strathmann.36 
This chapter addresses Objective 2 where an integrated system containing various aqueous techniques is 
designed to maximize the conversion of WW-algae into multiple valuable products. The system is 
demonstrated with WW-algae obtained from a pilot treatment facility and evaluated for different scenarios. 
Mass and element flows are tracked along the system, providing the basis for a preliminary economic 
analysis which identifies the priorities for future research and optimization. 
1.4.4 Chapter 5 – Seasonal treatment and economic performance of an algal wastewater system 
for energy and nutrient recovery 
This chapter contains a manuscript under preparation entitled “Seasonal Treatment and Economic 
Performance of an Algal Wastewater System for Energy and Nutrient Recovery” with co-authors S. A. 
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Slouka, S. M. Henkanatte-Gedera, N. Nirmalakhandan, and T. J. Strathmann. As a continuation of Chapter 
4 and in an effort to bring algal treatment of wastewater and valorization of WW-algae together (Objective 
2), this chapter utilizes algal biomass harvested from pilot-scale treatment experiments conducted during 
different seasons, and compares the treatment efficiency and valuable product yields of these algal biomass. 
With potentials to substantially lower the cost of wastewater treatment and even flip the economic balance, 
this chapter supports the feasibility of incorporating algal wastewater treatment and valorization systems 
into real-world infrastructure. 
1.4.5 Chapter 6 – Kinetics and mechanism of hydrothermal conversion of polyhydroxybutyrate 
(PHB) 
This chapter contains a manuscript under preparation entitled “Kinetics and Mechanism for 
Hydrothermal Conversion of Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) for Valorization of Wastewater Sludge” with co-
authors D. R. Vardon and T. J. Strathmann. This chapter addresses Objective 3 by elucidating the 
mechanism and kinetics of PHB conversion at hydrothermal conditions. While intermediate steps and 
products generated during the hydrothermal conversion of PHB are revealed and kinetics models are 
developed, conclusions drawn from the mechanistic study are applied and demonstrated in experiments 
with PHB-containing biomass, and near-theoretical production of propylene are realized at milder reaction 
conditions. In all, this chapter supports the employment of WW-PHB systems for production of propylene-
based liquid fuels and higher-value chemicals as an alternative route to WW-algae systems for valorization 
of wastewater. 
1.4.6 Chapter 7 – Conclusions and future perspectives 
This chapter summarizes this thesis research by concluding key findings drawn from this work and 
discusses priorities for future research. Overall, this thesis study designs, demonstrates, and evaluates 
important aqueous techniques and systems for the conversion of wastewater-derived biomass, ultimately 





HYDROTHERMAL LIQUEFACTION (HTL) OF ALGAL BIOMASS 
AND QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION 
A modified version of this chapter was published in Green Chemistry 
Yalin Li, Shijie Leow, Anna C. Fedders, Brajendra K. Sharma, Jeremy S. Guest,  
and Timothy J. Strathmann* 
2.1 Abstract 
Optimized incorporation of hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL, reaction in water at elevated 
temperature and pressure) within an integrated biorefinery requires accurate models to predict the quantity 
and quality of all HTL products. Existing models primarily focus on biocrude product yields with limited 
consideration for biocrude quality or aqueous, gas, and biochar co-products, and have not been validated 
with an extensive collection of feedstocks. In this chapter, a multiphase component additivity (MCA) model 
is introduced to predict yields and characteristics of HTL biocrude product and aqueous, gas, and biochar 
co-products, with only feedstock biochemical (lipid, protein, carbohydrate, and ash) and elemental (C/H/N) 
composition as model inputs. Calibration was performed using HTL (300°C, 30 min) results of 24 
microalgae feedstocks with a wide range of biocrude (21.3–54.3 dry weight basis, dw%), aqueous (4.6–
31.2 dw%), gas (7.1–35.6 dw%), and biochar (1.3–35.0 dw%) yields. Biochemical components were 
determined to distribute across products/co-products as follows: lipids to biocrude; protein to biocrude > 
aqueous > gas; carbohydrates to gas ≈ biochar > biocrude; and ash to aqueous > biochar. Modeled quality 
indicators included: biocrude C/H/N contents, higher heating value (HHV), and energy recovery (ER); 
aqueous total organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen (TN) contents; and biochar carbon content. The 
                                                     
*  Reproduced from Li, Y.; Leow, S.; Fedders, A. C.; Sharma, B. K.; Guest, J. S.; Strathmann, T. J. 
Quantitative Multiphase Model for Hydrothermal Liquefaction of Algal Biomass. Green Chem. 2017, 19 (4), 
1163–117435 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. Li and Strathmann designed the study 
and drafted the manuscript; Li conducted majority of the experiments and analyzed the data; Leow 
developed experiment protocols; Fedders analyzed ammonia contents of the aqueous products; Guest 
contributed to the development of models; Leow, Sharma, and Guest provided feedback on manuscript. 
Leow, Fedders, and Guest are affiliated with Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering of 
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign (UIUC); Sharma is affiliated with Illinois Sustainable Technology 
Center of UIUC. 
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model was validated with HTL data from the literature, the potential to expand the application of this 
modeling framework to include waste biomass (e.g., wastewater sludge, manure) was explored, and future 
research needs for industrial application were identified. Ultimately, the MCA model represents a critical 
step towards the integration of cultivation models with downstream HTL and biorefinery operations to 
enable system-level optimization, valorization of co-product streams (e.g., through catalytic hydrothermal 
gasification and nutrient recovery), and the navigation of tradeoffs across the value chain. 
2.2 Introduction 
In recent years, biomass-derived renewable fuels have received increasing attention from 
government and commercial entities. Among potential biomass feedstocks, microalgae have a number of 
favorable properties that show promise for large-scale biofuel production, including high productivity, 
cultivation flexibility (e.g., use of non-arable land and a wide variety of water sources), and potential to be 
cultivated to various biochemical compositions.37–39 Hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) applies elevated 
temperature and pressure (200–350°C, 5–15 MPa) to promote biomass decomposition and reformation in 
water, forming an energy-dense, self-separating biocrude oil product as well as aqueous, gas, and biochar 
co-products.34 With the elimination of energy-intensive drying steps, HTL has attracted growing interest as 
a downstream biorefinery technology for processing wet microalgae biomass.11,40,41 A recent life cycle 
assessment (LCA) of microalgae HTL showed a higher energy return on investment than conventional 
biofuel processing (e.g., corn ethanol, cellulosic ethanol, soybean biodiesel), but the current costs of HTL-
derived algal fuels remain well above those of fossil fuels.20,38,42,43 Therefore, improvements in process 
integration are needed to lower biofuel production costs, requiring an integrated modeling platform to 
connect upstream cultivation decisions to downstream conversion outcomes. As a crucial step, quantitative 
relationships connecting feedstock properties to HTL products (both the biocrude product and co-products) 
is needed. 
Biller and Ross32 first introduced a linear “component additivity” approach for predicting biocrude 
product yield, formulating HTL biocrude yield (YBio) for algae biomass as the summation of yields from lipid 
(L), protein (P), and carbohydrate (C) components in the cellular biomass:  
 YBio = 𝑘L × L + 𝑘P × P + 𝑘C × C (2.1) 
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where kL, kP, and kC are coefficients for the conversion efficiency of individual biochemical components to 
biocrude product. Instead of using real microalgae species, these authors and others33 calibrated the model 
coefficients using reference compounds of each component. More recently, Leow et al. re-calibrated the 
model using HTL measurements of a microalgae species Nannochloropsis oculata with improved 
accuracy.34 However, all current component additivity models remain constrained to predicting only 
biocrude product yields. Meanwhile, Valdez and co-workers established a reaction network model 
addressing HTL kinetics at varying reaction conditions.44–46 The reaction network model predicts yields of 
all HTL products, but is unable to offer information on characteristics of these products (e.g., elemental 
composition). Leow et al. partially addressed this by introducing a new fatty acid (FA) conservation model 
that predicts both the yields and elemental (C/H/N/O) contents of biocrude product by separately 
considering HTL conversion of FA and non-FA fractions of the algae biomass, but more extensive 
experiments are required.34 
Though these models have significantly advanced our predictive power, limitations on HTL co-
product predictions need to be addressed since they can represent more than 40% of the feedstock carbon 
and 70% of the feedstock nutrients.47 Only with information on both yields and composition of all HTL 
products can developers effectively lower the minimum fuel selling price (MFSP) and mitigate 
environmental impacts of HTL-derived fuels through co-product valorization and integrated resource (C/N, 
water, etc.) management.20,47 Beyond algae, other organic waste streams – such as anaerobic sludge,48 
sewage sludge,49,50 and animal manure48,51 – have also been identified as attractive HTL feedstock 
candidates, and these waste streams represent a considerable untapped source of energy. 7.2 million dry 
tons of sewage sludge are generated in the U.S. annually,52 and treatment of the sewage sludge can cost 
up to $800 per dry ton,53  whereas only 60% of the sludge has been guided towards beneficial use.48 
Furthermore, U.S. agricultural industries produce approximately 250 million dry tons of fecal materials 
yearly, which has energy content equivalent to 21 billion gallons of gasoline,54 or 8% of the petroleum 
consumed in the U.S. in 2015.55 HTL has been promoted as a promising technology for valorizing these 
waste streams,48,51 but comprehensive predictive models are required to evaluate the biofuel production 
potential and improve recovery efficiency through this technique. 
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Therefore, new HTL models must be established to provide predictions for both yields and 
characteristics of all HTL products, and the scope of models should be extended beyond microalgae. This 
contribution describes the formulation, calibration, and validation of a new multiphase component additivity 
(MCA) model for HTL processing of algal biomass. The model was developed using HTL experimental data 
(300°C, 30 min) generated from 24 different feedstocks (12 batches of microalgae with their defatted 
analogues). It links yields and elemental composition of HTL products to readily measurable biochemical 
properties and major elemental composition of feedstocks. Validated by external data of microalgae and 
organic waste biomass streams, the model provides mechanistic insights into the partitioning of elements 
between HTL products, tradeoffs between biocrude yields and upgrading requirements, and potential for 
co-products utilization. 
2.3 Methods 
2.3.1 Microalgae feedstock acquisition and characterization 
The MCA model was calibrated using results of HTL experiments conducted with 12 different 
batches of microalgae and their corresponding defatted (lipid-extracted) biomass. Chlorella1 (CZ1) and 
Spirulina (SP) were purchased from Bulk Supplement (Henderson, NV) and Cyanotech (Kailua-Kona, HI), 
respectively. Scenedesmus1 (SD1) was obtained from Stellarwind Bio Energy LLC (Indianapolis, IN). CZ2–
3 and Chlorogloeopsis (CF) were provided by Dr. Patrick Biller at Aarhus University (Aarhus, Denmark). 
CZ4–6 and SD2–4 were supplied by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). CZ1–3, SD1, SP, 
and CF were acquired in dry powder form and used as received; CZ4–6 and SD2–4 were acquired in slurry 
form and were lyophilized and homogenized into powder form before use. Defatted batches were prepared 
to obtain a broader feedstock composition and evaluate the FA model introduced by Leow et al.34 Lipids 
were extracted at room temperature using 2:1 chloroform:methanol solvent mixture until residues only 
contained less than 10% of the original lipids. For Chlorella species, 3–7 wt% lipids remained after >72 h 
of extraction due to recalcitrant cell walls,56–59 and no further defatting efforts were made. Defatted 
microalgae were separated from solvents using glass fiber filters (Whatman®), and dried at 40°C for 1 h 
before homogenized into powder. All feedstocks were stored at 4°C prior to use. 
Feedstock moisture, ash, and elemental (C/H/N) contents were determined according to methods 
described previously.34 Lipid content was analyzed by the Folch method60 for most of the species, but 
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extended sonication (30 min) and extraction (24 h) periods were used for CZ4–6 because of their 
recalcitrant cell walls. Protein content was estimated from nitrogen content using a conversion factor of 
6.25.61 Carbohydrate content was measured by colorimetric assay with 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolinone 
hydrazone (MBTH), a method that quantifies >95% of the total carbohydrates, including fibrous 
carbohydrates.62,63 Apart from moisture content (calculated on total weight basis of the powdered 
feedstocks), all feedstock characterization results are reported on dry weight basis (dw%). Moisture and 
ash contents are reported as the mean of triplicate analysis with standard deviations (±), and the rest of 
results are reported as the mean of duplicate analysis with max/min (±) values. 
2.3.2 HTL reaction and product analysis 
HTL reaction and product recovery were conducted according to methods as previously 
described.34 HTL product quantification and analysis also followed the same protocols as in literature,34 
except that aqueous TN content was measured using persulfate digestion method with Hach colorimetric 
assay,64 and aqueous ammonium content (expressed as NH4+-N) was measured using the phenate 
colorimetric method.65 Beyond mass yield, no further analysis of the gas co-product was conducted, and 
the gas co-product was assumed to be 100% CO2 based on past reports demonstrating it to be the 
predominant gas phase product (>87%) from HTL of microalgae feedstocks.66,67 All product results were 
reported as the mean of duplicate analysis with max/min (±) values. HHV (MJ·kg-1) of feedstock and HTL 
biocrude product were estimated according to Dulong’s formula67 as: 
 HHV = 0.338 × C% + 1.428 × (H% − O%8 ) (2.2) 
where C%, H%, and O% represent dw% of carbon, hydrogen, and volatile oxygen contents, respectively. 
Energy recovery (ER, %) of the biocrude product was calculated as: 
 ER = YBio×HHVBioHHVFeed × 100% (2.3) 
where YBio is the biocrude yield, and HHVBio/HHVFeed are HHV values for the biocrude and feedstock, 
respectively. 
2.3.3 Average oxidation state of carbon in feedstock 
Average oxidation state of carbon (AOSC) in feedstock can serve as a collective descriptor variable 
for relative relationship between lipid, protein, and carbohydrate contents, with AOSC estimated as:68 
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 AOSC = (3×N molar %+2×O molar %−H molar %)C molar %  (2.4) 
where C/H/N/O mol% are the molar contents of corresponding elements in feedstock.  
2.3.4 Model calibration and validation 
The MCA formula for product yields with 16 conversion coefficients kij (4 components contributing 
to 4 different products) was calibrated in two stages: First, conversion coefficients for each product were 
determined individually by least-squares fitting to measured data, and the coefficients were constrained to 
be non-negative and smaller than 1. For each product, 24 data points were used for 4 coefficients, which 
is so far the largest data-to-coefficient ratio among all HTL modeling work. Then, coefficients which were 
found to be smaller than 0.10 with large p-values (>0.05) were excluded from the model formulation (i.e., 
set to 0) because the null hypothesis (i.e., kij = 0) cannot be rejected (gray cells in Table A.1 in Appendix 
A). These statistics-derived exclusions were all consistent with HTL results reported for model lipid, protein, 
and carbohydrate reference compounds,33 and exclusion of ash (mostly inorganic salts associated with the 
algal biomass) contributions to both gas phase and non-polar biocrude oil product is reasonable based on 
their properties as salts. In the second stage, the remaining 9 coefficients were re-fit to obtain the final 
coefficients. 
For products’ elemental composition, Regression program in Microsoft® Excel 2016 Analysis 
Toolpak was used to obtain correlation coefficients by least-squares fitting to measured data (24 data points 
for each correlation). Consistent with the large r2 values, the very low p-values and significance F values 
(Table A.2 in Appendix A) validated these correlations to be statistically significant. 
The calibrated model expressions were externally validated by comparison with all measured 
values reported in the literature where HTL experiments were performed at 300°C and feedstock 
biochemical composition was reported. For microalgae feedstocks, only data for 30 min reactions were 
used for validation, but data for 0–60 min reaction times were included for validation of biocrude predictions 
from waste biomass streams due to the scarcity of such data. The microalgae-based validation dataset 
consisted of results from 13 studies involving 25 different batches of microalgae, including freshwater 
species,66,69–73 marine species,34,66,69,74–76 defatted (lipid extracted) batches,34,74 harvested mixed 
batches,47,77 and a wild mixed batch.78 For waste biomass streams, four studies with 15 different feedstocks 
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were included, containing anaerobic sludge,48 sewage sludge,49,50 swine manure,48,51 and mixed 
wastewater-cultivated algae and swine manure.51 The large dataset is currently the most diverse in HTL 
modeling, and is the only one that contains both microalgae and waste biomass streams as feedstocks. 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Diversity of algal biomass 
The feedstock collection provides a wide variation in biochemical composition with 0–43.0 dw% 
lipids, 11.4–69.8 dw% proteins, 10.0–63.6 dw% carbohydrates, and 2.0–13.1 dw% ash contents, 
corresponding to the 0–46.7 afdw% (ash fry dry weigh basis) lipids, 12.9–85.6 afdw% proteins, and 12.8–
75.8 afdw% carbohydrates (Figure 2.1). Protein was the dominant component for most batches, except for 
subsets of high lipid and/or high carbohydrate batches of Chlorella and Scenedesmus. Elemental analysis 
revealed that C was the most abundant element, ranging 42.7–56.9 dw%. H contents varied over a narrow 
range from 6.1–8.7 dw%, whereas N contents ranged from as low as 1.8 dw% to as high as 11.2 dw%. 
Volatile O contents were estimated by difference and varied from 23.5 to 43.5 dw%. Most importantly for 
the current effort, is that the wide-ranging feedstock composition reduced bias in model calibration resulting 




Figure 2.1 Ternary plot summarizing the biochemical composition (corrected to 100 afdw%) of HTL 
feedstocks used for the MCA model calibration. 
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2.4.2 HTL multiphase product yields 
The collected algal biomass was used as feedstocks for HTL conversion experiments (300ºC, 30 
min). Yields of biocrude ranging from 21.3 to 54.3 dw%, aqueous co-product from 4.6 to 31.2 dw% 
(measured as total dissolved solids, TDS), gas co-product from 7.1 to 35.6 dw%, and biochar co-product 
from 1.3 to 35.0 dw% (Figure 2.2). Compositional trends demonstrated that increasing biocrude product 
yields were accompanied by increasing feedstock lipid contents (Figure 2.2a, left), in agreement with 
predictions from existing biocrude component additivity models.32–34 Increasing aqueous co-product yields 
were associated with increasing feedstock protein contents (Figure 2.2b, left). Both gas and biochar co-
product yields (Figure 2.2c-d, left) showed similar trends, with their yields increasing in association with 
increasing carbohydrate contents. The observed trends were consistent with statistical analysis, where the 
Pearson correlation coefficients (PCC, Table A.1 in Appendix A) between feedstock components and 
products showed that biocrude yields correlated most strongly with feedstock lipid contents (PCC = 0.64), 
aqueous co-product yields with protein contents (PCC = 0.82), and gas as well as biochar co-product yields 
with carbohydrate contents (PCC = 0.89 and 0.80, respectively). Noticeably, aqueous yields also appeared 
to be positively correlated with feedstock ash contents with a large PCC of 0.76 (Figure A.1 in Appendix A), 
implying contribution of ash components in the biomass to the aqueous co-product. 
Therefore, the component additivity model for biocrude yield (Equation 2.1) could be extended to 
all four products as: 
 Yi = ∑ Yij = ∑ 𝑘ij × j = 𝑘iL × L + 𝑘iP × P + 𝑘iC × C + 𝑘iA × A (2.5) 
The MCA formula assumed that during HTL, a fixed fraction (kij, Table 2.1) of each biomass 
component j would be converted to a particular product i, with the total yield of that product (Yi) being a 
linear summation of individual component yields (Yij). In addition to the lipid (L), protein (P), and 
carbohydrate (C) components, ash (A) was added as a fourth component to account for inorganic 
constituents contributing to aqueous and biochar co-products, which could not be neglected, especially for 
marine,74 wild,78 or wastewater cultivated77 species with high ash contents. The model was calibrated with 




Table 2.1 MCA model coefficients for HTL product yieldsa 
 
All product yields can be predicted (Figure 2.2, right column) using Equation 2.5 and the 
corresponding coefficients listed in Table 2.1. Generally, predictions fall evenly around the 1:1 correlation 
lines, and calculated r2 values are relatively large, ranging from 0.646 (biochar) to 0.765 (gas). Therefore, 
the observed trends and our proposal of the MCA model were internally validated. 
Coefficients for biocrude product formation reveal a trend similar to those reported in previous 
calibrations of biocrude-only component additivity models.32–34 That is, lipids have the highest conversion 
coefficient of 0.85, followed by proteins with a moderate conversion efficiency of 0.45, and a very low 
coefficient of 0.22 for carbohydrates. Compared with the biocrude additivity model presented by Leow et 
al.,34 coefficients for protein-to-biocrude (0.42) and carbohydrate-to-biocrude (0.17) conversion were very 
close to those determined here, and the associated uncertainty for carbohydrate conversion was 
substantially reduced (±0.10 here vs. ±0.35 in Leow et al.34) due to the much wider range of feedstock 
carbohydrate contents in the present calibration dataset. However, the lipid-to-biocrude conversion 
coefficient here (0.85) was smaller than the previously reported value of 0.97. The difference was mainly 
attributed to the differences in lipid composition of microalgae species used in the two studies. The Folch 
method60 (used for lipid quantification in both studies) determines the gross lipid contents containing both 
polar and neutral fractions. Studies have shown that the hydrolysis products of polar lipids are subject to 
degradation at elevated temperature,41 while FAs (neutral fraction), especially saturated fatty acids, have 
higher thermal stability.79,80 Hence, species with higher FA-to-total lipid ratio are expected to have higher 
conversion efficiency to the nonpolar biocrude product.81,82 The feedstocks used in this study had much 
lower FA-to-total lipid ratios than the algal species used by Leow et al. (63.0±16.3% here vs. 75.8±10.8% 
in Leow et al., both for unmodified species),34 consistent with the lower conversion coefficient observed 
 L P C A 
Biocrude 0.85 (±0.16)b 0.45 (±0.06) 0.22 (±0.10) -c 
Aqueous - 0.24 (±0.09) - 0.86 (±0.63) 
Gas - 0.07 (±0.04) 0.46 (±0.06) - 
Biochar - - 0.41 (±0.10) 0.18 (±0.43) 
a Final matrix of the MCA model, calibrated with experimental data from this study (96 data points and 9 
adjustable coefficients) using Solver and Regression programs in Microsoft® Excel 2016 Analysis 
Toolpak. 
b Uncertainties provided at the 95% confidence level. 
c - Denotes coefficients excluded from model fit. 
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here. Additionally, as it has been reported that lipids can be encapsulated in the carbohydrate secondary 
structural,83 the higher carbohydrate contents here (27.1±14.6 dw% vs. 18.5±3.4 dw% in Leow et al.) may 
lower the contribution from lipids. 
According to the MCA model, aqueous co-products (measured as TDS) derived almost exclusively 
from protein and ash components in the biomass feedstock. Contributions of the former resulted in a large 
(45.9±14.9%) nitrogen partitioning to the aqueous co-products, agreeing with results obtained from HTL of 
model proteins.33 A large ash-to-aqueous conversion coefficient (0.86) was obtained, but contribution from 
protein still dominated due to the much lower ash contents in the microalgae feedstocks (2.0–13.1 dw% 
ash vs. 11.4–69.8 dw% protein). The low ash contents also led to relatively large uncertainties in ash-to-
aqueous (0.63) and ash-to-biochar (0.43) conversion products. These large uncertainties are also 
attributed to the fact that partitioning of ash components between aqueous and solid co-products is likely 
to be influenced by the solubility of specific ionic components within the ash (e.g., Na+ vs. Ca2+ cations; Cl- 
vs. PO43- anions).  
Whereas lipid, protein, and ash components contributed mainly to biocrude product and aqueous 
co-products, the conversion coefficients for the carbohydrate fraction revealed that this component was 
predominantly converted to gas (0.46) and biochar (0.41) co-products. Again, this finding was consistent 
with the general findings for HTL conversion of model carbohydrates,33,84,85 where dehydration, 
decarboxylation (of organic acids from decomposition of monosaccharides86), polymerization, and solid-
solid reactions of the carbohydrate hydrolysis products resulted in gas and biochar formation.84,85,87 
Enhanced occurrence of dehydration reactions from high carbohydrate feedstock was also consistent with 
the high carbon contents and black appearance of biochar formed from these species. The ash-to-biochar 
conversion coefficient (0.18) also indicated that biochar contained ash component from the feedstock, 
possibly resulting from precipitation of common polyvalent cations (e.g., Ca2+, Mg2+) present within 
biomass.88,89 
2.4.3 Elemental composition of HTL products 
Comprehensive HTL models need to predict not only multiphase HTL product yields, but also the 




Figure 2.2 Experimental HTL yields and MCA predictions for (a) biocrude, (b) aqueous, (c) gas, and (d) 
biochar products. Left column: relationships between feedstock volatile (non-ash, corrected to 100 afdw%) 
composition and measured HTL yields (dw%). Discrete points represent data used to generate the contour 
plots by interpolation, and blank areas fall outside of the feedstock composition range examined. Right 
column: predictions vs. experimental results for calibration data (from this study). R2 values are relative to 
the 1:1 lines. Error bars represent max/min values measured in replicate experiments (not shown if smaller 
than the symbol size). 
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carbon distribution to biocrude product and aqueous co-products.34 Here, predictions of more complete 
HTL product characteristics were built on this theme. Compositional analyses of products showed that 
elemental (C/H/N) contents of a particular HTL product were closely related to contents of feedstock 
components containing the same element, and were also major contributors to that particular product. As 
such, the same multiphase component additivity approach was applied (Table 2.2, Figure 2.3) and linear 
relationships were constructed as: 
 Mi = 𝑎 × J + 𝑏 (2.6) 
where Mi was the weight percentage (dw%) of element M in product phase i, J was the identified feedstock 
descriptor variable (e.g., protein dw%), a was the sensitivity coefficient, and b was the intercept (fixed at 
zero for most correlations). 
 
Table 2.2 MCA coefficients for volatile elemental composition of HTL productsa 
Phase Mi  J ac b 
Biocrude 
CBio (%) AOSCb -8.37 (±1.84) 68.55 (±0.72) 
HBio (%) AOSC -2.61 (±0.69) 8.20 (±0.27) 
NBio (%) Prot% 0.133 (±0.010) 0d 
Aqueous 
TOC (mg L-1) Prot% 478 (±37) 0d 
TN (mg L-1) Prot% 251 (±19) 0d 
Biochar CChare Carb% 1.75 (±0.24) 0d 
a Coefficients and statistical characteristics calculated by Regression program in Microsoft® Excel 2016 
Analysis Toolpak. CBio, HBio, and NBio are wt% elemental contents of the biocrude product; CChar is the 
carbon content of the biochar, statistical analysis results are listed in Table A.2 in Appendix A. 
b AOSc calculated according to Equation 2.4; Prot% and Carb% are the measured protein and 
carbohydrate contents (dry weight basis) in the feedstock, respectively.  
c Uncertainties provided at the 95% confidence level. 
d Correlation intercept fixed at zero. 
e Expression applicable for Carb% <37% (CChar = 65 wt%), then biochar carbon content is expected to 
remain constant. 
 
It was revealed that biocrude C contents (CBio, wt%) and H contents (HBio, wt%) were correlated 
with the average oxidation status of feedstock carbon (AOSC; Figure 2.3a and b). This correlation was 
consistent with observations that feedstocks with higher C and H contents and lower O contents (i.e., more 
negative AOSC) tended to yield biocrude with higher C and H contents. The correlations were rationalized 




Figure 2.3 (a) to (c): observed linear relationships between biocrude elemental composition (C/H/N, wt%) 
and feedstock characteristic descriptor variables, data were from this study; (d): predicted vs. experimental 
biocrude HHV (squares, MJ·kg−1) and ER (circles, %) results for calibration data (from this study), with r2 
values relative to the 1:1 correlation line. 
 
AOSC would increase in value as biochemical composition shifted from lipid- to protein- to carbohydrate-
dominant compositions. Biocrude N contents (NBio, wt%) were found to correlate well with feedstock protein 
contents (Prot%, dry weight basis; Figure 2.3c), a result of the fact that proteins are the dominant source 
of nitrogen in microalgae cells. Since a N-to-protein conversion factor of 6.25 was used here during 
feedstock characterization, the correlation suggested that biocrude N contents were 83.1±6.25% of the 
feedstock N contents, consistent with previous report (72.6±19.4%).34 Although not explicitly shown, it 
follows that biocrude O content (OBio, wt%) could then be estimated by mass balance closure together with 
the predicted CBio, HBio, and NBio values. Examined and supported by our calibration dataset (Figure A.4 in 
Appendix A), the established correlations were demonstrated to be accurate. 
Combining the MCA-derived equations for biocrude elemental composition (Equation 2.6 and 
Table 2.2) with Dulong’s equation for estimation of fuel higher heating value (HHV, Equation 2.267), HHV 
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of biocrude (HHVBio, MJ·kg-1) could be directly predicted from the feedstock’s AOSc value and protein 
content: 
 HHVBio = 30.74 − 8.52 × AOSC + 0.024 × Prot% (2.7) 
Meanwhile, ER of biocrude (Equation 2.3), the percentage of the feedstock’s inherent energy 
content recovered in the biocrude product, could also be predicted by combining the MCA model predictions 
for biocrude yields (YBio, Equation 2.5 and Table 2.1), HHVBio (Equation 2.7), and feedstock HHV (HHVFeed, 
calculated from feedstock elemental composition by Equation 2.267): 
 ER = (0.85×Lip%+0.45×Prot%+0.22×Carb%)×HHVBioHHVFeed × 100%   (2.8) 
where Lip%, Prot%, and Carb% are dw% contents of feedstock lipid, protein, and carbohydrate components. 
Strong agreements between HHV predictions and measurements demonstrated that the model could 
accurately predict the quality of biocrude products (Figure 2.3d). The r2 value for ER predictions dropped 
to 0.492 because of a single data point that was greatly over-predicted (Figure 2.3d), a combined result of 
over-predicted biocrude yield and HHV value. However, 87.5% of the predictions were within ±10% of the 
experimental results, suggesting that, though empirically derived from observed trends, the MCA model 
was capable of providing crucial information on biocrude product quality and evaluating associated energy 
recovery. 
Unlike the biocrude product – which is simultaneously influenced by feedstock lipid, protein, and 
carbohydrate contents – the MCA model indicated that the non-ash fraction of the aqueous co-product was 
derived almost exclusively from feedstock protein (Table 2.1). Therefore, predicting elemental composition 
of the volatile aqueous co-product was more straightforward since total organic carbon (TOC, mg·L-1) and 
total nitrogen (TN, mg·L-1) contents of the aqueous co-product were expected to correlate with feedstock 
protein content (Figure 2.4a and b). Besides TOC and TN, the ratio of NH4+-N/TN can also be connected 
to feedstock protein content when Prot% <40% (NH4+-N/TN <51%, Figure A.2 in Appendix A). However, 
for Prot% >40%, most of the ratios remain between 40–60%, but two of them are larger than 70%, and is 
not well correlated with Prot%. Both of these trends have been previously reported,34,90 but the rationale for 
such variations remained unclear. Therefore, additional investigation of factors controlling aqueous nitrogen 
speciation should be warranted to further optimize nutrient recycling within HTL biorefineries and associated 
feedstock cultivation processes. 
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As gas co-product has been widely believed to be predominantly CO2,66,75,91 which is the product 
of the reported major deoxygenation mechanism for carbohydrates,92,93 gas co-product composition was 
not characterized here. Following the same principle in biocrude product/aqueous co-product elemental 
composition prediction, carbon contents of the biochar co-product (CChar, wt%) were found to best correlate 
with feedstock carbohydrate contents (Carb%, dry weight basis, Figure 2.4c). This was consistent with the 
yield predictions suggesting carbohydrate to be the only contributor to biochar formation other than ash 
(Table 2.1). However, it was found that for feedstock species with Carb% >37 dw%, the carbon contents 
of biochar reach a plateau of 65 wt% (red triangles in Figure 2.4c). This finding was consistent with previous 
work on hydrothermal production of carbonaceous materials, where CChar values of 60–70 wt% are reported 
for pure carbohydrate model compounds (glucose, sucrose, starch, and xylose).94 Thus, it was concluded 
that CChar would increase proportionally with feedstock carbohydrate contents (solid line in Figure 2.4c) 
until it reached a maximum value representative of pure carbohydrate feedstocks (CChar of 65 wt% at 37 
dw% feedstock carbohydrate content), then CChar would remain at 65 wt% for feedstocks with carbohydrate 
contents greater than 37 dw% (dashed line in Figure 2.4c). Predictions were generally acceptable with an 
r2 of 0.661 for the calibration dataset (Figure A.4b in Appendix A). However, larger discrepancies were 
observed for predictions of biochar composition, which were attributed, in part, to the relatively low yields 
of biochar and difficulties in recovering these small amounts of biochar during the experiments. 
Similar to CChar, a correlation between feedstock carbohydrate contents and biochar H contents 
(HChar, wt%) was anticipated, but no relationship was apparent (Figure A.3 in Appendix A).  Meanwhile, 
based on the MCA model, the protein component does not contribute significantly to biochar formation, so 
very low nitrogen contents were expected in the biochar. However, elemental analysis of biochar samples 
showed that NChar could be as high as 5.6 wt%, and the value appeared to increase with feedstock 
carbohydrate contents (Figure A.3a in Appendix A). The trend was attributed to a carbohydrate-related “trap” 
effect associated with the unmixed minitube reactors used here: when carbohydrates are carbonized (due 
to insufficient access to water), the generated biochar could encapsulate or adsorb some protein (because 
of its adsorptive ability95–98). Thus, lower NChar values are expected for the same feedstocks processed in 
larger continuous flow reactors where feedstocks are more evenly mixed with water. It follows that no 




Figure 2.4 Linear relationship between feedstock and HTL co-product properties. Plot (a) is the observed 
trend between aqueous TOC (mg·L−1) and feedstock protein content (dw%). Plot (b) is the observed trend 
between aqueous TN (mg·L−1) and feedstock protein content. Plot (c) is the observed trend between biochar 
C content (CChar, wt%) and feedstock carbohydrate content (Carb%, dw%), with the solid line showing the 
linear trend for CChar up to the maximum (dashed line, CChar of 65 wt% at 37 dw% feedstock carbohydrate 
content). All data were from this study. 
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2.4.4 Model validation and outlook 
2.4.4.1 Biocrude product predictions and energy recovery 
Being the main product of HTL and upgradable to fungible transportation fuel, the biocrude product 
is of greatest interest to researchers and technology developers. Hence, validation was first performed for 
biocrude yield predictions using all available literature data reported for HTL of microalgae feedstocks 
carried out at 300°C for 30 min reaction time (Figure 2.5a, filled symbols). The MCA model provided 
satisfying predictions even across literature yields that had a wider and higher range of biocrude yields 
(28.0–68.3 dw% from literature vs. 21.3–54.3 dw% here). Predictions were comparably accurate with 
average residuals being only 3.7 dw% (literature) and 2.3 dw% (this study, Figure A.5 in Appendix A). In 
addition, the r2 value for literature dataset (0.884) was even larger than that obtained with the internal 
calibration data set (0.718). This suggested that the model could provide reliable predictions of biocrude 
yield for a wide range of microalgae feedstocks measured in different experimental setups (e.g., unmixed 
minitube reactors,34 autoclaves,75 large volume stirred reactors47,66,69–73,76–78). 
To eliminate affects from seasonal variation in algal productivity and improve process economics, 
mixed feed processing has been proposed for HTL,20 and co-processing of waste biomass streams with 
algae biomass has been identified as a strategy for improving system stability, energy production, and 
nutrients recovery.51 Thus, biocrude yield predictions were also compared with reported measurements of 
biocrude produced from 15 batches of different waste biomass, including anaerobic sludge,48 sewage 
sludge,49,50 and swine manure48,51 under HTL conditions of 300°C (Figure 2.5a, open symbols). Due to the 
scarcity of available literature that include appropriate feedstock characterization data, reports with a 
reaction time of 0–60 min were included. The model generally provided accurate predictions except for 
three over-predicted points, which are possibly the result of insufficient reaction time. In fact, feedstock 
biochemical composition for two data points were almost identical, but biocrude yield for the sample with a 
60-minute reaction time was much closer to the predicted value (38 dw% experimental vs. 36 dw% 
predicted) than the sample with a 30-minute reaction time (25 dw% experimental vs. 38 dw% predicted), 
suggesting that for waste biomass streams, longer reaction time may be required for HTL reactions to be 
completed. Regardless, the model was shown to be generally effective for waste biomass streams, pushing 




Figure 2.5 MCA predicted vs. experimental results for biocrude yields and properties. All data in (a)–(c) are 
from literature (HTL conducted at 300°C for 30 min for microalgae, 300°C for 0–60 min for waste biomass), 
with r2 values relative to the 1:1 correlation line. Plot (a) is for predictions for biocrude yields for literature 
data, with either microalgae (filled symbols) or waste biomass (open symbols) as feedstocks. Plot (b) is for 
predictions for biocrude C/H/N contents for literature data, with only microalgae as feedstock due to the 
scarcity of characterization data from waste biomass. Plot (c) is for predictions for biocrude energetic 
parameters predicted by the MCA model (Equation 2.3, Equation 2.5, and Equation 2.6) using predicted 
and biocrude C/H/N contents (only literature data with microalgae as feedstock were included). Plot (d) 
illustrates the biocrude ER for varying biochemical composition using an average elemental composition of 
lipids (C57H104O6), proteins (C6H13.1O1N0.6), and carbohydrates ((C6H10O5)n).99 Gray area indicates ER <50%.  
 
Predictions for biocrude C/H/N contents were also evaluated with literature data, but only 
microalgae feedstocks were included since few studies on HTL of other waste biomass streams have 
provided such characterization data. Biocrude H content was the most accurately predicted, while further 
improvements can be made for C and N contents (Figure 2.5b). Though the r2 value for biocrude C content 
was comparably much lower, the maximum absolute error was only 4.6 wt%, or 6.4% of the experimental 
value. Predictions for N contents were greatly affected by two data points that were significantly under-
predicted, which could be a result of the uniform 6.25 N-to-protein conversion factor61 assumed for this 
study. Nevertheless, the model does relatively well considering the variability in reactor setup and product 
recovery/characterization protocols used in the different literature studies. 
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With predictions for both product yields (Euqation 2.5) and elemental composition (Equation 2.6), 
HHV (Equation 2.7) and ER (Equation 2.8) values for the biocrude product were then calculated and 
compared to results calculated directly from experimental measurements. With the exception of a couple 
of points showing larger deviation, the predictions were robust (Figure 2.5c). Figure 2.5d shows the 
predicted biocrude ER for feedstocks representing the full biochemical compositional space (calculated 
assuming average elemental compositions of lipids as C57H104O6, proteins as C6H13.1O1N0.6, and 
carbohydrates as (C6H10O5)n99). The resulting ER map supports previous findings that high lipid feedstock 
(bottom right) not only produce higher biocrude yields, but the product is of higher quality (i.e., higher C and 
H contents, lower N and O contents, and thus higher HHV). ER of high protein species (top) are comparably 
much lower, but these species still retain the potential for being good feedstock options because of their 
faster growth rate and lower cultivation costs,18,34,38 especially compared to high lipid species.38,100,101 Since 
a substantial part of the feedstock energy will be diverted to aqueous co-product, proper management of 
aqueous co-product is required for high protein species. In the case of high carbohydrate content 
feedstocks (bottom left), most of the inherent energy will be converted to gas (predominantly CO266,75,93) or 
biochar co-products, and ER from direct HTL of such species is predicted to be low. Thus, biorefinery 
processing should be modified to provide a more effective valorization pathway for carbohydrate fraction in 
microalgae biomass. For example, dilute acid digestion and fermentation of the resulting sugar stream to 
ethanol prior to HTL processing may provide extra fuel revenue.18,102 
2.4.4.2 Co-product predictions 
Due to the lower yields, co-products are often overlooked and fewer reports have quantified their 
formation or characteristics. In addition, recoveries of co-products are highly dependent on experimental 
procedures, so larger discrepancies between model predictions and co-product yields reported in literature 
were expected and observed (Figure 2.6). Predictions for biochar co-products were comparably better with 
points generally laying along the 1:1 line. Aqueous co-product yields reported in the literature were generally 
under-predicted. According to the model, gas yields were predicted to fall between 10–15 dw%, while the 
experimental values covered a wider range (9–22 dw%), revealing the model was not sensitive enough 





Figure 2.6 MCA predicted vs. experimental results for (a) co-product yields; and (b) co-product elemental 
composition, left and bottom axes are for aqueous TOC/TN contents while right and top axes are for biochar 
carbon content. All data were from literature with microalgae as feedstock (HTL conducted at 300°C for 30 
min), and r2 values are relative to the 1:1 lines. 
 
Though yields of aqueous co-products were not accurately predicted, predictions of TOC and TN 
contents were quite good (Figure 2.6b, left and bottom axes). The r2 values for both TOC (0.785) and TN 
(0.921) exceed the calibration value (0.568 for TOC, and 0.862 for TN), supporting application of the model 
as a valuable tool in providing guidance for aqueous co-product utilization. For C contents of biochar co-
products, predictions were generally lower than experimental results reported, especially towards the higher 
end (i.e., more carbonaceous biochars with less influence of ash components) (Figure 2.6b, right and top 
axes). This was expected to be a result of very low biochar yields (<5 dw%). Artifacts resulting from product 
recovery and analysis of such small amounts of biochar product (e.g., filter fibers could be scratched off 
and mixed with biochar) could have disproportionately large impacts on the resulting CChar measurements.  
For co-products in general, the MCA model could accurately predict aqueous characteristics (TOC 
and TN contents), but the other predictions would benefit from additional research leveraging harmonized 
protocols among investigators for co-product recovery, quantification, and characterization. 
2.4.4.3 Research needs towards integrated modeling frameworks 
The last few years have witnessed great progress in compositional based HTL predictive models: 
accuracy of the biocrude component additivity models has been greatly improved, but further improvements 
are still required for predicting biocrude composition and yields as well as characteristics of HTL co-product. 
The MCA model introduced here is able to provide reliable predictions for both yields and characteristics of 
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HTL products, all based upon commonly measured properties of the microalgae feedstock. However, 
differences in reactor setup and experimental procedures across the literature led to deviations in 
predictions, especially for co-products. In this study, experiments were conducted in unmixed batch reactors, 
leading to generally unclosed product mass balances (80.6±7.5 dw%), and the lost mass may stem from 
result from non-FA lipid and protein contents. Hence, the sum of the conversion coefficients for all HTL 
products for lipid (0.85) and protein (0.75) fraction are smaller than unity. Since quantification of both 
biocrude product and aqueous co-product involves protocols that include evaporation steps, the lost mass 
is likely to be associated with small-molecule compounds that are volatilized during these procedures. 
Similar mass balance discrepancies during HTL processing have been reported previously (although many 
studies determine yield of aqueous or gas products by assuming mass balance closure rather than direct 
measurement),28,103 and some studies categorized the unaccounted for mass as a “volatile” fraction.104 The 
lost mass may include water molecules 84,85,105 and other volatile inorganic (e.g., dissolved CO292) or organic 
(e.g., volatile fatty acids106) compounds dissolved in the biocrude or aqueous products. Lipid and protein-
involving reactions like deamination, decarboxylation,71,107 Maillard reactions,108 and polymerization 
reactions71 – products of which have been widely detected in biocrude product and aqueous co-
product48,71,109 – could yield low molecular weight volatile compounds that are lost during evaporative 
recovery steps. To enhance reaction efficiency and product recovery, real world applications of HTL are 
likely to employ different reactor setups (e.g., continuous flow reactor instead of batch reactor) and 
procedures (e.g., physical separation of products instead of solvent recovery).20 Therefore, further research 
with such experimental setups and procedures are necessary to assess and validate the MCA model to 
reconcile these differences. Regardless, the base structure and correlations proposed in the MCA model 
should be applicable and only fine-tuning of some coefficients is anticipated. 
2.4.5 Conclusions and implications 
To date, considerable efforts have been made to assess HTL as a potential technique for biofuel 
production.20,43,48,51,91,110 However, published studies have typically been based on experimental results 
from a limited number of feedstocks, neglecting the fact that differences in feedstock properties may 
significantly shift the product distribution, and properties of microalgae species can be greatly impacted by 
cultivation decisions.8,111 According to data collected in this study, biocrude yields can be as low as 21.3 
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dw% or as high as 68.3 dw%, which is impactful given a previous report suggested that a 20% decrease in 
the oil yield could result in a 14% increase in MFSP.20 Therefore, the lack of ability to reflect such 
compositional diversity undermines the ability of previously published studies by failing to note the wide 
range of biofuel production costs from wide breadth of feedstock available. Meanwhile, proper management 
of co-products is required to maximize energy and nutrient recovery,20,21,112,113 as the aqueous co-product 
alone can represent up to 40% of the HTL yields, 20% of the feedstock carbon, and 60% of the nitrogen,20 
and biochar co-product is also an important energy/nutrient source.114 Several techniques have been 
developed to harvest the energy in aqueous co-products, including anaerobic digestion110 and catalytic 
hydrothermal gasification (CHG).91 However, optimization in these processes has been limited by the lack 
of quantitative understanding of the aqueous co-product for proper management. Moreover, it has also 
been pointed out that the life cycle environmental impacts of algae cultivation are driven by the large 
demand of CO2 and fertilizer,115 which can be reduced by recycling HTL co-products.20,47 Therefore, models 
with the predictive power towards yields and characteristics of HTL biocrude product as well as co-products 
must be incorporated for more resilient studies.  
In this chapter, HTL experiments (300°C, 30 min) on a total of 24 batches of microalgae with 
distinguishable biochemical composition were conducted, and a multiphase component additivity (MCA) 
model was developed. The MCA model provides insights into the close correlations between feedstock and 
both yields and characteristics for biocrude product and other HTL co-products. Additionally, a combination 
of yields and characteristics prediction enables us to examine energy and nutrient flows from feedstock to 
products, and understand the energy/nutrient distribution between products. Moreover, the model also 
retains the merit of simplicity of earlier feedstock component additivity models, and the prediction accuracy 
has been improved.  
Consequently, introduction of the MCA model provides a comprehensive tool for designing and 
evaluating HTL-integrated biorefinery or waste valorization systems for microbial biomass. For instance, 
when combined with upstream cultivation models,8,111 a complete modeling system can be constructed to 
predict HTL outcomes for a particular microalgae cultivated from a set of specific operational decisions, 
then downstream conversion plants can be customized to meet the needs for that microalgae species. 
Various cultivation conditions can be simulated for operators to choose from, therefore an optimized 
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cultivation and conversion scheme can be selected. This is also applicable for waste stream valorization. 
Previous studies have promoted the scheme of using urban wastewater to cultivate microalgae, then 
applying HTL for biofuel production and nutrient recovery.114 With the MCA model, flow of energy and 
nutrients within the system can be tracked, aiding the development of integrated processes with multi-
targets of waste treatment, energy production, and nutrient recovery. Even for waste streams like sludge 
and manure where microalgae are not used as media, the model can be used to compare the recovery 
efficiency between HTL and other conventional techniques like anaerobic digestion, enabling us to examine 
the pros and cons of different valorization methods. 
In conclusion, incorporation of the MCA model into process evaluation studies offers an opportunity 
to examine system performance with varying feedstock composition and provide guidance in developing 
composition-specific valorization pathways for different feedstocks, paving a path forward for economically 





HYBRID AQUEOUS SYSTEMS FOR ALGAL BIOFUELS 
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3.1 Abstract 
Microalgae have been widely accepted as promising feedstocks for the production of sustainable 
biofuels, but existing conversion processes typically target a sub-set of biochemical components (e.g., 
extraction and upgrading of lipids) while neglecting others. To enable broad adoption of algal biofuels, there 
is a need for integrated conversion systems that can valorize feedstocks from diverse sources with varying 
cell compositions. In this chapter, two hybrid systems (HBD-1, HBD-2) are proposed to enable more 
efficient conversion of all biomass components (lipids, proteins, carbohydrates) by leveraging two 
complementary systems: direct hydrothermal liquefaction (DHTL) and combined algal processing (CAP). 
Demonstrative experiments with Scenedesmus acutus show a 12.2–34.3% increase in fuel yields relative 
to individual systems (DHTL, CAP). Subsequent modeling efforts reveal substantial improvements 
stemming from CAP valorization of carbohydrates and lipids and DHTL valorization of proteins and CAP 
residuals. The maximum biomass-to-fuel conversion efficiencies for lipids/proteins/carbohydrate cell 
components are 79%/34%/75% (HBD-2), and techno-economic analysis suggests a 3.2–62.1% reduction 
in minimum fuel selling prices (MFSPs). The higher yields and lower, less variable MFSPs highlight the 
flexibility of the hybrid systems for biofuel production, revealing advantages of these systems for broader 
ranges of feedstocks, including ones not traditionally considered for fuel production. 
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3.2 Introduction 
With advantages including high productivity, adaptability to various water streams, and potential for 
being cultivated to a wide range of biochemical compositions,38,100,117 microalgae have been identified as 
promising feedstock candidates for biofuel production with potential to substantially reduce greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions relative to petroleum fuels.118–120 Strong governmental support has led to the development 
of a portfolio of aqueous downstream processes for valorizing algal biomass. These include, but are not 
limited to, anaerobic digestion (AD),17 carbohydrate fermentation (CF),18,121 lipid extraction 
(LE)/hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) followed by associated upgrading processes (e.g., catalytic 
hydrotreating).11,112,122,123 However, many of these processes were designed to target a sub-set of 
biochemical components (lipids, proteins, or carbohydrates only) of the feedstock while neglecting others, 
leading to limited fuel yields and the partial wastage of feedstock energy. For example, CF targets only 
carbohydrates by converting hydrolyzed monomeric sugars to ethanol as the fuel product,21 and LE followed 
by upgrading processes only targets the lipid fraction of biomass for the production of hydrocarbon fuels. 
Admittedly, algal biomass can be engineered (e.g., by gene editing124) or cultivated (e.g., by nutrient 
depletion38) to promote accumulation of specific components, but this often comes at the expense of slower 
growth rates, higher feedstock costs, and increased risk of strain contamination.125 It follows that 
opportunities exist to improve fuel productivity by combining component-specific unit processes for more 
efficient valorization of whole algal biomass. 
To this end, two existing systems – direct HTL and upgrading (DHTL)20,91 and combined algal 
processing (CAP)21,121 – have been designed to take advantage of complementary macromolecule 
conversion efficiencies to achieve higher fuel yields. While DHTL produces renewable diesel blendstock 
(RDB) and naphtha (paraffins primarily in the C6–C12 range21,125) from direct whole-cell HTL conversion and 
upgrading, CAP produces ethanol from carbohydrates via fermentation and RDB and naphtha from lipids 
via extraction and upgrading. With projected technology advancements, these two systems can produce 
algal biofuels with substantial environmental benefits (>40% reduction in GHG emissions relative to 
petroleum fuels).119 However, a recent modeling study by our group125 evaluated performance of DHTL and 
CAP for algae cultivated to a wide range of biochemical compositions, concluding that feedstock properties 
have a major influence over fuel productivity and process economics of both systems.125 While DHTL is 
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more favorable for biomass with high protein content (typically at the early stage of cultivation), CAP yields 
more biofuel at lower cost for mid- and late-harvest biomass that is characterized by higher lipid and 
carbohydrate contents. However, during HTL, over 80% of the carbohydrates are converted to gaseous 
(predominantly CO2) and solid biochar products with minimal fuel potential,34,35 while CAP routes the bulk 
of the protein fraction to AD18 that yields no additional liquid fuel (though this does reduce fuel production 
costs by providing an internal source of combined heat and power (CHP) and allows for nutrient 
recycling).17,125 Thus, major improvements are required for both systems to be competitive for a broader 
range of algal biomass. As DHTL has high to moderate fuel conversions for lipids and proteins, and CAP 
is recognized as efficient for both lipid and carbohydrate conversion, it follows that hybrid systems 
combining the two pathways may more efficiently capture the full energy embedded in algal biomass, further 
reducing the cost of algal biofuel production. 
In this chapter, two hybrid systems (HBD-1 and HBD-2; Figure 3.1) were proposed to leverage the 
complementary advantages of DHTL and CAP to valorize each set of macromolecules. In HBD-1, most 
carbohydrates are first converted to ethanol via dilute acid treatment and carbohydrate fermentation (DAT-
CF), and the resulting low-carbohydrate residuals are processed by DHTL. In HBD-2, the low-carbohydrate 
residuals from DAT-CF are subjected to lipid extraction and upgrading (LE-Upgrading) before subjecting 
the protein-rich residual fraction to DHTL. Demonstrative experiments were conducted for all systems 
(DHTL, CAP, HBD-1, and HBD-2) with one batch of Scenedesmus acutus biomass. Experimental results 
were used to inform techno-economic analysis (TEA) and predict the minimum selling prices of biofuels 
produced from the competing systems. A comprehensive model for algal biofuel production that 
incorporates biomass cultivation and downstream processing steps125 was then modified and applied to 
extend the TEA for algal biomass of varying biochemical composition, and conclusions from these analyses 
were synthesized to provide recommendations for algal biofuel production and future research needs. 
3.3 Methods 
3.3.1 Downstream processes descriptions (Figure 3.1) 
3.3.1.1 Pathway a: Direct hydrothermal liquefaction (DHTL: HTL-Upgrading + CHG)20 
Harvested and dewatered algae (20% algal biomass solids on an ash-free dry weight basis, afdw%) 
as a pumpable slurry are directly sent to HTL, and the resulting biocrude oil (upgradable to liquid fuels), 
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aqueous (rich in organics and nutrients), gaseous (predominantly CO235,36), and biochar (solid residuals) 
products are separated. Biocrude oils are further upgraded to RDB and naphtha. Energy in aqueous product 
is reclaimed by catalytic hydrothermal gasification (CHG), which converts the aqueous organics into 
gaseous products rich in CH4 and H2.36,91 All gaseous products (mainly CH4, H2, CO2, and other minor 
amounts of volatile hydrocarbons) from HTL, CHG, and upgrading processes are collected and used to 
generate H2 by steam reforming through an on-site hydrogen plant. Fuel products from DHTL include RDB 
and naphtha produced from upgraded biocrude oils. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Scheme of four systems compared in this chapter: (a) direct hydrothermal liquefaction (DHTL), 
(b) combined algal processing (CAP), and the two hybrid systems HBD-1 and HBD-2 (c–d). Fuel products 
include ethanol, renewable diesel blendstock (RDB) and naphtha (C6–C12 parraffins34,35). 
 
3.3.1.2 Pathway b: Combined algal processing (CAP: DAT-CF + LE-Upgrading + AD)21,121 
Harvested algae are pretreated by dilute acid (2 wt% H2SO4) to hydrolyze carbohydrates into 
monomeric sugars, followed by fermentation of the sugars present in the algal hydrolysate to ethanol. The 
fermented hydrolysate is distilled to recover ethanol and the residual wet biomass (stillage) are extracted 
with hexane to collect lipids, which are further processed to RDB and naphtha. Finally, the remaining 
biomass (extracted stillage) are combined and processed by AD to generate biogas (mostly CH4 and CO2). 
H2 needed for the upgrading process is purchased from an external source.21 Fuel products from CAP 
include ethanol from fermentation, and RDB and naphtha produced from upgrading of the extracted lipids. 
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3.3.1.3 Pathway c: Hybrid-1 (HBD-1: DAT-CF + DHTL) 
Harvested algae follow the same hydrolysis and fermentation steps as in CAP, but the stillage 
following distillation is processed by DHTL (HTL-Upgrading + CHG) instead of lipid extraction. Fuel products 
from HBD-1 include ethanol from fermentation, and RDB and naphtha produced from upgraded biocrude 
oils. 
3.3.1.4 Pathway d: Hybrid-2 (HBD-2: DAT-CF + LE-Upgrading + DHTL) 
Harvested algae are hydrolyzed, fermented, and lipids are extracted and upgraded in the same 
manner as CAP, but extracted stillage is processed by DHTL in place of AD. It should be noted that as 
extracted lipids and HTL biocrude oils are of different nature and no experimental or literature data are 
available on the co-upgrading of lipids and biocrudes, and therefore they are treated separately in this 
chapter. Fuel products from HBD-2 include ethanol from fermentation, as well as RDB and naphtha 
produced from extracted lipids and HTL-derived biocrude oils. 
3.3.2 Feedstock characterization and HTL experiments 
One batch of high-lipid, high-carbohydrate S. acutus biomass previously evaluated for CAP18,121 
was used for experimental demonstration of proposed downstream system configurations. Raw S. acutus 
biomass and residual biomass after DAT-CF (stillage) and DAT-CF + LE-Upgrading (extracted stillage) 
generated from the same batch were subjected to HTL. The biomass was characterized for biochemical 
(extractable lipid, fatty acid, protein, carbohydrate, and ash) and elemental (C, H, and N) compositions 
following established procedures,34,35 and analytical details were provided in Section B.1 in Appendix B. 
HTL experiments of the raw S. acutus biomass, stillage, and extracted stillage were conducted 
following an established protocol.35 Briefly, the reaction was carried out in stainless steel tube reactors (5.93 
mL working volume) with algae slurries (20 wt% solid loading, 4 g slurry was loaded for each run) at 300°C 
for 30 min. After reaction, four products – including a biocrude oil product, aqueous, gaseous, and biochar 
products – were generated. Aqueous product was poured out of the reactor and dichloromethane (DCM) 
was added into the reactor to recover biocrude oil. Both biocrude (in DCM) and aqueous products were 
filtered with 0.45 µm syringe filters to separate out the biochar product. Biocrude (DCM removed by 
evaporation) and biochar products were analyzed for elemental (C, H, and N) composition and aqueous 
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product was analyzed for total organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen (TN) contents. Additional details on 
product recovery and analyses are provided in Section B.1 in Appendix B. 
3.3.3 Model development for system evaluation 
The four different systems described in Figure 3.1 were evaluated using a modified version of a 
model previously developed for DHTL and CAP.125 Briefly, the model considered costs from all aspects 
(capital, operating, financing, etc.) for a biorefinery facility (including the algal farm and downstream 
processing) to calculate the minimum selling prices (expressed in 2011 U.S. dollars) of the produced fuels 
in order to achieve a net present value (NPV) of zero. All systems were evaluated for two scenarios: (a) S. 
acutus-demonstrated scenario where experimental measurements of HTL conversion and CAP were used 
as inputs for fuel yields; and (b) model-predicted scenario where predictive models were used to evaluate 
feedstocks with varying biochemical compositions (lipids, proteins, carbohydrates). Additional details on 
the model can be found in Section B.2 in Appendix B. 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
3.4.1 Feedstock characteristics and experimental HTL yields 
Characterization of the raw S. acutus, stillage, and extracted stillage showed changes of the algal 
biomass properties at different stages of CAP (Figure 3.2, black and white hatched columns of each group; 
data provided with uncertainties in Table B.1 in Appendix B), which resulted in changes in product yields 
(Figure 3.2, colored columns of each group) and characteristics (Table B.2 in Appendix B), and ultimately 
led to different refined fuel yields (Figure 3.2, unfilled columns of each group, estimated based on upgrading 
yields from biocrudes with similar properties20,125). This supported the close relationship between feedstock 
properties and HTL outcomes, as proposed in previous literature.35 The raw S. acutus biomass was 
characterized by high lipid (41.3±0.3 dw%) and carbohydrate (35.6±0.1 dw%) contents with lower protein 
(11.4±0.1 dw%) and ash (2.0±0.02 dw%) contents. HTL processing of the biomass resulted in a biocrude 
yield of 54.3±0.7 dw%, along with 24.0±2.1 dw% of gaseous, 11.9±0.4 dw% of biochar, and only 4.6±0.2 
dw% of aqueous total dissolved solid (TDS) products. These findings showed that this particular batch of 
algae provided high yields of biocrude, though at the same time nearly 40 dw% of the feedstock mass was 
diverted to gaseous (predominantly CO235,36) and biochar products with limited value, indicating a margin 
for further improvement in conversion efficiency. 
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Figure 3.2 Biochemical composition of S. acutus biomass (raw S. acutus, stillage, and extracted stillage) 
generated from different stages of CAP (black and white hatched columns), their experimental HTL product 
yields (colored columns), and expected refined fuel products (unfilled columns) based on upgrading yields 
from previous literature.20,125 Refined products included renewable diesel blendstock (RDB) and naphtha 
(C6–C12 parraffins34,35) that were derived from HTL biocrude oils. TDS referred to total dissolved solids in 
the aqueous product of HTL. Both compositions and yields were expressed on a dry weight (dw%) basis, 
and detailed data with associated uncertainties were provided in Table B.1 and 2 in Appendix B. 
 
After DAT-CF, the majority (73.3%) of the carbohydrates in raw S. acutus was converted to ethanol, 
leaving behind stillage biomass with much lower carbohydrate content (11.3±0.5 dw%), but comparably 
higher lipid (48.9±1.6 dw%) and protein (14.5±0.1 dw%) contents; ash content also increased significantly 
due to the introduction of acids (H2SO4) and subsequent pH neutralizing steps (with the addition of NaOH) 
before fermentation. As oxygen accounted for nearly half of the carbohydrate (C6H11O5) component, 
fermentation of the carbohydrates led to a substantial reduction in feedstock volatile oxygen content (from 
30.6±0.1 dw% for raw S. acutus to 14.9±1.0 dw% for stillage, Table B.1 in Appendix B), but very minor 
changes in other elements. This led to a positive change in feedstock higher heating value (HHV), 
increasing from 26.2±0.1 MJ∙kg-1 for raw S. acutus to 29.8±0.5 MJ∙kg-1 for stillage. Notably, this 
carbohydrate conversion step not only transformed a majority of the carbohydrates into fuel products, but 
also greatly increased the fraction of fatty acids more amenable to be upgraded to fuel products21,123 in total 
extractable lipids. The raw S. acutus had a fatty acid-to-extractable lipid ratio of 84.4%, and it increased to 
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96.1% in the carbohydrate-reduced stillage (Table B.1 in Appendix B), likely due to the hydrolysis of some 
polar fractions (e.g., phosphatidic acid from phospholipids, carbohydrate groups in glycolipids126), or a 
reduction on non-lipid co-extractives. As fatty acids are more stable in a hydrothermal environment79,80 and 
result in near-complete conversion to biocrude oils in HTL,34 the increased fatty acid-to-extractable lipid 
ratio, together with other changes in biochemical composition, such as increased protein content in the 
stillage after removing the carbohydrate fraction, was shown to further improve the HTL performance of 
stillage. Not only did the biocrude yield increase (from 54.3±0.7 dw% for raw S. acutus to 59.6±0.8 dw% for 
stillage), but the generated biocrude oil was also of higher energy content, as indicated by the increase in 
HHV from 38.5±0.1 MJ∙kg-1 (all HHVs expressed on a dry weight basis) to 40.9±0.2 MJ∙kg-1. Though N 
content of the stillage biocrude oil (1.9±0.03%) increased from raw S. acutus’ (1.7±0.03%), the increase 
was minor and was not expected to greatly affect the upgrading process. Besides biocrude oils, there were 
evident changes in other product yields. The reduction of carbohydrate content in the stillage also led to 
considerable reductions in HTL gaseous and biochar product yields; gas yield dropped substantially to 
6.6±0.1 dw% and biochar yield dropped to 4.2±0.1 dw%. In contrast, a much higher TDS yield (20.3±2.6 
dw% vs. 4.6±0.2 dw% for raw S. acutus) was observed, mostly due to the introduction of salts during DAT. 
In all, the added carbohydrate conversion processes generated stillage biomass of higher and improved 
lipid contents, higher protein contents, and lower carbohydrate contents, thereby yielding a more desirable 
HTL product distribution. 
Following lipid extraction in CAP, the extracted stillage biomass was characterized by much higher 
protein (23.1±0.7 dw%) and ash (29.6±0.2 dw%) contents due to the removal of a large fraction of both 
carbohydrates (73.3% removed) and lipids (87.1% removed). This process also led to lower feedstock 
carbon (40.8±0.1 dw% for extracted stillage vs. 57.9±0.9 dw% for stillage) and hydrogen (5.4±0.01 dw% 
for extracted stillage vs. 9.0±0.2 dw% for stillage) contents, resulting in a substantial reduction in feedstock 
HHV, dropping to 17.8±0.05 MJ∙kg-1 from stillage’s 29.8±0.5 MJ∙kg-1. The evident increase in biocrude N 
content (4.6±0.3%) from raw S. acutus and stillage’s were a result of higher protein content of extracted 
stillage, and were anticipated to decrease the yield of upgraded fuels. In addition, most fatty acids were 
removed in the solvent extraction process,121 and the fatty acid-to-extractable lipid ratio decreased to 69.2%. 
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Consequently, HTL reaction of the extracted stillage yielded 31.9±0.6 dw% biocrude, 40.0±1.3 dw% TDS 
(due to the high ash content), 13.2±0.9 dw% gaseous, and 7.9±0.1 dw% biochar yields. 
The HTL biocrude oils can be upgraded into RDB  and naphtha using established catalytic 
hydrotreating processes (Figure 2.2, unfilled columns of each group).20,91 Based on yields of RDB and 
naphtha from biocrude oils of similar properties,20,91 stillage was expected to have a biomass-to-RDB and 
naphtha conversion efficiency of 41.7 dw% and 8.0 dw%, respectively, resulting in a total HTL conversion 
efficiency of 49.7 dw%, which was higher than the 45.4 dw% from raw S. acutus and the 25.2 dw% from 
extracted stillage. Collectively, 83.7% of the biocrude oil derived from raw S. acutus is expected to be 
converted into either RDB or naphtha,20,91 followed by stillage’s 83.4% and extracted stillage’s 80.0%, 
reflecting the impacts of varying biocrude N contents on the final fuel yields. As most of the N in biocrude 
oil is typically removed in the form of NH3 during upgrading,20,91 the higher biocrude N contents of stillage 
and extracted stillage (1.9% and 4.6%, respectively, compared with raw S. acutus’ 1.7%) resulted in the 
predicted lower biocrude-to-fuel conversion efficiency. It should be noted that the lower biocrude-derived 
fuel yield of the extracted stillage was due to diversion of lipids in the preceding extraction step, which could 
be offset by RDB and naphtha generated from the extracted lipids. 
Assuming a starting feed of 1 afdw ton (U.S. ton) of raw S. acutus, product yields were tracked 
along each system (Figure 2.3 and Table B.3 in Appendix B), which were then used to estimate yields of 
refined liquid fuel products. DHTL yielded 0.55 ton of biocrude oils, which could be upgraded to 0.39 ton of 
RDB and 0.08 ton of naphtha, whereas CAP yielded 0.14 ton of ethanol and 0.37 ton of extracted lipids 
and could be upgraded to 0.29 ton of RDB and 0.01 ton of naphtha. In comparison, more fuel products 
could be generated from the hybrid systems. For HBD-1, the diversion of carbohydrates for ethanol 
production did not obstruct the HTL process. The biocrude yield of 0.51 ton was very close to the 0.55 ton 
in DHTL, which resulted in similar biocrude-derived fuel (RDB and naphtha) yields (0.43 ton for stillage vs. 
0.46 ton for raw S. acutus). Additionally, the comparison of CAP and HBD-2 revealed the advantage of  
applying HTL over biochemical processing of the extracted stillage with AD. From the same 0.37 ton of 
extracted stillage, AD only generated 0.24 ton of biogas (mainly CH4 and CO2) which could not be easily 




Figure 3.3 Illustration of system and feedstock flows from 1 afdw ton of harvested S. acutus through (a) 
DHTL, (b) CAP, and two systems that integrate DHTL at different stages of CAP (c–d). Quantity of products 
were tracked and labeled in numbers along the process for the demonstrated scenario, yields of stillage 
and extracted stillage were expressed on an afdw basis. Mode 1 (before lipid extraction) and 2 (before AD) 
in (b) indicated the integration point of DHTL and CAP for the two hybrid systems HBD-1 and HBD-2, 
respectively. Fuel tank symbols indicated fuel products, including RDB (R), naphtha (N), and ethanol (E). 
G1 was gaseous product from HTL (predominantly CO2); G2 was gaseous product from CHG of HTL 
aqueous product (mainly CH4 and H2), G3 was gaseous product from AD (mainly CH4 and CO2).20,21 




extracted stillage generated an additional 0.17 ton of biocrude oils, and ultimately 0.13 ton of liquid fuels  
(0.11 ton of RDB and 0.02 ton of naphtha). 
Overall, Figure 3.3 revealed the system-specific product distribution patterns. With the same 
amount of starting biomass, though CAP generated less RDB and naphtha than DHTL, an additional 
ethanol product was generated. Therefore, DHTL and CAP were expected to produce similar total fuel 
(RDB, naphtha, and ethanol) yields on a mass basis, with DHTL slightly higher at 0.46 ton and CAP at 0.43 
ton. Both HBD-1 and HBD-2 generated 0.43 ton of RDB and naphtha, close to DHTL’s 0.46 ton. However, 
the slight reduction in RDB and naphtha yields was offset by production of 0.14 ton of ethanol product, 
resulting in significantly higher total liquid biofuel yield of 0.57 ton for both HBD-1 and HBD-2. 
3.4.2 S. acutus-demonstrated scenario 
To provide a more systematic and practical comparison, experimental data were input into a 
comprehensive TEA model to obtain the total fuel yields and calculate the associated minimum selling 
prices of produced biofuels (Figure 3.4 and Table B.3 in Appendix B). 
Similar to the observations in product yields noted in the previous section, the hybrid systems were 
expected to produce more fuels from the same S. acutus batch than DHTL or CAP alone, with HBD-1 
generating 164.5 gasoline gallon equivalent per afdw ton of raw S. acutus feed (GGE∙ton-1) and HBD-2 
generating 167.7 GGE∙ton-1, which were 12.2% and 14.4% higher than DHTL’s 146.6 GGE∙ton-1, 
respectively (Figure 3.4a). Fuel yields for CAP for this particular S. acutus composition were lower with 
124.9 GGE∙ton-1 due to the incomplete hydrolysis of carbohydrates and extraction of lipids (Table B.3 in 
Appendix B), and the complete diversion of extracted stillage to AD, which accounted for nearly 40% of the 
feed material but would only generate a CH4 and CO2-rich biogas stream instead of liquid fuel products. 
Notably, HBD-1 and HBD-2’s fuel yields were 87.2% and 88.9% of the theoretical 188.6 GGE∙ton-1 of 
potential energy in the feed S. acutus (estimated by Dulong’s equation35 using elemental composition). 
Though the amount of external energy inputs (e.g., reactor heating, chemicals) should be considered to 
calculate the overall energy balance, results herein suggested that the proposed integrations were 




Figure 3.4 Modeled results for S. acutus-demonstrated scenario: (a) fuel product yields from 1 afdw ton of 
raw S. acutus, the total yields were labeled at the top of each column; (b) minimum fuel selling prices 
(MFSPs) breakdown for different systems, the overall MFSPs (in 2011 U.S. dollars, credits included) were 
labeled at the top of each column; financial costs included taxes and return on investment; excess electricity 
generated in CAP was sold to the grid and was counted as credit (i.e., negative in value). Note that the 
amount of naphtha produced in CAP in (a) and electricity credit of CAP in (b) were small and thus appeared 
to be obscure. 
 
Minimum fuel selling prices (MFSPs) for each system were also calculated (Figure 3.4b) based on 
feedstock cost (specific to each biochemical composition) from a previous study.125 HBD-1 had the lowest 
fuel cost of $6.11 GGE-1, followed by HBD-2’s $6.30 GGE-1. While DHTL close at $6.33 GGE-1, CAP’s 
MFSP was comparably higher at $7.52 GGE-1. Breakdown of the MFSPs showed that for all systems the 
cost of feedstock biomass remained the largest contribution (>60% of total cost), consistent with previous 
studies.20,21,125 As the total feedstock costs per year were the same for all systems, the differences in $∙GGE-
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1 values reflected the differences in total fuel yields, hence it was largest for CAP ($5.13 GGE-1) and smallest 
for HBD-2 ($3.82 GGE-1). When considering the process-specific costs of operating and capital, the 
relatively small contribution (<20% of overall MFSPs for all systems) suggested that while hybrid systems 
included more unit processes that would have associated costs, these costs could be more than offset by 
the higher total fuel yields obtained by these added processes. Therefore, opportunities existed for the 
costlier (with regard to total investment and operating expenses) hybrid systems to be more competitive 
than DHTL or CAP. In fact, the lowest MFSP of HBD-1 showed that though it raised the capital and 
operating costs by appending more processes, the costs could actually be outweighed by the profits from 
the added fuel products. Comparing HBD-1 to HBD-2, however, showed that the minor increase in fuel 
yields from the former (3.2 GGE∙ton-1) did not offset the additional process costs of this integration strategy. 
These analyses illustrated the tradeoffs between improved fuel yields and the associated higher capital and 
operating costs, with the optimal solutions likely dependent on feedstock composition. 
3.4.3 Model-predicted fuel yields  
Using a TEA model that comprises both cultivation and conversion processes,125 yields (Figure 
3.5) of the fuel products from algae of varying composition were calculated. General trends for fuel yields 
agreed with expectations where the total yields increased with feedstock lipid contents for all systems, and 
the fuel productivity generally followed the order of HBD-2 > HBD-1 > DHTL ≈ CAP, except for nearly 100%-
lipid feedstocks, where CAP generated slightly more fuels than HBD-1 (Figure 3.5). Both DHTL and CAP 
had gray areas where total fuel yields were considerably compromised due to the inefficient coupling of 
feedstock and processes: DHTL was unfavorable in high-carbohydrate regions (bottom left corner of the 
ternary plot) due to the substantial amount energy diverted to gaseous and biochar products (DHTL only 
yielded 55.6 GGE∙ton-1 for 100%-carbohydrate feedstock); and high-protein species were greatly penalized 
in CAP due to the complete diversion of protein to AD (no liquid fuels would be generated for 100%-protein 
feedstock). Comparing fuel yields of HBD-1 and HBD-2, it was shown that fuel yields of the two systems 
were very close for low-lipid compositions; but the difference increased when shifting to high-lipid 
compositions (right side of the ternary plot). While HBD-2 was predicted to yield a maximum of 279.2 
GGE∙ton-1 for 100%-lipid feedstocks, HBD-1 only yields 248.8 GGE∙ton-1. Though such an extreme 
feedstock was out of the practical range of cultivation, this nevertheless suggested that HBD-2, which took 
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a more granular fractionation process into account, was more efficient in fuel production for high-lipid 
feedstocks. 
When analyzing these systems at the scale of individual unit operations, all above observations 
could be explained by component-to-fuel conversions of individual processes. Based on the model, HTL-
Upgrading could convert roughly 65%, 34%, and 16% of the feedstock lipids, proteins, and carbohydrates, 
respectively, into fuel products (RDB and naphtha), whereas lipids and carbohydrates could be more 
efficiently converted via LE-Upgrading and fermentation with conversions of 74% and 72%, respectively. 
Hence, fuel yields for CAP (containing fermentation and LE-Upgrading) were less than DHTL (containing 
HTL-Upgrading) for low-lipid, high-protein feedstocks (left and top corners of the ternary plot), but higher 
than DHTL for feedstocks with higher lipid contents. The hybrid system HBD-1 took advantage of the 
fermentation process, thus marking a significant improvement in carbohydrate conversion from HTL-
Upgrading’s 16% to 72%; and HBD-2 took a step further by adding the LE-Upgrading step prior to HTL-
Upgrading to make better use of the lipids. Moreover, as unextracted lipids could still be converted to fuels 
through HTL-Upgrading, the lipid-to-fuel conversion could be further improved from 74% (in LE-Upgrading 
alone) to 79%. Therefore, the hybrid systems possessed much greater flexibility in terms of valorizing 
feedstocks of widely varying composition due to the substantial improvement in component-to-fuel 
conversions. 
However, it should be noted that more work should be dedicated to improving the prediction model 
to be better aligned with experimental results, especially for CAP where the model over-predicted fuel yields 
by 16.5%. This deviation stemmed from the lower-than-expected fermentable carbohydrate hydrolysis ratio 
(73.3% experimental vs. 90% modeled, Table B.3 in Appendix B) and fatty acids-to-extractable lipid ratio 
(84.4% experimental vs. 95% modeled, Table B.1 in Appendix B). If experimental values for these two 
parameters were used for process modeling, the difference between modeled and experimental values for 
total fuel yield could be narrowed to 5.4%. Therefore, the model should be calibrated and validated with 
more experimental results to better guide the development of these aqueous conversion systems. 
Nonetheless, the current model provided decent predictions for the other three systems (8.4%, 1.2%, and 




Figure 3.5 Model-predicted fuel yields for 1 afdw ton of algal biomass for (a) DHTL, (b) CAP, (c) HBD-1, 
and (d) HBD-2; gray areas indicated fuel yields <100 GGE∙ton-1. Predictions included all biochemical 
compositions as conversion models were not feedstock-specific, though some compositions (e.g., 100%-
lipid content) were not practical. HBD-2 was projected to produce the most fuel products for all compositions. 
 
3.4.4 Model-predicted MFSPs 
When comparing the MFSPs, cultivation models need to be incorporated to account for changes 
in costs associated with producing algae of varying compositions. As reported in a previous study, the 
trajectory of the S. acutus species composition through the course of cultivation involved steadily 
decreasing protein content due to nutrient depletion.125 At the same time, the lipid content kept increasing, 
while the carbohydrate content initially increased to around 60 afdw% before decreasing (Figure 3.6a). 
Consequently, the lipid-to-protein ratio (L/P) increased monotonically, and so should the fuel yields 
according to previous observations (Figure 3.5), leading to changes in overall fuel prices (Figure 3.6b).  
Generally, higher fuel yields were accompanied by lower MFSPs. It follows that MFSPs for both 
HBD-1 and HBD-2 were consistently lower than DHTL and CAP. Specifically, when L/P was low, DHTL 
yielded more fuels and thus lower MFSPs, while MFSPs of CAP could exceed $10 GGE-1. However, CAP’s 
MFSPs decreased quickly with increase in L/P and were close to HBD-1 and HBD-2’s when L/P was >3, 
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while DHTL’s MFSP increased initially before decreasing as L/P increased. These changes in MFSPs 
resulted from the fact that (a) at the initial state, carbohydrate contents of algal biomass would increase125 
(hence less fuel yields for DHTL); and (b) LE-Upgrading was more efficient in converting lipids into fuels 
than HTL-Upgrading, thus, CAP yielded lower MFSP than HTL for biomass with higher L/P. When L/P 
exceeded 3.1, however, the MFSPs increased drastically as a results of elevated cultivation costs (due to 
the lower areal productivity) but minimal changes in feedstock biochemical composition (i.e., the L/P hardly 
changed; Figure 3.6a).125 Notably, the differences in MFSPs of hybrid systems compared to DHTL and 
CAP were larger for feedstocks with lower L/P, where DHTL and CAP yielded comparably much less fuels; 
but the differences in MFSPs decreased to less than $0.5 GGE-1 between CAP and hybrid systems for 
higher L/P. Moreover, for L/P <1.6, HBD-1 had lower MFSPs than HBD-2 despite having lower fuel yields. 
Both of these observations were consistent with our earlier conclusion that there were tradeoffs for hybrid 
systems between the increase in fuel yields and associated higher processing costs.  
Finally, when evaluating the MFSPs trend from a more general view, it could be concluded that 
DHTL had much less variation in MFSPs relative to CAP over the full range of compositions due to its 
moderate to high conversion efficiencies for all biomass components, whereas CAP was more competitive 
for high-lipid, high-carbohydrate biomass due to the higher conversions for these two components. The 
hybrid systems inherited advantages of both DHTL and CAP (that is less variable and lower optimum 
MFSPs). With the price difference between maximum and minimum MFSPs at only $1.77 GGE-1 for HBD-
1 and $1.74 GGE-1 for HBD-2, the hybrid systems would allow more flexible selection of feedstocks, and 
reduce risks related to unexpected changes in supplies of specific feedstocks; and with the ability to achieve 
low MFSPs for optimized feedstocks, the hybrid systems would be more promising to be competitive with 
traditional fossil fuels. 
3.4.5 Implications and future research needs 
Microalgae have been identified as a promising feedstock for renewable liquid fuels, and various 
processes have been promoted for the conversion of algal biomass into biofuels via an aqueous route. 
However, the scope of current solutions are nonetheless limited to feedstocks with specific biochemical 
compositions (often high-lipid ones) while neglecting others,125 leading to poor valorization of other  
candidates (e.g., algae harvested after wastewater treatment15,36). To further increase fuel production 
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potential of algae and provide flexibility for various feedstock compositions, innovations and optimizations 
in aqueous conversion system design are needed to improve fuel conversion efficiencies for all feedstock 
lipid, protein, and carbohydrate components.  
 
 
Figure 3.6 (a) Trajectory of the predicted biochemical composition of algae S. acutus species as cultivation 
time increases and associated changes in the lipid-to-protein ratio (L/P, labeled numbers), L/P increases 
monotonically with cultivation time; (b) model-predicted MFSPs vs. S. acutus feedstock L/P for individual 
and hybrid conversion processes. The drastic increase of MFSPs for biomass with L/P>3.1 was due to the 
significant increase cultivation cost with minimal changes in L/P.125  
 
In this chapter, two hybrid systems were proposed to leverage advantages from existing systems 
and mitigate impacts from their individual weaknesses, guaranteeing moderate- to high-efficiency 
conversion of feedstocks across the entire biochemical composition regime. This is especially beneficial for 
early-harvesting species with high protein contents and low lipid and carbohydrate contents, whose biofuels 
are currently penalized by high MFSPs due to the lower fuel yields. A combination of the fractionation 
strategy in CAP and whole-cell conversion strategy in DHTL in hybrid systems leads to high conversion of 
carbohydrates and lipids, while the residual biomass which is inconvertible in CAP can be more efficiently 
valorized through DHTL. This advantage is particularly pertinent to algal wastewater treatment processes, 
where the primary goal is to remove aqueous nutrients rather than cultivate the algal biomass to high-lipid 
content via nutrient depletion. Therefore, the harvested wastewater algae (WW-algae) often have high 
protein but low lipid content due to the lack of a carbon accumulation stage.127 In some cases, changes in 
the treatment operations may be required in different seasons to meet regulatory discharge standards, 
leading to variations in feedstock compositions and a necessity for flexible downstream systems. Moreover, 
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the adaptability of hybrid systems to feedstocks of varying composition while managing to achieve low 
MFSPs for optimized feedstocks enables the facilities to acquire biomass from different sources, which can 
reduce feedstock costs (largest contributor to MFSPs). For example, costs for WW-algae are expected to 
be much lower than algal farms due to the co-location with wastewater treatment plants, the use of organic 
carbon and nutrients from wastewater, and the credits from wastewater.13,36,128,129 This broader range of 
feedstocks, along strategies like storing biomass from higher productivity seasons for use in lower 
productivity seasons can reduce the variability in feedstock flow and increase the size of the facility to take 
advantage of economies of scale.20,21  
MFSPs of the hybrid systems can be further reduced by streamlining the facilities and processes. 
For example, for HBD-1, the hydrolysate after ethanol distillation is at an elevated temperature, which can 
decrease the energy demand for reaching HTL process conditions; for HBD-2, upgrading of the extracted 
lipids and generated biocrude oils can be combined to save capital investment and labor expenses. 
Advancement in technologies can also increase fuel yields thus contribute to lower MFSPs (e.g., by 
reducing evaporation of volatile fractions of biocrude oils130 and improving lipid extraction efficiency). 
Admittedly, more research is needed to further improve the protein-to-fuel conversion, which is only 34% 
for both hybrid systems and much less than that of lipids and carbohydrates (65–79%). This may be 
achieved by feedstock pretreatment (e.g., sequential HTL131) to pre-extract proteins, which can be 
biologically converted to biofuels at higher conversions.132 Moreover, higher valuable products (e.g., 
succinic acid from fermentation of hydrolyzed carbohydrates133) and non-fuel co-products (e.g., protein 
feed134) can also be included to boost system economics.  
The hybrid systems also have the potential to further reduce the environmental impacts of algal 
biofuels. For example, by enabling the use of wastewater algae as a potential feedstock source, algae 
biomass can be cultivated with less nutrient inputs, which has been shown to be a main contributor to 
several life cycle environmental impact categories (e.g., climate change, non-renewable resources).118,120 
However, it should be noted that though substitution of AD with HTL is found to improve fuel productivity, 
recycling of nutrients (e.g., N and P) from HTL products may involve more steps5,36 than required from AD 
aqueous product, and more work remained in this area to study whether the hybrid systems is able to meet 
the sustainability targets for algal biofuels. 
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Overall, as demonstrated by experiments and evaluated by a comprehensive TEA model, the 
proposed hybrid systems HBD-1 and HBD-2 can produce more algal biofuels at lower cost than individual 
systems DHTL and CAP. These results shed light upon industrially viable and economically feasible 
solutions for biofuels comparable with traditional energy sources, therefore reducing the reliability on fossil 





INTEGRATED SYSTEM FOR VALORIZATION OF WASTEWATER ALGAE 
A modified version of this chapter was published in Environmental Science & Technology  
Yalin Li, William A. Tarpeh, Kara L. Nelson, and Timothy J. Strathmann‡ 
4.1 Abstract 
Algal systems have emerged as a promising strategy for simultaneous treatment and valorization 
of wastewater. However, further advancement and real-world implementation are hindered by the limited 
knowledge on the full energetic and nutrient product potentials of such systems and the corresponding 
value of these products. In this work, an aqueous-based system for the conversion of wastewater-derived 
algae and upgrading of crude products was designed and demonstrated. Bio-oil, fuel gas, and fertilizer 
products were generated from algal biomass harvested from a municipal wastewater treatment facility. 
Experiments showed that 68% of chemical energy contained in the algal biomass could be recovered with 
44% in upgraded bio-oil and 23% in fuel gas (calculated as higher heating values), and 44% and 91% of 
nitrogen and phosphorus element contents in the original feedstock could be recovered as fertilizer products 
(ammonium sulfate and struvite), respectively. For 1,000 kg of such dry algal biomass, these products had 
an estimated total value of $427 (in 2014 US dollars). For the first time, experiment-based energy and 
nutrient recovery potentials of wastewater-derived algae were presented in an integrated manner. Findings 
also revealed critical research needs and suggested strategies to further improve resource recovery and 
waste valorization in these systems. 
4.2 Introduction 
Growing population and urbanization are putting increasing pressure on wastewater treatment 
plants (WWTPs) to meet discharge standards at lower cost. However, these facilities largely continue to 
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exercise energy-intensive operations and disregard the valorization potential held by organic matter and 
nutrients present in wastewater.1,4 Wastewater algae (WW-algae) treatment systems leverage the versatile 
metabolism of microalgae to convert the carbon and nutrient constituents into cellular products (e.g., 
medium chain length fatty acids, proteins).8,9 Multiple existing and ongoing studies have supported the use 
of WW-algae systems for contaminant removal and algal biomass production, with the potential to meet 
discharge regulations and replace secondary treatment processes.3,13,128,135 In addition, WW-algae systems 
can also reduce the costs and environmental impacts of algae-based products by utilizing the excess 
nutrients in wastewater (as opposed to supplying external nutrients), potentially turning WWTPs into net 
energy producers.5,136,137 The algal biomass can be harvested and used for the generation of valuable 
products (e.g., biofuels, chemicals, nutrient products),13,129 and aqueous conversion technologies are 
increasingly being employed to minimize the energy needed for reducing moisture content of the harvested 
algae. Typical aqueous technologies include, but are not limited to, anaerobic digestion (AD), fermentation, 
lipid extraction, and hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL).11,16–19 Though many of these processes have been 
shown to be promising for liquid biofuel production, more affordable sources of algal biomass are needed 
to make biofuels cost-competitive with conventional fossil fuels, and the algal product portfolio should be 
expanded to include co-products like fuel gases (mainly composed of CH4, H2, etc.) and fertilizers to further 
reduce the costs and environmental impacts of biofuels.20,21 It follows that integration of aqueous conversion 
technologies with low-cost WW-algae can lead to paradigm-shifting scenarios for generation of biofuels and 
bio-derived co-products that are economically viable and environmentally sustainable. 
To date, aqueous-phase biomass conversion processes have examined mostly freshwater18- or 
saltwater104- cultivated algal biomass; however, WW-algae have distinct properties (e.g., higher protein and 
ash contents, lower lipid and carbohydrate contents4,13,77,138,139) due to the wastewater matrix and target 
growth conditions (e.g., nutrient-rich influent, shorter residence times). Moreover, studies examining 
aqueous conversion of WW-algae have largely limited their scope to crude products that require further 
upgrading. Even for studies where valuable end products have been produced, only a portion of the 
biomass is typically recovered (e.g., nutrient co-products are ignored20). Therefore, the total resource 
recovery and valorization potential of harvested algal biomass, especially wastewater-originated algae, has 
not been evaluated. The absence of comprehensive feed-to-product mass balance studies also limits 
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techno-economic analysis and life cycle assessment (TEA/LCA) that are needed to identify critical barriers 
to the widespread deployment of WW-algae systems. 
To overcome these critical challenges, this research aims to design and demonstrate an integrated 
aqueous system for the complete conversion of WW-algae to valuable end products. Mass, element, and 
energy flows along the integrated process chain were quantified for algal biomass harvested from a pilot-
scale WW-algae treatment system, and a preliminary economic analysis was conducted to estimate the 
maximum revenue that can be derived collectively from WW-algae fuel and fertilizer products, setting the 
stage for TEA/LCA studies that will guide future developments in the field. 
4.3 Methods 
4.3.1 Wastewater algae 
Algal biomass was supplied by Clearas Water Recovery from a pilot photobioreactor system at the 
Missoula Wastewater Treatment Plant (Missoula, MT). The harvested algae consisted primarily of Chlorella, 
Scenedesmus, and other minor protozoa. The algae were received as a frozen slurry, and were lyophilized, 
ground, and stored at 4°C prior to use for experimental expediency. Detailed methods for biochemical and 
elemental analyses of the algal biomass were provided in Appendix C. 
4.3.2 Algae conversion and product upgrading 
The integrated scheme for WW-algae valorization includes five thermo-, physico-, and 
electrochemical processes (Figure 4.1). First, the biomass was prepared into a 20% aqueous slurry (dry 
weight basis, dw%), which was subjected to hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL, Step 1) at 350°C for 1 h in a 
continuously-stirred batch reactor under N2 headspace (atmospheric pressure at room temperature). This 
generated a self-separating biocrude oil product along with aqueous, biochar, and gas co-products. The 
HTL biocrude product was then upgraded to liquid bio-oil by hydrotreating (HT, Step 2) with a sulfided cobalt 
oxide/molybdenum oxide on alumina (CoMo) catalyst. HT was conducted under H2 headspace (960 psi at 
room temperature) in a continuously-stirred batch reactor, and the temperature was ramped to 405°C at 
about 5°C·min-1 and held for 2 h. HT upgrading also produced an energetic fuel gas co-product. 
During the initial HTL process, most of the nutrient content in the algal biomass was routed to 
aqueous and biochar co-products, with aqueous product rich in N and biochar rich in P.5,47,140 The HTL 
aqueous co-product was treated by catalytic hydrothermal gasification (CHG, Step 3) using a ruthenium 
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catalyst on carbon support (Ru/C) at 350°C for 4 h. After CHG, organic carbon in water was converted to 
energetic fuel gas product (mixture of H2, CH4, CO2 and minor volatile hydrocarbons) and aqueous 
carbonate species.91,141 This process also reduced the organic loading (i.e., chemical oxygen demand COD) 
and toxicity of the aqueous phase (inhibiting algal growth when used for cultivation90), yielding a nutrient-
rich aqueous co-product stream.20,91 
Phosphorus associated with the biochar co-product was extracted (Step 4A, 2 g per batch for 3 
batches) by 0.5 M sulfuric acid (80C, 1:10 g:mL), and the extract was amended with MgCl2 (1:1 Mg:P 
molar ratio) and mixed with the ammonium-rich HTL aqueous co-product streams to precipitate magnesium 
ammonium phosphate (MAP or struvite, MgNH4PO4·6H2O, Step 4B). Two scenarios were evaluated for 
recovering P as struvite: (1) mixing the Mg-amended P extract with the HTL aqueous co-product before 
applying CHG (solid line to Step 4B), and (2) mixing with the aqueous product stream after applying CHG 
(dotted line to Step 4B). 
Finally, residual NH4+ present in the CHG aqueous co-product stream (after struvite precipitation) 
was recovered as ammonium sulfate, a commercial fertilizer product, by electrochemical stripping into a 
sulfuric acid trap (ECS, Step 5). NH4+ was transported from the feedwater (anodic chamber) to the cathodic 
chamber through a cation exchange membrane (CMI-7000, Membranes International Inc., Ringwood, 
NJ).142 In the cathode chamber, oxygen and water reduction increased pH, converting NH4+ to NH3, allowing 
for passage through a gas permeable microporous polypropylene membrane (3M, St. Paul, MN) into a 
sulfuric acid trap to produce ammonium sulfate. Additional details of the conversion steps and product 
analyses were provided in Appendix C. 
4.3.3 Estimation of product values 
All prices were converted to 2014 US dollars using GDP chain-type price index from different years 
in the U.S. Energy Information Administration’s Annual Energy Outlook.143 The market value for bio-oil was 
converted from the price of gasoline ($3.38 gal-1) on equivalent higher heating value (HHV) basis.144,145 
Market values for HT/CHG gas products were converted from the price of natural gas ($7.08 mcf-1) on 
equivalent HHV basis.144,145 Market value for ammonium sulfate was $533 US ton-1 (average US farm 




Figure 4.1 Scheme, material inputs, and products of the proposed integrated system for WW-algae 
valorization. Five conversion processes were applied: HTL (Step 1); HT (Step 2), CHG (Step 3), acid 
extraction of P (Step 4A) and magnesium ammonium phosphate (struvite) precipitation (Step 4B), and ECS 
(Step 5). In Step 4A, the biochar acid extract was alternatively combined with either the HTL aqueous co-
product (solid line) or CHG aqueous co-product (dotted line) in separate experiments to compare P recovery 
and the quality of struvite solids generated in step 4B (denoted as HTL/CHG struvite, respectively). 
 
from a previous study in Japan,147 and the price (€245 US ton-1) was converted to US dollars using an 
exchange rate of 0.833 (to $1).148 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Algal biomass 
Analyses of the WW-algal biomass (Table C.1 in Appendix C) revealed low lipid (14.4±0.7 dw%) 
and carbohydrate contents (13.3±0 dw%, an uncertainty of 0 indicates duplicate experiments yielded same 
results), and a correspondingly high protein content (53.1±0.4 dw%), which was consistent with previous 
reports for WW-algae.4,13,77,138,139 Hence the selected HTL-initiated conversion scheme was ideal due to its 
higher protein conversion potential compared to more conventional processes like AD.18,149 Additionally, 
the ash content (16.5±0.5 dw%) was higher than that typically reported for biomass cultivated specifically 
for biofuel production (typically <10 dw%), which was expected due to the higher mineral contents in 
wastewater.35 To provide quantitative information on the practical energy and nutrient recovery of the 
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integrated system, demonstrative experiments were conducted with harvested WW-algae, and the results 
were discussed in following sections. 
4.4.2 Hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) of algal biomass (Step 1 in Figure 4.1) 
This first step in the processing scheme involved subjecting the whole biomass directly to HTL, 
which produced biocrude oil plus three co-products (aqueous dissolved solids, gas, and biochar). Yield of 
biocrude (36.9±0.6 dw%) was the highest among all products (Figure 4.2a, Table C.2 in Appendix C), 
followed by biochar (13.2±0.5 dw%), gas (12.5±1.8 dw%), and aqueous total dissolved solids (TDS, 9.6±0.3 
dw%). The rest of the mass balance was attributed to volatile compounds in biocrude and aqueous products 
noted in previous studies35,104 and was discussed in the following sections. These HTL yields were 
consistent with expectations based on biochemical compositions of the WW-algae (low lipid and 
carbohydrate contents resulted in relatively low biocrude, gas, and biochar yields).35,104 As expected, C 
content of the biocrudes (71.7±2.0%, Figure 4.2e, Table C.3 in Appendix C) was lower than that reported 
for biocrudes derived from algae specially cultivated to high lipid contents desired for biofuel production (C 
content up to 77.3%).20 On the other hand, the biocrude contained relatively high N content (5.5±0.2%) due 
to the high protein content in the WW-algae (53.1±0.4 dw%), which can be an order of magnitude higher 
than N contents of biocrudes derived from high-lipid algae (as low as 0.5%),150 and is also much higher 
than the N content of petroleum crude oils (<1%).72 Similarly, the volatile O content of the HTL biocrude 
(13.6±2.4%) was found to be more than 30% higher than biocrudes generated from high-lipid algae,20,72,150 
likely due to the lower concentration of low-O lipid components (e.g., triacylglycerides) in the biomass. 
Furthermore, the HTL biocrudes appeared to be highly viscous. These undesirable qualities highlighted the 
need for further upgrading of biocrude to reduce heteroatom contents, decrease viscosity, and improve 
overall heating value of the product fuel. 
In terms of volume, the aqueous HTL co-product predominated due to the water content of the 
algae slurry feedstock (80% water, 20% solids). The dissolved aqueous product was characterized by high 
COD and total organic carbon (TOC) levels of 30,300±500 mg O2·L-1 and 9,600±200 mg C·L-1 (Figure 4.2f, 
Table C.4 in Appendix C), respectively, revealing a potentially rich chemical energy source (oxidizing 
potential) that might be recovered. Similarly, the high total nitrogen (TN, 9,600±500 mg N·L-1) and large 
NH4+-N/TN ratio of the HTL aqueous product (78.2±1.1%) suggests a potential source for fertilizer 
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production. The high TOC solution was an ideal feed for CHG, where dissolved organic carbon constituents 
were converted to energetic fuel gas mixture (predominantly CH4, H2, and CO2) or as carbonate species in 
water.151–153 The large NH4+-N/TN ratio also indicated relatively complete destruction of the biomass at the 
selected reaction condition (350°C, 1 h), and suggested improved potential for recovery of algal N 
components as inorganic fertilizers. 
It should be noted that a substantial fraction of the feedstock was not accounted for in the quantified 
products, attributed principally to volatile constituents (e.g., NH4+-N at 7,520±340 mg N·L-1, total inorganic 
carbon (TIC) at 3,000±800 mg C·L-1, and small organic molecules like acetic acid) lost during the 
evaporation of dichloromethane (DCM, used for extracting biocrude) or water evaporated when measuring 
biocrude/TDS yields. This conclusion was supported by the fact that the aqueous TDS yield (9.6±0.3 dw%) 
was lower than the sum of the total carbon (TC) and TN yields in the same phase (11.1 dw%), which did 
not even consider the other salts that makeup much of the TDS. However, this analytical artifact will not be 
relevant to real applications where the biocrudes will most likely be separated physically rather than by 
solvent extraction (used here for laboratory simplicity), and aqueous product will be directly converted by 
CHG without evaporation.20,91 
4.4.3 Hydrotreating (HT) of HTL biocrude products (Step 2 in Figure 4.1) 
As mentioned in introduction, the HTL biocrude requires upgrading to meet standards required by 
modern engines. Compared to crude oils, HTL biocrudes produced from WW-algae are much higher in 
heteroatom content, which leads to lower heating values and gas pollutants (e.g., NOx) during 
combustion.154–157 A growing number of studies have begun evaluating HT upgrading of biocrudes,154–
156,158,159 and previous studies have demonstrated the feasibility of upgrading freshwater/saltwater algae-
derived HTL biocrudes through common processes employed in petroleum refineries.42,91,160 Similar HT 
protocols were used here, but reaction conditions were modified to improve the treatment results for batch 
processing of WW-algae biocrudes. Commercial CoMo catalyst was sulfided prior to use,154 as sulfided 
catalysts have been widely used in hydroprocessing and shown to be effective for hydrodenitrogenation 
(HDN) and hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) reactions.161,162 For the baseline scenario where 1 g of catalyst was 




Figure 4.2 Illustration and experimental yields (a–d) and compositions (e–g) for products generated after 
each conversion step (denoted by circled numbers) in Figure 4.1: (a) HTL yields as dw% of algal biomass; 
(b) HT yields as % of biocrude; (c) CHG products; (d) acid extraction, struvite precipitation (yield as % of 
theoretical maximum), and ECS products; (e) elemental contents of HTL biocrude and HT bio-oil products; 
(f) selected water quality parameters of HTL and CHG aqueous products, (g) constituents of HTL, baseline 
HT, and CHG gas products (CO for HT gas and H2 for CHG gas); (h) elemental contents of HTL biochar, 
extracted HTL biochar, theoretical struvite, and experimentally produced struvite. Baseline scenario results 
were shown for HT (5 g of biocrude and 1 g of sulfided CoMo catalyst) and struvite precipitation (HTL 
struvite produced from a mixture of HTL aqueous product and HTL biochar acid extract). Detailed data with 
associated uncertainties were provided in Table C.2–6 in Appendix C. 
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more energetic and less viscous bio-oils, with the remaining feed presumed to form coke deposits on the 
catalyst (Figure 4.2b, Table C.2 in Appendix C). Notably, yield of the treated bio-oil (21.4±0.04 dw% of the 
original algal biomass feedstock Figure 4.2e, Table C.2 and 3 in Appendix C) was greater than the lipid 
contents of the biomass (14.4±0.7 dw%), demonstrating conversion of non-lipid components in the 
feedstock into upgraded oil products as suggested previously,154 and supporting the application of HTL-HT 
processes for the production of liquid biofuels from WW-algae. Upgraded bio-oil recovered by direct pouring 
from the reactor without added solvent (fraction 1) and bio-oil recovered after extracting the residual HT 
reactor solids with DCM (fraction 2) were analyzed separately (Figure 4.2e, Table C.3 in Appendix C). 
Compared to biocrudes, both of the upgraded bio-oil fractions had higher C contents (85.5±1.0% and 
83.0±2.7% for fraction 1 and 2, respectively, vs. 71.7±2.0% for biocrude), and reduced N (1.0±0.1% and 
1.2±0.2% for fraction 1 and 2, respectively, vs. 5.5±0.2% for biocrude) and O contents (1.7±1.0% and 
4.6±3.3% for fraction 1 and 2, respectively, vs. 13.6±2.4% for biocrude). These changes in elemental 
composition led to an apparent reduction in viscosities and an increase in higher heating values (HHV: 
45.4±0.7 MJ·kg-1 for fraction 1, and 43.3±2.0 MJ·kg-1 for fraction 2) compared to HTL biocrude (34.9±1.4 
MJ·kg-1), and comparable to values reported for petroleum fuels (e.g., 45.5 and 46.5 MJ·kg-1 for crude oil 
and conventional gasoline,145 respectively). Characteristics of fraction 1 were used in subsequent analyses 
as it was expected to be the major fraction in practice. To shed light on the effects of catalyst loading, 
additional experiments were conducted wherein 0.5 g and 2 g of catalysts were added for 5 g of biocrudes 
(10:1 and 2.5:1 biocrude feed-to-CoMo catalyst ratios, respectively), and it was found that increasing 
catalyst dose up to 2.5:1 could further improve the quality of the upgraded bio-oils. For the experiment with 
2 g of catalysts, C content increased to 88.0% while N and O contents decreased to 0.2% and 0.9%, 
respectively. This further decrease in N and C contents with higher catalyst loading points to incomplete 
HDN and HDO reactions in the baseline scenario. Therefore, efficiencies of HT can be further improved by 
increasing catalyst-to-biocrude ratio, extending reaction time, and optimizing reactor configurations (e.g., 
by using continuous flow fixed bed reactors).42,154 
In addition to upgraded bio-oils, HT produced gas products which were predominantly light 
hydrocarbon gases (e.g., CH4; Figure 4.2g, Table C.5 in Appendix C). Though speciation of the gas 
products may change with catalyst loading, they were all suitable as fuel products (e.g. for an on-site 
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combined heat and power (CHP) system).20,21 Specifically, the baseline scenario with 1 g of catalyst yielded 
~50% CH4, ~40% C2–C6 light hydrocarbons, ~10% CO and minimal CO2, leading to an aggregate HHV of 
45.4±0.5 MJ·kg-1. HHVs of gas products from 0.5 g and 2 g of catalysts experiments were lower (33.4 and 
37.8 MJ·kg-1 for 0.5 g and 2 g experiments, respectively) due to higher CO and lower hydrocarbon contents, 
but the low (<4%) content of non-flammable CO2 nonetheless supported their usage as fuels. 
4.4.4 Catalytic hydrothermal gasification (CHG) of HTL aqueous product (Step 3 in Figure 4.1) 
After HTL, the high COD and TOC aqueous co-product stream was examined as a feedstock for 
CHG.153,163 CHG is commonly used to reduce the COD/TOC of HTL aqueous product by gasifying water-
soluble organic compounds, during which energetic fuel gas can be generated.20,91,152 Ru/C has been found 
to be an active and stable gasification catalyst, and the generated gas products are mainly composed of 
H2 and CH4 with elevated heating values.153,163 After reaction, 98.2±0.4% of the COD and 97.2±0.4% of the 
TOC was removed from the aqueous co-product stream (Figure 4.2f, Table C.4 in Appendix C), in 
agreement with earlier reports on CHG of various feed solutions.20,91 Analysis indicated that 26.2±6.0% of 
the decomposed organic carbon was converted to gas phase products (Table C.2 in Appendix C), 
composed mainly of H2 (53.4±2.4%, Figure 4.2g, Table C.5 in Appendix C) and CH4 (24.4±4.5%). The high 
concentration of H2 contributed to a large HHV (90.5±4.3 MJ·kg-1), ideal for on-site electricity and heat 
production (e.g., through in-house CHP),20,21 partially offsetting external natural gas requirements for 
refinery reactor heating. 
Aside from C-containing compounds, changes in N speciation were also observed during CHG. TN 
decreased from 9,600±500 mg N·L-1 to 8,000±400 mg N·L-1, while NH4+-N increased from 7,520±340 mg 
N·L-1 to 7,870±690 mg N·L-1 (Figure 4.2f, Table C.4 in Appendix C). Thus, nearly all the dissolved N in 
CHG aqueous product could be accounted for by NH4+ (98.3±9.1% NH4+-N/TN ratio). This finding is 
consistent with earlier reports,42 and is beneficial for N recovery as ammonia-based fertilizer (e.g., 
ammonium sulfate). The P content of the aqueous product decreased from 750±18 mg P·L-1 to 341±27 mg 
P·L-1, most likely due to adsorption to the Ru/C catalyst and consistent with the increased P content of the 
used catalysts (Table C.6 in Appendix C). Ideally, P adsorption to the catalyst should be prevented, as it 
not only diverts P away from valuable products, but may also contribute to catalyst poisoning.164,165 In this 
sense, use of HTL aqueous product for struvite production prior to application of CHG (as demonstrated in 
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Step 4B in Figure 4.1) would be advantageous, but additional CHG experiments with P-reduced HTL 
aqueous products are needed to confirm the anticipated alleviation of catalyst poisoning. 
4.4.5 Acid extraction and struvite precipitation (Step 4 in Figure 4.1) 
As a major and essential element in algal biomass, P content of algae is more than twice that of 
terrestrial plants,166 and P recycling has been identified as a critical need for ensuring the sustainability of 
algal biofuels.5,167,168 Similar to previous studies, most (64.1±1.7%) of the feedstock P was incorporated 
into HTL biochar.5,20 Extraction of P from the HTL biochar co-product was efficient (90.7±3.6% P recovery), 
and subsequent precipitation of struvite was complete with essentially no P left in the filtrate (Figure 4.2f 
and h, Table C.4 and 6 in Appendix C). Moreover, almost all (95%) of Mg in HTL biochar was extracted as 
well. To precipitate struvite, the P extract was amended with MgCl2 (1:1 Mg:P molar ratio) and combined 
with either the HTL aqueous product (“HTL struvite”, solid line in Step 4B of Figure 4.1) or the CHG aqueous 
product (“CHG struvite”, dotted line in Step 4B of Figure 4.1) since both aqueous products contain high 
levels of NH4+-N. Elemental analyses showed low levels of C impurities in both struvite solids (0.8±0% for 
HTL struvite and 0.3±0.03% for CHG struvite, Table C.6 in Appendix C). The slightly higher C content for 
HTL struvite was attributed to the high organic carbon content in HTL aqueous co-product stream. It was 
found that HTL struvite was higher in quality with regard to the nutrient elements. Based on a molecular 
formula of MgNH4PO4·6H2O, the theoretical N, P, and Mg mass contents for struvite are 5.7%, 12.7%, and 
9.8%, respectively. Characterization of the HTL struvite showed 5.0±0%, 11.0±0.3%, and 8.5±0.2% for 
these three elements, respectively, whereas CHG struvite had values of 4.8±0.1%, 9.7±0.8%, and 
7.6±0.5%, respectively (Figure 4.2h, Table C.6 in Appendix C). The lower-than-theory values might have 
resulted from co-precipitation of other polyvalent cations present in the aqueous products, such as Al3+, 
Ca2+, and Fe3+/Fe2+. This was confirmed by elemental analysis (Table C.6 in Appendix C), and was 
consistent with other reports of struvite solids recovered from waste sources.169,170 More importantly, the 
elemental analysis did not show significant amounts of hazardous heavy metals (e.g., As, Cr, and Pb), and 
the small amounts of Al, Ca, and Fe detected were likely to have neutral or even beneficial behavior in 
fertilizers. Finally, it is worth noting that since the struvite was derived from hydrothermally generated 
HTL/CHG products, any pathogens carried over from wastewater to the algal biomass should be inactivated 
during the extended exposure to the high temperature and pressure (1 or 4 h at 350°C and >2,200 psi). 
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Scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Figure 4.3) showed that both HTL and CHG struvite solids exhibited 
smaller crystal sizes compared to the commercial reference material (98% MgNH4PO4·6H2O, Alfa Aesar). 
The HTL struvite maintained the smooth surface texture and crystal shape observed with the reference 
material, while CHG struvite exhibited much rougher surfaces, slightly different shapes, and “broken” 
particles (Figure 4.3b, d, and f). X-ray diffraction (XRD) confirmed the dominant struvite crystal structure 
in both precipitates (Figure C.1 in Appendix C). All peaks in both HTL and CHG struvites matched the 
reference material. Though some changes in peak heights were observed, which indicated variations in 
ratios of crystal phases, the absence of foreign peaks indicated minimal formation of other crystalline 
phases, such as Mg(OH)2 and Fe(OH)3. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of struvite: (a)/(b) reference struvite; (c)/(d) HTL aqueous 
product-derived struvite; (e)/(f) CHG aqueous product-derived struvite. X-ray diffractograms of the 
corresponding solids were shown in Figure C.1 in Appendix C. 
 
4.4.6 Electrochemical stripping (ECS) of NH4+ (Step 5 in Figure 4.1) 
Finally, ECS was applied to capture residual ammonium from the concentrated aqueous stream 
following CHG and struvite precipitation. ECS is well-suited to N recovery from waste streams because: it 
exhibits high selectivity for N; recovers N as ammonium sulfate, a common liquid fertilizer; and requires 
lower energy and chemical input than conventional ammonia stripping.142 Electrolysis facilitates cathodic 
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pH increase,171 which obviates base addition typical of conventional ammonia stripping and allows for 
adjusting electricity input for process control.142 Based on promising results for electrochemical stripping in 
urine,142 which has various constituents (e.g., organics, nitrogen, phosphorus, metals),172 the process was 
applied to CHG aqueous product in this study.  
Figure 4.4a showed the three-chamber ECS system: anodic chamber for influent (CHG aqueous 
product in this case), cathode chamber for ammonia volatilization containing 0.1 M sodium chloride, and 
trap chamber containing 1 M sulfuric acid. Figure 4.4b showed the time-dependence of TN in the anodic, 
cathodic, and acid trap chambers. 86% of the TN in the feed was recovered in the trap chamber within 9.6 
h, comparable with results observed from previous studies with similar TN.142 After an initialization period 
of 1.5–2 h, the device performed steadily with anode chamber %TN (% as the initial N in anode chamber) 
decreasing and trap chamber %TN increasing at roughly the same rates, with %TN in the cathode chamber 
peaking at 14% around 5–6 h before slowly decreasing to 4% (Figure 4.4b). Despite the decreasing N 
contents in the anodic chamber, recovery of N in the trap chamber was not affected, even towards the end 
of the experiment, suggesting that the recovery could potentially be higher with longer treatment times. 
During the experiment, TIC in the anode decreased with N contents to essentially 0, most likely because 
carbonate species shifted to carbonic acids and ultimately CO2 as pH decreased due to water oxidation.142 
However, TOC remained unchanged, with minimal transfer to cathodic/trap chambers being observed. In 
all, the high recovery and selectivity of NH4+ demonstrated the effectiveness of ECS within the integrated 
system. 
4.4.7 Carbon flow and distribution among products 
The complete conversion and detailed analyses in this chapter provided the opportunity to track 
flows of key elements (C/N/P) along the processing chain. Figure 4.5a showed a Sankey diagram 
illustrating the flow and distribution of C throughout the integrated processing of WW-algae. After HTL, the 
majority of C was transferred to biocrude, most of which was further converted to upgraded bio-oil, 
accounting for 39% of the total feedstock C. Fuel gas, the other energetic product generated by CHG and 
HT, accounted for an additional 7% of the feedstock C. An additional 27% of feedstock C ended up in other 




Figure 4.4 (a) Schematic of ECS setup; and (b) temporal distribution of %TN in electrochemical cell 
chambers. 
 
and coking deposits on the HT and CHG catalysts. This not only resulted in wasted C, but the coke deposits 
could deactivate catalysts.155 Notably, though, recent reports of HT/CHG conducted in continuous flow 
reactors showed much fewer solid deposits and greater conversion to fuel products,20,91 suggesting that 
such deposits could be alleviated when reactions stabilize in a continuous process. Still, 27% of the 
feedstock C was not accounted for by the experimental and analytical protocols, 19% of which was lost 
during the initial HTL process, attributed to evaporative loss of volatile compounds when volatilizing the 
DCM solvent used for biocrude recovery (e.g., volatile fuel compounds). In practical operation, it is 
anticipated that such losses will be minimized because the biocrudes are physically separated (e.g., by 
three-phase separator)20 in a closed system without volatilization steps used here for analytical expediency. 
This operational change will potentially increase liquid and gas fuel product yields beyond those observed 
here. 
4.4.8 Nitrogen flow and distribution among products 
Flows and distribution of N during the integrated processing of WW-algae were shown in Figure 
4.5b. Consistent with previous studies, N in the feedstock was mainly converted to water-soluble species 
during the initial HTL step, most of which were retained in aqueous product throughout the processing 
scheme.35,93 Following CHG, 47% of the feedstock N remained in aqueous product, mostly in the form of 
NH4+-N. The NH4+-N-dominated aqueous product can be efficiently recovered as fertilizers in the form of 
ammonium sulfate (by ECS) or struvite precipitation. Altogether, 44% of feedstock N was routed to fertilizer 
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products. Most of the diversion of N was to the HTL biocrudes (24%), which not only resulted in reduced N 
recovery, but increased HT requirements to accomplish HDN. Though various strategies (e.g., addition of 
homogeneous catalyst,173 two-stage HTL174,175) have been introduced to direct N away from biocrudes, 
these strategies tend to sacrifice biocrude yields. A noteworthy point is that most of the biocrude N was 
removed as solid deposits on the catalyst rather than gas phase NH3 as suggested in literature,91,160 again 
revealing significant adsorption and/or incomplete conversion of the N species, which may be avoided 
during practical operation using flow reactors. Similar to C, 19% of N was unaccounted after the initial HTL 
process, attributed principally to losses of volatile biocrude components when evaporating the DCM used 
to recover biocrude, and which is anticipated to be avoided if physical separation is used. 
4.4.9 Phosphorus flow and distribution among products 
Unlike C and N, the distribution of P following the initial HTL step was limited to the biochar (64.1%) 
and aqueous products (40.4%) (Figure 4.5c). Almost all of the P in the biochar (>90%) could be extracted, 
and up to 91% of the P from the algal biomass was recovered by struvite precipitation. Lower total P 
recovery as struvite (65%) was observed when struvite was precipitated using the CHG aqueous product, 
which was assumed to be a result of P adsorption to the Ru/C catalyst applied for CHG. In addition to higher 
overall P recovery, recovering struvite using the HTL aqueous product is the preferred strategy because it 
is expected to mitigate catalyst poisoning,164,165 however this potential benefit should be verified by future 
research. 
4.4.10 Process overview and perspective 
In this chapter, an aqueous-based integrated system was designed and demonstrated for WW-
algae harvested from pilot-scale photobioreactors treating municipal wastewater. Collectively, every 1,000 
kg (on dry mass basis) of this WW-algae had a heating value of 179 gasoline gallon equivalents (GGE) 
plus 85 kg N and 9.3 kg P resources, which was ultimately converted to a total of 121 GGE of energetic 
products (upgraded bio-oil and fuel gas) and fertilizer products (ammonium sulfate and struvite) containing 
37 kg N and 8.5 kg P (Figure 4.6). When viewed from an economic standpoint, these products were 
estimated to have a total value of $427 (in 2014 US dollars). Bio-oil contributed the most to this valuation 




Figure 4.5 Sankey diagrams for (a) C, (b) N, and (c) P flows based on experimental results, assuming an 
initial WW-algae feed of 1,000 kg. P flow was shown for HTL struvite produced from a mixture of HTL 
aqueous product and HTL biochar acid extract; similar P flows for CHG struvite (produced from a mixture 
of CHG aqueous product and HTL biochar acid extract) was shown as Figure C.2 in Appendix C. ND 
denotes not determined by current protocols. 
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having a market value of $93 and fuel gases with value of $34 (likely offsetting purchase of similar gases 
for refinery needs). Struvite was estimated to generate additional revenue of $33 based on a previously 
reported unit price of $384 per US ton,147 but it should be noted that a wide range of prices ($295–1195 US 
ton-1) have been proposed in the literature,176 which could change the value of the struvite product from 
WW-algae to a range of $26–103. Although the total value of these products may be lower than the cost 
for algal biomass production in open pond systems ($475 per 1,000 kg of dry algae111), the potential 
reduction in nutrient supplement needs for algal growth (due to the nutrients in wastewater) and the 
potential to avoid other treatment steps to remove nutrients from the wastewater can further boost the 
economic feasibility of this system. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 Valuable end product yields, energy and nutrient recoveries, and estimated market value from 
the proposed integrated system. Circled numbers denote the five processes involved (Steps 1–5 in Figure 
4.1). Results were calculated based on experimental yields reported here, assuming an initial WW-algae 
feed of 1,000 kg. GGE of the biomass and products were calculated from HHVs calculated by Dulong’s 
equation35 and the standard HHV of gasoline.145 Struvite yield and market value were shown for HTL struvite 
produced from a mixture of HTL aqueous product and HTL biochar acid extract. Detailed yields and 
uncertainties were provided in Table C.2–6 in Appendix C. 
 
In all, results of this feed-to-product study reveal the valorization potential of wastewater that can 
be realized via algae treatment and integrated downstream processing. Processes and operational 
parameters selected here (Figure 4.1) have also been shown to be effective for processing WW-algae. 
Specifically, HTL conducted at 350°C for 1 h with 20 dw% algal slurry as the feedstock, HT at 405°C with 
neat biocrudes and sulfided CoMo catalyst for 2 h, CHG at 350°C with HTL aqueous products and Ru/C 
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catalyst for 4 h, and acid extraction are sufficient for the designated conversions, while the retention time 
of ECS could be slightly increased (e.g., from 10 h here to 11–12 h) for higher N recovery. These operational 
parameters are comparable to previous reports5,20,91,142,154,163 and can be potentially less severe (e.g., 0.5 
h for HTL instead of 1 h), though more experiments are required to further optimize process conditions. The 
results also suggest potential directions to further improve the level of valorization. For example, improving 
hydrotreatment conversion efficiencies through catalyst design and reactor optimization has potential to 
improve refined bio-oil yields. The results presented here using the sulfided CoMo catalyst in batch system 
(58.1±0.5%) exhibit lower yields than those reported for continuous catalytic processing of HTL biocrudes 
derived from freshwater/saltwater algae species (75–85%).20,91 Achieving these yields with HTL biocrudes 
from WW-algae could add $78–124 per 1,000 kg of dry algae in additional value. Similarly, converting 
biocrude N to NH3(g) with capture during the HT upgrading could provide an additional 85 kg of ammonium 
sulfate fertilizer with an additional value of $50 per 1,000 kg of dry algae. Adding together, the total revenue 
from 1,000 kg of dry algae can be $555–601 for this mix of products. While this analysis of valorization 
potential is preliminary, it provides benchmark information required for more in-depth TEA/LCA studies that 
will evaluate the economic feasibility and environmental sustainability of the proposed system, including 
upstream and downstream processing steps, capital infrastructure and operating inputs and waste outputs. 
Such studies can examine tradeoffs between process alternatives and explore advantages of co-product 
production. For instance, though struvite recovered from wastewater has been long promoted to be a 
potential source for P fertilizers, development in such area has been limited due to the high production 
costs when it is produced as a single product stream (several times higher than rock phosphate).177 By 
having a richer and more diverse portfolio of fuel and nutrient products, integrated WW-algae systems like 
the one presented here can potentially reduce costs of producing multiple products and open up 
underdeveloped markets for niche products. 
Though detailed TEA/LCA results are not available at this stage as many of the processes involved 
in this chapter are still under development, existing reports on other systems using some of these processes 
(e.g., HTL coupled with HT and CHG20) support the economic feasibility and environmental sustainability 
of the proposed system. For example, despite the harsh reaction conditions required for HTL, analyses 
included in previous studies indicate that it could be potentially economically competitive with conventional 
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fuels under optimal conditions,118,178 and beneficial environmental LCA impacts could be realized.118,178,179 
When compared with the traditionally targeted algal fuel biodiesel,180 production of bio-oil (referred to as 
renewable diesel or green diesel in some studies) requires 50% less fossil fuel energy, uses 50% less water, 
and generates 15% less CO2 (all median values in the cited study).120 Furthermore, benefitting from credits 
associated with wastewater treatment and the higher potential for energy and nutrient recovery, the 
proposed integrated system is expected to exhibit stronger economic and environmental performance, and 





PRIMARY ANALYSIS OF SEASONAL TREATMENT AND ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE OF  
AN ALGAL WASTEWATER SYSTEM FOR ENERGY AND NUTRIENT RECOVERY 
5.1 Abstract 
Algal systems have been proposed for treating wastewater while simultaneously recovering energy 
and nutrients. In this chapter, an integrated system with algal treatment of municipal wastewater followed 
by hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) conversion and upgrading steps was evaluated. Pilot-scale treatment 
of primary municipal wastewater effluent was evaluated in different seasons (cold, warm, and a transitional 
period in between) with various strains of algae selected for each season, with the warm season strain 
successfully meeting all local discharge regulations. The collected wastewater algae biomass was 
subjected to HTL at 300 and 350°C, with energy and nutrient recoveries being substantially improved at 
the higher temperature. Subsequent economic analysis informed by experimental yields indicate that the 
transitional biomass would generate the most valuable products and recovery of the nutrient products was 
found to be critical to system economics (33–45% of the projected revenues). Overall, this study supports 
the feasibility of algal systems for wastewater treatment that include integrated resource recovery 
processes, and highlights the impacts of seasonal factors, tradeoffs between treatment efficacy and 
conversion efficiency, and the necessity for both energy and nutrient recovery within the system. 
5.2 Introduction 
With ever-increasing of population and urbanization, growing demands for energy, food, and water 
are placing new stresses on society, and municipal wastewater is attracting renewed interest as a potential 
resource that can be exploited to help meet these needs.1 However, conventional wastewater treatment 
plants (WWTPs) use energy-intensive treatment strategies (e.g., aeration-based heterotrophic biological 
treatment) that focus on meeting discharge requirements through simple removal or downcycling.4 For 
example, secondary treatment via activated sludge processes converts nearly 50% of the dissolved organic 
carbon to CO2, nitrification-denitrification operations aim to remove nitrogenous constituents as N2 gas, and 
chemical precipitation sequester phosphorus as poorly bioavailable solids–all terminal products with limited 
market value.3,4 
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As an alternative to dissimilative bacterial treatment processes, algae can purify wastewater by 
metabolically assimilating both organic carbon and nutrients present in wastewater, and the resulting 
biomass that accumulates can be harvested, concentrated, and processed with  biorefinery technologies 
to produce fuels and other valuable chemicals.114 Towards this end, several recent studies have explored 
the economic feasibility of large-scale biorefineries,20,21,36,125 with one report focusing on the complete 
conversion of wastewater algae (WW-algae) to valuable products.36 The biomass conversion system 
features a central hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) step followed by a suite of upgrading technologies that 
yield biofuels and fertilizers.36 It has been shown that conversion yields and characteristics of the HTL 
products – which could vary significantly over different algal biomass35 – have great influence over the 
overall economic performance of the system.20,36,150 In addition to studies that show nutrient recovery to be 
critical for the sustainability of algal bioproducts,5,167,168 that study also found that revenues from nutrient 
products could be substantial. However, despite of the clear need for WW-algae-based studies for both 
energy and nutrient recovery, existing reports have tended to focus on freshwater/seawater algal biomass 
cultivated in dedicated algal farms, and predominately target liquid biofuels as the sole product while 
ignoring the fate of nutrients in the system. Further, though treatment of the wastewater and conversion of 
the WW-algae derived from such systems are closely related, few existing studies have attempted to study 
the two processes as a whole. Such studies will be critical to understanding tradeoffs between wastewater 
treatment process design decisions and downstream resource recovery outcomes and economics (e.g., 
potential influences of treatment operations on biomass properties4 and valuable product yields34,35). For 
example, treatment operations that lead to the most rapid contaminant removal may produce algal biomass 
with low valuable product yields and weak economic performance. Hence, there is critical need for work 
that encapsulates both the treatment and resource recovery stages of WW-algae systems. 
In this chapter, a pilot-scale algal system was experimentally evaluated for treatment of primary-
settled municipal wastewater. The treatment experiments were conducted in different seasons (cold, warm, 
and a transitional period in between) with different algal strains adapted for each season. The harvested 
algal biomass was then subjected to HTL conversion, and experimental yields and characteristics of the 
HTL products were used to inform model predictions of energy and nutrient recovery operations that can 
be achieved via a recently demonstrated aqueous conversion system.36 Finally, economic analysis was 
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conducted to evaluate the feasibility of the integrated system and to identify future research priorities that 
provide a path forward for balancing wastewater treatment efficacies and downstream biorefinery outcomes. 
5.3 Methods 
5.3.1 Pilot-scale algal wastewater treatment 
A mixotrophic algal species, Galdieria sulphuraria, was employed for treatment of primary effluent 
in 3 × 700 L parallel pilot-scale photobioreactors (PBRs) deployed at the Jacob A. Hands Wastewater 
Treatment Plant (Las Cruces, NM, USA). Details of this algal treatment system have been reported 
previously.3 Local discharge standards at the treatment facility are 30 mg O2·L-1, 10 mg N·L-1, and 1 mg·L-
1, for BOD5, NH4+-N, and PO43-, respectively. To evaluate the efficiency of algal wastewater treatment and 
energy and nutrient recovery potential of the harvested algae at different seasons, two strains of G. 
sulphuraria–Soos (a cold season strain) and CCMEE 5587.1 (a warm season strain)–were selected for 
their adaptability for the respective seasons. Four batches of G. sulphuraria biomass were harvested from 
the PBRs following treatment and subjected to HTL reactions: one composed of cold strain Soos generated 
under batch operating conditions (referred to as Cold-B); one composed of warm strain CCMEE 5587.1 
generated under batch operating conditions (referred to as Warm-B); one composed of a polyculture 
generated during the transitional period from CCMEE 5587.1 to Soos under batch operating conditions 
(referred to as Trans-B); and the last sample consisted CCMEE 5587.1 collected during warm season under 
fed-batch operating conditions (referred to as Warm-FB). Under batch operation, all pilot treatment tests 
were terminated after 10 days; under fed-batch operation, upon reaching all discharge standards, 400 L of 
the algal-treated wastewater in each reactor (57% of the reactor volume) was discharged (and biomass 
solids collected) and the reactors were replenished with fresh primary effluent to start a new treatment cycle. 
Depending on the influent contaminant levels, each fed-batch cycle took 2–3 days to reach all discharge 
standards, and the fed-batch test lasted 5 cycles over a period of 20 days. BOD5, NH4+-N, and PO43- were 
monitored according to a previous study.3 BOD5 was measured in duplicate, and NH4+-N and PO43- were 
measured in triplicate. For purposes of experimental expediency, all harvested biomass samples were 
freeze-dried, ground to powder, and preserved at 4°C for subsequent analyses or use in HTL experiments. 
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5.3.2 Characterization of wastewater algal biomass 
Biochemical and elemental compositions of the harvested biomass were analyzed following 
procedures described previously.35 Briefly, moisture contents were determined by mass loss at 105°C. Ash 
contents were determined by remaining mass after ignition at 550°C. Elemental carbon, hydrogen, and 
nitrogen contents were analyzed using an Exeter CE-440 Elemental Analyzer (University of Illinois 
Microanalysis Laboratory, Urbana, IL). Phosphorus contents were measured by ICP-AES (PerkinElmer 
5300DV) following acid digestion according to EPA method 3052.181 Volatile oxygen contents were 
estimated by difference (100 - C% - H% - N% - P% - Ash%, all on dry weight basis, dw%). Gross lipid 
contents were estimated by solvent extraction with a 2:1 (v/v) chloroform:methanol mixture. Protein 
contents were calculated from nitrogen contents using a nitrogen-to-protein conversion factor of 6.25;61 
carbohydrate contents were measured by a colorimetric assay using 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolinone 
hydrazone (MBTH). All characterizations were conducted in duplicate (moisture and ash contents were 
measured in triplicate). 
5.3.3 HTL experiments and product analyses 
HTL experiments were conducted in tube reactors with dimension of 1/2” outer diameter × 3” length 
(wall thickness was 0.049”) and volume of 6.24 mL. Algal slurries of 20 dw% were prepared with freeze-
dried algae and deionized (DI) water, and 4.2 g and 3.0 g of slurries were added to reactors for experiments 
conducted at 300 and 350°C, respectively (to account for water density differences at the two conditions182). 
Reactors were placed into a pre-heated kiln (Paragon Sentry 2.0) at the designated temperature for 60 min. 
Tubes were then placed in room-temperature water to quench further reactions. Detailed protocols used 
for separation and recovery of HTL products are described elsewhere.35 Briefly, the reactor was opened to 
vent gaseous products, and the gas yield was determined by weighing the reactor before and after venting. 
Contents of the reactor were then poured into a beaker, and the reactor was rinsed sequentially with 
dichloromethane (DCM) and DI water to recover the biocrude and aqueous residuals, respectively. The 
resulting mixture was then filtered (0.45 µm PTFE) to separate the solid biochar product, the yield of which 
was determined by the mass difference of dried filters before and after filtration. Biocrude oil (in DCM) and 
aqueous products in the filtrate were then separated by a separatory funnel and dried to determine the 
biocrude and aqueous total dissolved solids (TDS) yields.  
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Carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen contents of biocrudes and biochars were determined in the same 
manner as biomass, and volatile oxygen contents of biocrudes were estimated by difference (100 - C% - 
H% - N% - Ash%, all on weight basis, wt%). Total organic carbon (TOC) of the aqueous products was 
analyzed by a Shimadzu TOC-LCSH analyzer, and total nitrogen (TN) by a Shimadzu TNM-L analyzer. 
Nitrite, nitrate, and phosphate contents of aqueous products were analyzed by a Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Dionex 900 system (nitrite and nitrate contents were below detection limits for all batches). Ammonium 
(expressed as NH4+-N) was analyzed using a phenate colorimetric method.65 
5.3.4 Energy calculations 
Higher heating values (HHVs) of algal biomass samples and the HTL biocrude products were 
calculated from elemental composition using Dulong’s equation.35 For 1 kg of dry algae, feedstock energy 
was represented by HHV of the algae; energy recovered in biocrude was calculated as the product of 
biocrude yield (dw%) and biocrude HHV; input heating requirements were defined as the energy required 
to heat 5 kg of algae slurries (containing 1 kg of dry biomass and 4 kg of water) from 25°C to the designated 
temperatures (300 or 350°C), assuming a heat recovery efficiency of 0.5, and combustion energy efficiency 
of 0.7.34 Energy content of the biochar products were not considered due to their low organic contents. 
5.3.5 System description and economic analyses 
The integrated algal system evaluated in this chapter involves the algal treatment of wastewater 
followed by a central HTL conversion step and upgrading steps as described in previous studies.3,36,125 
Briefly, the harvested algal biomass is first converted via HTL to generate biocrude, aqueous, gaseous, and 
biochar products. Then the HTL biocrude is upgraded to liquid hydrocarbon fuels in the gasoline and diesel 
range via established refinery hydrotreatment operations. Ammonium in HTL aqueous product is recovered 
as ammonium sulfate fertilizer following catalytic hydrothermal gasification (CHG) and electrochemical 
stripping (ECS). Phosphorus in HTL biochar product is extracted and combined with a portion of HTL 
aqueous product for the production of magnesium ammonium phosphate (MgNH4PO4·6H2O, MAP or 
struvite) fertilizer. Revenues from the three main products – biofuel, ammonium sulfate, and struvite – are 
considered in economic analysis and other co-products are designed to be used internally (e.g., CH4 and 
H2-rich CHG gaseous product for H2 production).21,91 
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Productivity of the WW-algae was calculated based on a density of 0.5 g·L-1 biomass in water111 
and a WWTP of 10 million gallons per day (MGD). Cost of HTL and upgrading steps and biofuel yield were 
calculated using HTL experimental results from this study and a previously developed model.125 The total 
cost included capital cost (e.g., equipment purchase and installation), operating cost (e.g., materials, labor), 
and financial cost (e.g., income tax, loan interest). Yields of ammonium sulfate and struvite were calculated 
based on properties of HTL products generated here and HTL product upgrading efficiencies reported 
previously.36 Unit prices for refined biofuel and fertilizer products were also based on those reported 
previously.36 Credit for wastewater treatment and costs for algal biomass production, ECS, and struvite 
production were not included due to the lack of well-established large-scale studies. All prices were 
converted to 2014 US dollars using GDP chain-type price index from different years in Annual Energy 
Outlook.22 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
5.4.1 Characteristics and treatment of wastewater 
Characteristics of the primary wastewater effluent used as influent to the PBRs were generally 
consistent throughout the year for NH4+-N (22.7–29.2 mg N·L-1) and PO43- (2.1–3.9 mg·L-1), but fluctuations 
were observed in BOD5, which nearly doubled for Warm-B tests compared to others (111.5 mg O2·L-1 vs. 
61.5–68.5 mg O2·L-1, Figure 5.1 and Table D.1 in Appendix D). However, the elevated BOD5 level didn’t 
compromise the quality of algal-treated effluent, and though the treatment experiment lasted for 10 days, 
all discharge standards were met within 4 days. This finding corresponds well with past reports showing 
that the warm season strain of G. sulphuraria is capable of reducing all contaminants to their respective 
discharge levels within 3–4 days.3 In sharp contrast to the Warm-B experiments, the Cold-B and Trans-B 
tests containing the cold strain Soos were not as effective in NH4+-N removal. While both BOD5 (30 mg 
O2·L-1) and PO43- (1 mg·L-1) discharge standards were met, NH4+-N levels exceeded the discharge limit of 
10 mg N·L-1 for these two experiments (19.5 and 19.9 mg N·L-1 for Cold-B and Trans-B, respectively). 
Therefore, though all three batch runs resulted in comparable performance for BOD5 and PO43-, removal of 
NH4+-N followed the order of Warm-B>> Trans-B > Cold B. As the Trans-B test was seeded with a mixture 
of warm and cold strains of G. sulphuraria, it can be concluded that while both strains are robust in reducing 
BOD5 and PO43- levels, the warm strain is more efficient in reducing NH4+-N contents. Hence, selection of 
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the cold strain and the associated operation conditions need to be further optimized to ensure reliable and 
efficient year-round algal wastewater treatment. For example, strategies such as increasing initial algae cell 
concentration, micro-nutrient supplementation, or improved solar heat retention are expected to enhance 
the treatment performance.3,183 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Characteristics of primary clarified municipal wastewater before and after treatment with 
mixotrophic algal species G. sulphuraria. Levels of BOD5 (mg O2·L-1), NH4+-N (mg N·L-1), and PO43- (mg·L-
1) are shown for batch test at cold (Cold-B), transitional (Trans-B), and warm (Warm-B) seasons, and a fed-
batch test at warm season (Warm-FB). Red dashed lines denote discharge standards; error bars show 
max/min values observed for duplicate BOD5 tests, and standard errors for triplicate NH4+-N and PO43- tests. 
 
As for the fed batch experiment, all three target contaminants were reduced to the discharge 
standards within 2–3 days during five repeated treatment cycles conducted over the 20-day Warm-FB 
experiment (Figure 5.1 and Table D.1 in Appendix D). This shows further improvement from batch 
treatment experiments with the same strain (3–4 days based on this study and literature3). Therefore, it is 
expected that the cold and transitional season treatment performance can also be improved by switching 
to the fed-batch treatment mode. In general, these results indicate that that a single-stage algal wastewater 
treatment system can be potentially engineered utilizing G. sulphuraria to serve as an alternative to the 
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current secondary and tertiary treatment systems, particularly in hot and sunny regions suitable for the 
warm strain CCMEE 5587.1. 
5.4.2 Algal biomass properties and HTL yields 
The harvested algal biomass exhibited characteristics typical of WW-algae, with much lower lipid 
but higher ash contents compared to freshwater/seawater-cultivated species.13,77,127,184 At the same time, 
distinctive variations were observed among biomass harvested in different seasons (Table 5.1 and Table 
D.2 in Appendix D). Specifically, the Cold-B biomass had the lowest lipid (1.3 dw%) and protein (30.6 dw%) 
contents and the highest carbohydrate (27.5 dw%) and ash (29.2 dw%) contents, which were expected to 
result in the lowest biocrude yields but higher co-product yields.35 The Trans-B biomass, on the other hand, 
possessed the highest lipid (7.3 dw%) and protein (56.1 dw%) contents and lowest ash (10.3 dw%) content, 
and therefore was expected to yield the most biocrude and lower quantities of co-products. Biomass from 
Warm-B and Warm-FB experiments were similar in composition, with lipid, protein, and ash contents 
intermediate between Cold-B and Trans-B, and much lower carbohydrate contents (11.1 and 9.8 dw% for 
Warm-B and Warm-FB, respectively). The resemblance between Warm-B and Warm-FB batches support 
the feasibility of operating the algal wastewater treatment systems with partial biomass recirculation and 
shorter retention time. In addition, as the Trans-B was a polyculture of the cold and warm strains but 
possessed characteristics that were more favorable for HTL conversion, the current treatment conditions 
are likely to be suitable for producing high-quality biomass during transitional period only; further 
optimization will be needed to improve biomass characteristics during warm and cold seasons. It has been 
reported that algal biomass properties can be regulated by adjusting operating conditions while maintaining 
robust nutrient removal.4 It follows that further optimization of the reactor system conditions can potentially 
lead to cold and warm season biomass with similar properties as the Trans-B that is favorable for HTL 
conversion. 
HTL experiments were conducted to provide accurate information on yields and characteristics of 
the HTL products, which had been identified as critical impactors towards overall economic 
performance.20,36,150 Reactions were carried out using 20 dw% algal slurries, as this has been reported as 
a reasonable tradeoff between the capital cost for larger HTL system (due to more dilute biomass), the 
operating cost for dewatering biomass to a higher solid content, and the heating need.20 Two previously 
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reported optimum reaction temperatures (300 and 350C)104,139 were examined to determine the more 
suitable one for this application. Distinguishable product patterns were observed as a result of varying 
biomass properties and reaction temperatures (Table 5.1 and Table D.2–4 in Appendix D). As expected 
from the trends in feedstock lipid and protein contents, processing biomass from Trans-B yielded the most 
HTL biocrude (27.5 dw% at 300°C and 33.9 dw% at 350°C, respectively), followed by Warm-B and Warm-
FB (13.2 and 15.5 dw% at 300°C, 26.6 and 21.4 dw% at 350°C, respectively), and lowest yields for the low-
lipid, low-protein Cold-B biomass (7.6 dw% at 300°C and 13.5 dw% at 350°C, respectively). For Trans-B, 
Warm-B, and Warm-FB, yields of biocrude were higher or comparable to other HTL products, but biochar 
was the dominant product for Cold-B with yields of 43.0 dw% at 300°C and 39.0 dw% at 350°C due to its 
high carbohydrate (27.5 dw%) and ash (29.2 dw%) contents. As for the effects of temperature, HTL at 
350°C generated more biocrude and gaseous products and less aqueous total dissolved solids (TDS) and 
biochar products than 300°C, both of which are in agreement with previously reported trends.46,104 Although 
higher HTL reaction temperature is demonstrated to promote biocrude formation (critical to process  
 
Table 5.1 Algal biomass properties and HTL yields (dw%)a 
  Cold-B Trans-B Warm-B Warm-FB 
Biochemical 
composition 
Lipid 1.3±0.7 7.3±0.3 5.34±0.5 4.8±0.03 
Proteinb 30.6±0.3 56.1c 45.7±0.1 51.6c 
Carbohydrate 27.5±1.0 21.4±1.7 11.1±0.5 9.8±1.9 
Ash 29.2±0.3 10.3±0.1 17.3±0.2 17.0±0.1 
HTL yields (300°C) 
Biocrude 7.6±0.4 27.5±3.2 13.2±1.0 15.5±1.7 
TDSd 9.6±0.9 23.2±0.6 25.4±0.2 24.1±2.7 
Gas 23.7±2.5 17.1±1.7 21.5±2.6 16.7±1.8 
Biochar 43.0±4.6 12.0±0.5 23.8±1.5 26.0±1.3 
HTL yields (350°C) 
Biocrude 13.5±2.0 33.9±0.6 26.6±0.2 21.4±2.5 
TDSd 10.8±0.5 13.4±0.2 15.1±0.9 14.8±2.5 
Gas 19.9±0.7 21.1±0.8 29.1±4.3 24.3±4.6 
Biochar 39.0±3.2 10.5±0.5 22.9±1.2 26.9±1.6 
 
a Results represent average ± max/min of duplicate analysis; errors for volatile oxygen contents and 
higher heating values (HHVs) calculated by standard error propagation methods. 
b Calculated by using 6.25  feedstock nitrogen contents.61 
c No error value because duplicate analysis yielded the same results. 
d Aqueous total dissolved solids. 
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economics20,125), greater energy inputs are required to heat the algal slurries to these conditions. Hence, 
there are tradeoffs associated with processing temperature selection, which are discussed in following 
sections 
5.4.3 Energy recovery 
Distribution of carbon among HTL products can reflect the allocation of initial energy in the WW-
algae feedstock, and substantial variations were found for different batches and HTL temperatures (Figure 
5.2a). In general, 17.0–51.4% of the feedstock carbon was transferred to the desired biocrude products. 
This wide range results primarily from differences in biocrude yields since there were only small variations 
in carbon contents of the different biocrudes (70.2–73.5% C). HTL was most efficient in transferring carbon 
from the Trans-B biomass into biocrude, with 41.2 and 51.4% of feedstock’s carbon converting into biocrude 
products at 300 and 350°C, respectively. In contrast, only 17.0% (300°C) and 31.5% (350°C) of the carbon 
in the Cold-B biomass transferred into the HTL biocrude product; a greater fraction of the carbon in this 
feedstock transferred to the biochar product (up to 36.5%). 15.0–31.2% of the carbon ended up in aqueous 
co-products, representing a non-negligible portion of the feedstock energy. Though not directly upgradable 
to liquid biofuels, aqueous organic compounds can be recovered as energetically valuable fuel gas products 
(mostly CH4 and H2) by CHG, which can be used for on-site co-generation of heat (for reactor 
heating)/electricity and catalytic upgrading of biocrude to refined fuel products.20,21,91 Other technologies 
like anaerobic digestion (AD)185 and microbial electrolysis cells (MEC)186 can also be used to recover the 
energy embedded in aqueous organics as biogas or H2. Lastly, 10.0–20.6% of the feedstock carbon was 
converted to gaseous products during the HTL conversion. As the gaseous products are predominantly 
CO291 and of little energetic value, they can be recycled to PBRs to support biomass growth.20 With regard 
to reaction temperature, it was found that more carbon from the feedstock can be transferred to biocrudes 
at 350°C as a result of increased yields and higher biocrude carbon contents observed at this temperature. 
At the same time, increasing temperature reduced the level of carbon that ends up in the biochar products, 
a result of both the lower biochar yields and biochar carbon contents. It follows that performing HTL at the 





Figure 5.2 Carbon distribution to HTL products (a) and energy normalized to 1 kg of dry algae (b). Four 
batches of harvested G. sulphuraria (Cold-B, Trans-B, Warm-B, and Warm-FB) and two HTL reaction 
temperatures (300 and 350°C) were included. In (a), carbon content of biochar for the Trans-B at 300°C 
could not be determined due to the small amount of sample generated. In (b), open columns show feedstock 
energy; colored and hatched columns show energy in biocrude generated from 1 kg of dry algae; uncolored 
hatched columns show heating need; black dots show the net energy that could be recovered from biocrude 
after subtraction of heating need (data labeled at the top of columns). Results were average of duplicate 
experiments and detailed data with uncertainties can be found in Table D.2–4 in Appendix D. 
 
To give a straightforward illustration of the energy flows during HTL reactions, energy in algal 
biomass, HTL biocrudes, and the amount required to heat the algal slurries to each reaction temperature 
were calculated (Figure 5.2b). For 1 kg of dry biomass, the Trans-B biomass had the highest energy 
content (21.4 MJ·kg-1), followed by the biomass for Warm-FB (17.5 MJ·kg-1) and Warm-B (17.2 MJ·kg-1), all 
of which were comparable to previously reported freshwater-cultivated algal biomass.35,72 The biomass from 
Cold-B had a lower energy content (13.1 MJ·kg-1) due to its high ash content, which is not uncommon 
among WW-algae.13,77 For the HTL reactions, it is estimated that the heating needs (3.5 and 4.2 MJ per kg 
of dry algae for 300 and 350°C, respectively) represent 16.5–31.9% of the energy embedded in the starting 
biomass. The generated biocrudes will contain 2.5–11.5 MJ of energy (colored columns in Figure 5.2b) 
and represent 19.2–54.3% of the energy embedded in the initial algae. Subtraction of the heating needs 
reveals the net amounts of energy that can be recovered in the form of biocrude (black dots and labels in 
Figure 5.2b), which follows the order of Trans-B > Warm-B and Warm-FB > Cold-B, and 350°C > 300°C. 
Thus, although reactions at 350°C required more input energy, it is more than offset by the increased 
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biocrude yield and HHV. Notably, for HTL at 350°C, all of the four batches of algae generated biocrudes 
containing more energy than heating needs, supporting the feasibility of HTL-based conversion process. 
5.4.4 Nutrient recycling 
Recovery of nutrients (most importantly nitrogen and phosphorus5,167,168) in conversion process is 
another important aspect for economics and sustainability of the overall system,187,188 which can vary greatly 
over different algal biomass35 but not yet well studied for large-scale systems.20 Figure 5.3 shows the 
distribution of nitrogen and phosphorus within the HTL products observed here. Unlike the distribution of 
carbon, which varied widely between different biomass feedstocks (e.g., Cold-B versus Trans-B) and 
products (e.g., biocrudes versus biochars), much less variation was observed for the distribution of nitrogen 
(Figure 5.3a). The largest fraction of feedstock nitrogen ended up in the aqueous co-products, close to or 
exceeding 50% for most reactions. Even aqueous products of the Cold-B, where yields were less than 30% 
of biochar products’, contained most of the feedstock nitrogen among all products. This finding is consistent 
with earlier reports of HTL of algal biomass35,93 and reveals a strong tendency of nitrogen-containing 
compounds to partition into the aqueous phase. Aside from aqueous products, a substantial fraction of the 
feedstock nitrogen also transferred into the biocrude and biochar products (10.7–24.6% for biocrudes and 
3.3–25.2% for biochars). Similar to the case of carbon, these observed variations resulted mostly from the 
distinctive product yields rather than nitrogen contents of the different products, which were found to be 
narrowly constrained (6.1–7.0% for biocrudes and 2.2–3.3% for biochars). On the impacts of reaction 
temperature, generally more nitrogen was directed to biocrude and aqueous products and less to biochar 
products at 350°C. It should be noted that the increase in nitrogen distribution to biocrudes resulted from 
the increase in biocrude yields rather than higher biocrude nitrogen contents. In fact, nitrogen contents of 
the biocrudes generated at 350°C (6.1–6.5%) were found to be slightly lower than biocrudes generated at 
300°C (6.4–7.0%), which is preferred, as elevated nitrogen content is detrimental to biocrude quality, 
negatively influencing refined fuel yields from hydrotreating processes.20 Aqueous nitrogenous constituents 
mainly exists in the form of NH4+ and organonitrogen compounds,140 and substantial increases in aqueous 
NH4+-N contents were observed with increasing HTL temperature (3350–8450 mg N·L-1 at 350°C versus 
1980–4870 mg N·L-1 at 300°C). This can be attributed to the further degradation of organonitrogen 
compounds (both in the biocrude and aqueous products) at more severe reaction conditions, which is 
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preferred because NH4+ can be more readily recovered for production of commercial fertilizers (e.g., 
ammonium sulfate) or recycled for algae cultivation.90,187,189 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Nitrogen (a) and phosphorus (b) distributions in HTL products. Four batches of harvested G. 
sulphuraria (Cold-B, Trans-B, Warm-B, and Warm-FB) and two HTL reaction temperatures (300 and 350°C) 
were included. Biochar nitrogen content of the Trans-B at 300°C, and phosphorus contents of Trans-B, 
Warm-B, and Warm-FB batches at 350°C could not be measured due to small quantities of biochar 
generated. Detailed data with uncertainties can be found in Table D.2–4 in Appendix D. 
 
Phosphorus contents of the biochar products could only be directly determined for half of the 
experiments (because of the small amounts of biochar generated during some reactions), but analyses of 
the aqueous products (all batches) and available biochar products revealed a clear tendency for 
phosphorus species to be incorporated into the solid phase products (Figure 5.3b), likely in the form of 
polyvalent phosphate salts (e.g., calcium phosphate).140 For all experiments, around or less than 5% of the 
feedstock phosphorus transferred into the aqueous phase after HTL reaction, compared to 93.1–104.6% 
in the biochar products (phosphorus contents of biocrude and gaseous products were assumed to be 
negligible140). The strong tendency for phosphorus distribution to the biochar was even more evident for 
reactions conducted at 350°C, where aqueous phosphorus species only accounted for 1.3–3.1% of the 
phosphorus originally present in the feedstock. The diversion of almost all phosphorus to biochar is 
advantageous for subsequent recovery of energy from the HTL aqueous products through catalytic 
processes (e.g., CHG) where phosphorus can act to poison and deactivate catalysts.164,165 Additionally, the 
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concentration of phosphorus in biochar is beneficial for the direct use of biochar as a soil amendment and 
fertilizer,190,191 or as a source material for production of other phosphorus-containing fertilizers.5,187 
5.4.5 System evaluation and path forward 
To provide an estimation on the economic feasibility of the integrated algal system, experimental 
results obtained in this studied were combined with previously developed models36,111,125 to enable cost and 
revenue comparison for a 10 MGD WWTP (Figure 5.4 and Table D.5 in Appendix D). Overall, the results 
support the viability of such algal systems with a substantial annual net profit of $8.2 million (MM$, in 2014 
US dollars) for Trans-B, similar 1.9 and -0.6 MM$ for Warm and Warm-B, and -6.7 MM$ for Cold-B. While 
negative profits were predicted for Warm-FB and Cold-B, the losses could be offset by the strong 
performance of Trans-B, and the averaged year-round profit was expected to be 0.9 MM$. These 
differences in profits were mostly due to the variations in product revenues (20.8–35.0 MM$), as the total 
costs were very similar (26.9–27.6 MM$) for all cases. Contrary to algal farms aiming biofuels as the primary 
products,20,21,125 recovery of nutrient products (ammonium sulfate and struvite in this case) were found to 
be critical for WW-algae. Specifically, nutrient products accounted for 32.8–44.9% of the total revenue and 
the net profits would be all negative for all biomass without nutrient products (Table D.5 in Appendix D). 
This again demonstrates that nutrient recovery is a necessity for not only the sustainability of algal 
bioproducts,5,167,168 but also economic considerations. It should be noted that current ammonium sulfate 
yields were based on NH4+-N contents of HTL aqueous products and since subsequent CHG step could 
convert almost all aqueous N to NH4+-N,20,36,91 revenues from ammonium sulfate could be 20–80% higher 
than current values. When translated to a dry algal biomass basis, the revenues were found to be $169–
493 per 1000 kg dry WW-algae, which was in line with the $427 per 1000 kg dry WW-algae previously 
reported.36 Further, as noted in previous studies,20,21,125 the overall cost and revenue of the whole system 
is greatly affected by economies of scale. The current WW-algae production rate was determined by a 
baseline biomass density of 0.5 g·L-1 in water111 and for a 10 MGD WWTP, which can be higher for larger 
WWTPs or higher biomass density (up to 6 times of the baseline value).3,13,14 At the same time, biomass 
productivity is highly subject to seasonal effects, with peak productivity potentially being several times of 
lowest values.111 Thus, future studies should take into consideration the seasonal variations on algal 
biomass productivity. Finally, it should be noted that credit from wastewater treatment and cost of algal 
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biomass production, ECS, and struvite production were not considered here due to the lack of information. 
However, credit from wastewater treatment can only improve the economic analysis and harvesting of WW-
algae can be improved upon processes for active sludge in current WWTPs. Both ECS142 and struvite192 
production have been studied as potential cost-effective techniques for nutrient recovery from waste 
sources like urine, thus not expected to greatly affect the overall economic balance. Particularly, the cost 
of sulfuric acid was estimated to be only 9.9–11.1% of the revenues from ammonium sulfate, and Mg 
needed for struvite can be from waste products like bittern (brine remaining after salt [NaCl] extraction from 
seawater) generated from existing industries thus free of charge.192 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Process economic analysis for four batches of harvested G. sulphuraria (Cold-B, Trans-B, 
Warm-B, and Warm-FB). Experimental HTL results at 350°C were used as inputs for methods described in 
previous studies,36,111,125 detailed data can be found in Table D.5 in Appendix D. 
 
When viewed from a systems level, this study revealed the underlying connections between treatment 
and conversion processes and present the significant effects of the algal strains and operating modes on 
treated water quality, properties of the harvested algae, and energy and nutrient recoveries thereof. While 
the warm strain was found to be most effective in wastewater treatment, biomass recovered from the 
polyculture transitional batch generated the most valuable products and was expected to have the highest 
profits. This highlights the tradeoffs that can exist between treatment efficacy and downstream energy 
recovery and suggest a need to customize operating strategies to each season. For example, higher initial 
algae concentration, micro-nutrient supplementation, fed-batch operating mode, etc. can be considered to 
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improve the removal of NH4+-N in cold and transitional seasons. In addition to treatment operating decisions, 
energy and nutrient recoveries can also be improved by altering conversion conditions. Negative impacts 
resulting from the elevated ash contents of some algal biomass (e.g., reduced biocrude yields and higher 
biochar yields) can be alleviated, to a degree, by increasing the HTL reaction severity. A substantial 
increase in biocrude yields and a reduction in biochar yields were observed when reaction temperature was 
increased to 350°C, and nitrogen and phosphorus were transferred into the desired aqueous and biochar 
products to a greater extent as well.  
In all, while work remains in improving treatment operations during cold and transitional seasons 
and expanding the economic analysis to full-scale techno-economic analysis (TEA) studies, this work 
shows the potential of algal systems for treatment of wastewater and simultaneous energy and nutrient 





HYDROTHERMAL CONVERSION OF POLYHYDROXYBUTYRATE (PHB)  
6.1 Abstract 
To recover organic carbon from wastewater, it has been proposed that conventional treatment 
processes can be tailored to produce biomass enriched in polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) while continuing to 
meet effluent discharge standards. Traditional applications of PHB as a bioplastic are hampered by its 
suboptimal properties (e.g., brittle) and lack of efficient and sustainable approaches for recovering PHB 
from cells. In this chapter, we report on the conversion of PHB and its monomer acids – 3-hydroxybutyric 
acid (3HBA) and crotonic acid (CA) – at hydrothermal conditions (condensed phase water at elevated 
temperature and pressure) to form propylene, a valuable chemical intermediate. Results show that PHB 
depolymerization result in a mixture of 3HBA and CA that varies with prevailing reaction conditions. 3HBA 
can be converted to propylene and CO2 at lower temperatures than CA, and a new concerted dehydration-
decarboxylation pathway is proposed for this reaction. Alternatively, dehydration reactions convert 3HBA 
to CA, and the latter undergoes decarboxylation to propylene and CO2 at higher temperatures. Results are 
consistent with a reaction network kinetics model that includes temperature dependence of both reaction 
pathways. Demonstration experiments with PHB-containing biomass are consistent with the model, 
producing propylene at near-theoretical yields at lower temperatures than reported previously. 
6.2 Introduction 
Sustainable management of wastewater represents a major challenge, in part, due to inefficiencies 
of the existing infrastructure. Most notably, conventional wastewater treatment facilities employ a 
combination of energy- and chemical-consuming processes to remove organic matter and excess 
nutrients.1,2 To address these challenges and flip the energy balance of wastewater treatment operations, 
a growing number of utilities are seeking to enhance organic carbon recovery in sludge,193,194 yet 
downstream processing of the recovered solids continues to focus on anaerobic digestion for production of 
biogas, a mixture of CH4 and CO2 that has limited economic value.10,195 
More recently, it has been demonstrated that organic carbon in wastewater can be valorized by 
mixed culture microbes capable of assimilating wastewater organic carbon as intracellular 
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polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) biopolymer granules while meeting effluent water quality standards.196–198 
Harvested biomass from these processes have been shown to accumulate between 50–90% PHB content 
on cell dry weight basis.198–200 To date, efforts to valorize PHB have focused on its application as a bio-
derived and biodegradable alternative to petroleum-derived plastics.201–203 However, the high cost of 
supplying organic substrates like acetic acid (up to 30% of the total operating expense23,24) diminishes the 
economic viability. In addition, extraction of PHB from cellular biomass often involves use of solvents,25,26 
which is against the goals of green chemistry and sustainability. Though aqueous extraction methods (e.g., 
with addition of bases or detergents) have been examined,204,205 they have been shown to result in partial 
hydrolysis of PHB (affecting recovery yields), carryover of cell matter (affecting product purity), and other 
impacts on material properties detrimental to their use as plastics (e.g., smaller average molecular 
weights).25,26,206 Furthermore, the brittle nature, low thermal stability, and weak durability of PHB limits its 
practical use as a plastic substitute.27,207  
Alternatively, recent efforts reveal that intracellular PHB granules can be converted to propylene – 
a valuable industrial chemical intermediate – when the biomass is subjected to hydrothermal conditions 
(i.e., water under elevated temperatures and pressures).28,29 Hydrothermal conditions are uniquely suited 
to process wet sludge solids as they avoid parasitic energy losses associated with drying the materials prior 
to thermochemical processing. By exploiting the unique properties of water at hydrothermal conditions (e.g., 
decreased polarity, increased dissociation of water),208 carbon-rich storage compounds (e.g., lipids, PHB) 
in the biomass can be converted to hydrophobic liquid (e.g., biocrudes) or gas products (e.g., propylene) 
that self-separate from the aqueous phase, thereby eliminating energy-intensive separation steps.30,34 
While previous studies demonstrated production of propylene as a co-product of biocrude during 
hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) of PHB-containing biomass,28,29 little was known about the reaction kinetics 
and mechanisms responsible for these observations. Existing reports of PHB conversion have been limited 
mostly to pyrolysis conditions (i.e., pure PHB heated in the absence of water or oxygen, also known as 
thermal degradation) rather than hydrothermal conditions.209–212 Available reports on hydrothermal 
conversion of PHB have focused on depolymerization reactions, but further reactions of the resulting 
monomer acids have been largely ignored.213 To address these critical data gaps, this research was 
designed to study the kinetics and mechanisms for PHB conversion at hydrothermal conditions. 
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Experiments were undertaken to quantify both PHB depolymerization as well as subsequent reactions of 
the resulting monomer acids at varying reaction conditions (e.g., PHB loading, temperature), and results 
were used to propose and a new reaction network kinetics model. These experiments also revealed a new 
route for propylene production at temperatures lower than previously reported, and findings were confirmed 
using PHB-containing methanotrophic biomass. In all, conclusions from this study may provide a promising 
new strategy for enhanced valorization of organic components in wastewater. 
6.3 Methods 
6.3.1 Depolymerization of model polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) 
Depolymerization of commercial sourced PHB (Sigma-Aldrich, natural origin in powder form) was 
conducted in stainless steel tube reactors (3/8” outer diameter × 3” length, 0.049” wall thickness). Details 
on reactor construction (Section E.1.1, Figure E.1) are provided in Appendix E. For each experiment, the 
desired mass of PHB was added to the reactor together with 2 mL of aqueous solution (deionized water or 
other aqueous solutions). The reactor was then sealed and immersed in a fluidized sand bath (Accurate 
Thermal Systems, FTBLL12) for desired reaction time, after which reactions were quenched by submersion 
in room-temperature water to terminate reactions. Temperature-time profiles were measured with a 
thermocouple inserted inside a reactor with 2 mL of water (Figure E.2 in the Appendix E). These 
measurements showed that <3 min was required to heat the reactor to desired temperature or cool the 
reactor back to room temperature. After cooling, the reactor was opened and liquid contents were poured 
into a syringe attached with a 0.45 μm filter (cellulose acetate, Whatman®). The filtrate was then analyzed 
for oligomers and monomers of PHB. The reactor and the syringe filter were then dried at 65°C before 
weighing, and mass differences before and after reaction were used to estimate the quantity of residual 
PHB solids. All experiments were conducted at least in duplicate. Results are presented as average ± 
max/min for duplicate measurements, or average ± standard error for triplicate or more measurements. 
Details on product analyses are provided in Section E.1.2 in Appendix E. 
6.3.2 Conversion of PHB monomer acids to propylene 
For experiments conducted using PHB monomer acids as starting materials, reactions were 
conducted in tube reactors sealed on one end with a bleed valve. The bleed valve was added to enable 
gas sampling after quenching reactions (Figure E.1 in Appendix E). For each experiment, 2 mL of the 
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desired aqueous solution prepared from PHB-derived monomer acids – 3-hydroxybutyric acid (3HBA) or 
crotonic acid – was added to the reactor. The reactor was then heated in the fluidized sand bath and 
quenched in the same manner described for depolymerization reactions. After a reaction, the bleed valve 
was opened to release headspace gas from the reactor, which was collected into a sampling bag (0.5 L 
ALTEF, Restek). Gas product composition was then analyzed for N2, O2, CO2, propylene and other volatile 
(C1–C6) hydrocarbons (analytical details provided in Section E.1.2 of Appendix E). The reactor was then 
opened and aqueous products were collected and analyzed following the same steps described for 
depolymerization reactions. 
6.3.3 Kinetics modeling 
Reaction kinetics data for conversion of 3HBA and CA were modeled as a network of reactions 
following (pseudo)-first-order rate laws, and least squares regression was used to estimate rate constants 
for individual reactions in the network model. Temperature dependence of individual reactions were also 
analyzed according to the Arrhenius equation to derive apparent activation energies (Ea, kJ∙mol-1) and pre-
exponential factors (A). Further details of the network model development and fitting procedures are 
provided in Section E.1.3 in Appendix E. 
6.3.4 Hydrothermal conversion of PHB-containing biomass 
PHB-containing biomass was provided by Mango Materials (Albany, CA). The biomass was a 
mixed culture dominated by Type II methanotrophs and was cultivated in a pilot-scale (500 L) reactor using 
natural gas as the methane source. The biomass was dried in an oven at 70°C overnight and ground with 
a mortar and pestle before analysis or use in experiments. PHB content of the biomass was measured by 
Mango Materials via acid methanolysis followed by gas chromatography. Duplicate experiments were 
conducted and the PHB content was determined to be 41.2±0.7% (average ± max/min) on dry weight basis. 
The biomass was converted using the same reactors used for experiments with acid monomers. For each 
reaction, 0.0806 g (same as in a typical run for PHB depolymerization experiments with commercial PHB) 
of the biomass was mixed with 2 mL aqueous solution in the reactor before sealing. The reactor was then 
heated to the designated temperature before quenching. The mass of residual solids and yields of gas and 
aqueous products were measured in the same manner as described above.  As a control, the same protocol 
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was followed, but the commercially sourced PHB was added to the reactor in place of the PHB-containing 
biomass. 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 Depolymerization of PHB 
Hydrothermal conversion of PHB was first conducted at mild reactions (<225°C) to provide insights 
on the depolymerization reactions (Table 6.1). For a fixed reaction time of 2 h and an initial PHB loading of 
0.5 M (as monomer), reaction at 175°C showed minimal conversion of PHB. When temperature was raised 
to 200°C and above, a mixture of oligomers and monomers 3HBA and CA were generated. When 
temperature was further increased, more 3HBA and CA were generated with reduction in residual PHB and 
oligomers, and no PHB remained at the end of 2 h when temperature was raised to 215°C or higher.  
Notably, unlike pyrolysis of PHB, where CA was found to be the dominant monomer products,211,212 both 
3HBA and CA were observed during depolymerization of PHB at hydrothermal conditions, and contents of 
3HBA were much higher than those of CA (6.1). In addition, initial PHB concentration (0.1–1 M) was found 
to have minimal effect on the extent of depolymerization and distribution of monomer products (40–50% of 





Changes in the aqueous media composition were found to significantly influence both the rate of 
PHB depolymerization and the resulting 3HBA/CA monomer product distribution. Addition of either 
monomer acid (3HBA or CA, 0.5 M) to the reaction solution catalyzed PHB depolymerization reactions, but 
CA was found to be more effective than 3HBA (87.2% conversion for CA vs. 65.5% conversion for 3HBA). 
While addition of the monomer acids lowered the pH of the solution (pH measurements were 2.33 and 2.47 
for 0.5 M 3HBA and CA, respectively), acidification of the PHB mixture to the same pH range using H2SO4 
had a much smaller effect on PHB depolymerization, indicating that 3HBA and CA catalyze 
depolymerization via another mechanism. This was further supported by experiments showing near-
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complete depolymerization of PHB in solutions amended with 0.5 M 3HBA and CA solutions that were 
neutralized with solid NaOH prior to reaction. Similar catalytic effects were observed in reactions with 
neutralized solutions of 0.5 M of the monocarboxylic acids formic acid (99.4% conversion) and butyric acid 
(74.8% conversion). These findings suggested that the carboxyl functional group (-COO-) was instrumental 
in catalyzing depolymerization of PHB at hydrothermal conditions, possibly via similar mechanism proposed 





Although PHB depolymerization was observed under a variety of conditions, ratios of 3HBA:CA 
monomer products varied greatly. The ratio was dominated by 3HBA and relatively stable in reactions 
initiated in deionized water (3.0–3.5 for 0.1–1 M PHB at 200°C for 2 h), and the ratio increased further when 
acidic solutions were introduced. In contrast, the ratio decreased to 1.6 for reaction conducted in 1 N NaOH, 
and was even lower in the neutralized formic and butyric acid solutions (0.5 and 0.4, respectively). This 
was noteworthy as CA was reported to be the dominant monomer product during pyrolysis reactions, and 
distribution of monomers was largely overlooked in earlier studies of PHB depolymerization at hydrothermal 
conditions. This variable monomer distribution is consistent with different mechanisms controlling PHB 
depolymerization. At acidic conditions, depolymerization can proceed via the reverse of Fischer 
esterification with 3HBA being the main product (Scheme 6.3). In contrast, at basic conditions, the reaction 
likely proceeds via the saponification pathway with salt of 3HBA being the main product (Scheme 6.4), and 
the lower 3HBA:CA being the result of further dehydration reactions. When carboxylic acids or carboxylates 
were introduced to the reaction medium, however, PHB depolymerization proceeds primarily via a carboxyl 
group-catalyzed pathway that  yields CA as the major product, similar to that  proposed for pyrolysis 








6.4.2 (De)hydration and decarboxylation of monomers 
6.4.2.1 Crotonic acid (CA) 
Conversion of CA was first investigated due to its relative simplicity compared to 3HBA. Preliminary 
experiments initiated with 0.5 M of CA revealed no substantial production of propylene within 2 h at 
temperatures below 250°C. Approximately 10% of CA underwent hydration to form 3HBA at the end of 
experiments, something not observed during pyrolysis reactions.212 When temperature was raised to 
250°C, decarboxylation of CA was observed in addition to the hydration reaction, and propylene and CO2 
were generated at approximately theoretical ratios (1:1 on mole basis, discrete points in Figure 6.1). As 
reaction temperature further increased, the decarboxylation reaction rate increased as well, and complete 
conversion of CA to propylene and CO2 was observed at the end of 4 h for the highest temperature 
examined (300°C). For all temperatures, concentration of CA decreased monotonically while 
concentrations of propylene and CO2 increased monotonically (Figure 6.1a, 1c, and 1d), whereas the 
concentration of 3HBA first increased before decreasing at longer reaction times; the peak concentration 
occurred earlier at higher temperatures (Figure 6.1b). This was expected to be the net result of CA 
hydration and subsequent 3HBA degradation (Section 6.4.2.2). Similar to PHB depolymerization reactions, 
there was minimal influence of the initial CA concentration (0.25–0.75 M) on the extent of CA degradation 
in experiments conducted at 275°C (Figure E.3 in Appendix E). 
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Table 6.1 Hydrothermal depolymerization of PHBa 
T (°C) [PHB]0b Aqueous Solution 
Yield (C%)c 
Residual PHB Oligomers 3HBA CA 
Effect of Reaction Temperature 
175 
0.5 DI water 
98.6±0.3% 0% 0% 0% 
200 55.3±2.9% 23.3±3.4% 10.5±1.4% 3.5±0.2% 
205 42.6±0.9% 28.4±0.4% 15.8±0.2% 5.2±0.1% 
210 23.4±0.8% 26.9±0.3% 27.4±0.04% 9.2±0.03% 
215 0.9±0.2% 24.2±0.9% 38.0±0.8% 18.2±0.4% 
220 1.4±0.2% 16.5±0.9% 41.1±0.4% 19.2±0.03% 




52.9±1.2% 24.0±2.9% 9.4±2.4% 2.7±0.2% 
0.25 60.3±6.9% 20.5±4.9% 6.4±1.8% 2.1±0.4% 
0.5 55.3±2.9% 23.3±3.4% 10.5±1.4% 3.5±0.2% 
0.75 54.5±2.5% 23.1±3.9% 14.2±1.5% 4.5±0.4% 
1 54.4±0.7% 20.6±2.4% 11.2±0.8% 3.6±0.3% 
Effect of Aqueous Medium 
200 0.5 
DI water 
(pH0 = 6.97) 
55.3±2.9% 23.3±3.4% 10.5±1.4% 3.5±0.2% 
0.5 M 3HBA 
(pH0 = 2.33) 
34.5±0.7% 0% d d 
0.5 M CA 
(pH0 = 2.47) 
12.8±1.6% 0% d d 
0.005 M H2SO4 
(pH0 = 2.03) 
47.8±7.1% 19.9±2.4% 17.2±1.2% 1.7±0.2% 
0.0005 M H2SO4 
(pH0 = 3.01) 
73.3±2.8% 15.5±2.6% 4.6±0.6% 1.0±0.1% 
0.5 M Na3HBe 
(pH0 = 7.00) 
7.1±1.3% 0% d d 
0.5 M NaCAe 
(pH0 = 7.00) 
10.6±3.3% 0% d d 
0.5 M NaBAe 
(pH0 = 7.02) 
25.2±7.3% 0% 22.0±0.3% 56.9±0.1% 
0.5 M NaFAe 
(pH0 = 7.09) 
0.6±0.6% 0% 28.7±0.7% 60.7±2.6% 
0.5 M H2SO4 
(pH0 = 0) 
0% 5.7±4.7% 73.9±2.4% 12.9±0.3% 
1 M NaOH 
(pH0 = 14) 
1.4±0.4% 9.2±1.7% 53.9±0.3% 33.3±1.7% 
a Reaction time was 2 h for all runs; results were shown as average ± max/min of duplicate experiments 
or average ± standard error for triplicate or more experiments. 
b Initial PHB polymer loading as mol·L-1 (solid/liquid). 
c Yields were shown in carbon contents expressed as percentages of the initially loaded carbon. 
d Concentration of 3HBA/CA species not shown due to their pre-existence in the aqueous solution. 
e Na3HB, NaCA, NaBA, and NaFA referred to 0.5 M of 3HBA, CA, butyric acid, and formic acid solution 







Figure 6.1 Experimental measurements (symbols) and model predictions (lines) for conversion of 0.5 M 
CA at 250–300°C. Yields are expressed as percentages of the initial loaded carbon. No model predictions 
were made for 3HBA due to the low observed yields (max value = 6.7%). Error bars are smaller than 
symbols if not shown. 
 
With the available data and the abundance of water molecules at hydrothermal conditions, a water-
catalyzed pathway was proposed to be the dominant mechanism for decarboxylation of CA (Scheme 6.5). 
Here, hydrogen bonding with water forms a 6-member transition state that weakens the carboxyl group 
bond with the α-carbon atoms, leading to heterolytic cleavage and formation of the terminal alkene and 
CO2.  It should be noted that any molecules with a hydroxyl group could catalyze the reaction with this 
proposed mechanism (e.g., 3HBA), but water was determined to be the main contributor due to its ubiquity 
at the studied conditions (molarity of water >100 times of CA for 0.5 M CA solution). CA must be in its 
protonated form for the reaction to proceed via the proposed pathway, which is supported by experiment 
initiated with the sodium salt of crotonic acid, where no production of propylene and CO2 was observed at 






6.4.2.2 3-hydroxybutyric acid (3HBA) 
Starting 200°C, dehydration of 3HBA was observed. The conversion of 3HBA to CA at low 
temperature was expected as it had been reported as the first and easier step of 3HBA conversion at 
pyrolysis conditions,212 which could be followed by decarboxylation of the generated CA to final products 





At hydrothermal conditions, the dehydration reaction could follow the traditional E1 mechanism with 





Surprisingly, when temperature was increased to 225°C, >50% of 3HBA was converted, but 
propylene and CO2 (generated at the theoretical 1:1 molar ratio) were found to be the major products, while 
CA from dehydration reaction was a minor product. Thus, decarboxylation of 3HBA occurs at lower 
temperatures and faster rates than CA (conversion of 3HBA at 225°C > conversion of CA at 250°C). This 
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finding is inconsistent with the sequential dehydration and decarboxylation pathway shown in Scheme 6.6. 
It follows that an alternative lower-temperature pathway existed for conversion of 3HBA to propylene.  
Rates of 3HBA decomposition increased dramatically with temperature. While only 20% of 3HBA 
was converted after 4 h at 200°C, complete conversion was achieved within 0.5 h at 275°C (Figure 6.2a). 
The trends in concentration of the CA dehydration product also depended heavily on the temperature. For 
reactions at 200 and 225°C, concentration of CA increased continuously with reaction time, whereas for 
reactions conducted at 250 and 275°C, CA concentration first increased to ~20% before decreasing (Figure 
6.2b). This can be explained by the net effects of CA formation by dehydration of 3HBA and subsequent 
CA decarboxylation. At 200 and 225°C, 3HBA had not fully converted within the studied time range (4 h); 
but at 250 and 275°C, all 3HBA had converted at 1 and 0.5 h, respectively, thus no additional CA was 
generated. Meanwhile, as decarboxylation of CA became appreciable at 250°C, its concentration started 
decreasing. In fact, concentration of CA started to decrease at 1 h for 250°C and 0.5 h for 275°C, which 
correspond well with the onset of 3HBA depletion. Likewise, similar effects were observed for gas products, 
where the rate of propylene and CO2 generated slowed after 3HBA was depleted, indicating that the faster 
3HBA-to-gas pathway was replaced by the slower CA-to-gas pathway (Figure 6.2c and 2d). Further tests 
also showed that, like PHB depolymerization and CA decomposition, the extent of 3HBA degradation was 
independent of its initial concentration (Figure E.4 in Appendix E). 
Synthesizing all above observations and the fact that propylene and CO2 were generated at 
theoretical ratios with no aqueous species other than CA (from dehydration) being detected in significant 
yields (>1%), a new mechanism was proposed for the lower-temperature 3HBA-to-gas pathway (Scheme 
6.8). In the proposed mechanism, dehydration and decarboxylation of 3HBA was achieved in a concerted 
fashion (concerted DHYD-DCXY), thus bypassing production of CA as an intermediate. It is proposed that 
the reaction proceeds through an intramolecular 6-ring transition state formed by hydrogen bonding 








Figure 6.2 Experimental measurements (symbols) and model predictions (lines) for conversion of 0.5 M 
3HBA at 200–275°C. Yields are expressed as percentages of the initial loaded carbon. Error bars are 
smaller than symbols if not shown. 
 
Similar to decarboxylation of CA, 3HBA must be protonated for the concerted reaction, which again 
is supported by experiments showing no production of propylene and CO2 in reaction initiated with the 
sodium salt of 3-hydroxyburyate up to 275°C (0.5 M, 2 h). Hence, degradation of 3HBA could either proceed 
by sequential dehydration to CA (starting at 200°C) followed by CA decarboxylation (starting at 250°C), or 
the concerted DHYD-DCXY pathway (starting at 225°C). At lower temperatures (<250°C), the generated 
CA wasn’t able to further degrade to propylene and CO2; but at higher temperature (>250°C), 
decarboxylation of CA was able to proceed, albeit at a rate much slower than the concerted DHYD-DCXY 
of 3HBA. 
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In all, by performing hydrothermal conversion of pure 3HBA and CA solutions at conditions milder 
(200–300°C) than reported in literature (>300°C), individual steps involved in these reactions were 
discovered with mechanisms proposed. At 200°C, neither 3HBA nor CA were able to produce gas products, 
indicating that similar to pyrolysis reactions, conversion of the generated 3HBA and CA rather than 
depolymerization of PHB was the rating-limiting step. At higher temperature, 3HBA and CA were able to 
produce propylene and CO2 at approximate theoretical ratios, but conversion of 3HBA could happen at 
lower temperature and faster rate than CA via the proposed concerted DHYD-DCXY pathway. 
6.4.3 Kinetics modeling 
A reaction network kinetics model was developed to describe aqueous reactions of the monomer 
acids leading ultimately to generation of propylene and CO2 gas products. Figure 6.3a and 3b show the 
(pseudo)-first-order model fits of measured data for decomposition of CA and 3HBA, respectively, in 
reactions performed at varying reaction temperatures. Fits yield overall pseudo-first-order rate constants 
for CA (kobs,CA) and 3HBA (kobs,3HBA) decomposition at each of the reaction temperatures (Table 6.2). 
Minimal back reaction of any CA formed from 3HBA is assumed, the relative contribution of dehydration 
(kDHYD) and concerted (kDHY-DCXY) pathways to 3HBA decomposition (kobs,3HBA = kDHYD + kDHY-DCXY) can be 
estimated by examining the trends in propylene vs. CA production (Table 6.2). With rate constants obtained 
at different temperatures, empirical Arrhenius relationships were developed for CA and 3HBA, and 
activation energy Ea and pre-exponential factor A were calculated (Figure 6.3e). With these models, a 
reaction network was developed with principal mechanisms and lowest reaction temperature (Tlow) 
observed in this study identified (Figure 6.3f).  
According to this reaction network, hydrothermal degradation of PHB starts with depolymerization 
at 200°C with 3HBA being the major product and CA being the minor one; then 3HBA can be converted to 
CA via dehydration starting at the same temperature (200°C), or to propylene and CO2 via the concerted 
DHYD-DCXY pathway at 225°C. For CA, a minor fraction is converted to 3HBA via hydration reactions, 
which is observed for >200°C, but the dominant pathway is the decarboxylation to propylene and CO2 for 
a temperature of 250°C. 
With the obtained parameters from Figure 6.3, reaction rate constants were calculated using the 
Arrhenius equation and found to be very close (mostly within the uncertainties) to the rate constants 
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acquired from linear regression (Table 6.2). The calculated rate constants were then used in the develop 
kinetics models to predict concentration of 3HBA, CA, and their hydrothermal conversion products (lines in 
Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2). In general, the kinetics model agreed well with the experimental data. 
Specifically, for 3HBA degradation, predictions for concentration of 3HBA (200–275°C), CA (200–275°C) 
and CO2 (225–275°C) were the most accurate with almost all points falling near the predicted lines, whereas 
some deviations were observed for propylene, where its concentration was overpredicted between 0.5–2 h 
for 275°C. Considering that propylene and CO2 have a theoretical ratio of 3:1 (on a carbon mole basis) and 
the fact that CO2 was accurately predicted, this was most likely due to the artifacts in experimental 
measurement resulting from the small amount of samples. Likewise, concentrations of CA and its 
degradation products were robust (250–300°C) aside from some overpredictions for propylene. 
Nonetheless, the developed models were validated by the experimental data for predicting species 
evolution during hydrothermal conversion of 3HBA and CA. 
6.4.4 Conversion of PHB-containing biomass 
With the developed kinetics models and reaction network, PHB-containing biomass was used to 
validate the proposed mechanisms and demonstrate the production of propylene and CO2 (Table 6.3). 
Conversion was first conducted at 275°C for 4 h, as kinetics models suggested this to be sufficient for 
complete conversion of both 3HBA and CA. As expected, all PHB in the biomass was converted to 
propylene and CO2 at close-to-theoretical ratios (Table 6.3, Run 1). This was notable as previous reports 
of PHB-to-propylene were conducted at much higher temperatures (300–375°C for hydrothermal 
conversion,28,29 400–450°C for pyrolysis212). Interestingly, when higher temperature was used, less 
propylene was produced even with the complete conversion of PHB, while CO2 yield remained unchanged 
(Table 6.3, Run 2). This was anticipated to be a result of some propylene being incorporated into the 
hydrophobic liquid biocrude generated from non-PHB cellular materials (NPCMs).130 Thus, a lower reaction 
temperature could not only reduce heating energy usage and exert less requirements on the infrastructure, 






Figure 6.3 (Pseudo-) first-order model fits of CA/3HBA conversion reactions and the proposed reaction 
network. (a) degradation of CA at 250–300°C; (b) degradation of 3HBA at 200–275°C; (c) formation of CA 
by dehydration of 3HBA at 200 and 225°C; (d) gas product formation via concerted DHYD-DCXY of 3HBA 
at 225–275°C; (e) fittings for Arrhenius equation for decarboxylation of CA and degradation, dehydration, 
and concerted DHYD-DCXY of 3HBA; (f) proposed reaction network for PHB conversion to gas products 
via 3HBA and CA intermediates. Solid arrows indicate where kinetics models were applied, size of arrow 
indicates whether the reaction is a major or minor conversion pathway for the reactant in question 
(hydrothermal conditions, water as the aqueous medium). Tlow indicates the lowest temperature where the 
reaction was observed. Error bars are smaller than symbols if not shown. Details on the kinetics model 




Table 6.2 Experimental vs. calculated rate constantsa 
Reactant T (°C) Experimental k (h-1) Calculated k (h-1) 
CA 
Degradation/Decarboxylation 
Ea = 91.0±12.8 kJ·mol-1, ln (A) = 19.2±2.8, r2 = 0.93 
250 0.2308±0.0216b 0.1746 
 0.1473±0.0328c  
275 0.5184±0.0141b 0.4535 
 0.3154±0.0205c  
300 1.1246±0.0155b 1.0836 
 1.1764±0.0831c  
3HBA 
Degradation (dehydration + concerted DHYD-DCXY) 
Ea = 144.7±7.6 kJ·mol-1, ln (A) = 33.9±1.8, r2 = 0.99 
200 0.0521±0.0026 0.0564 
225 0.3678±0.0250 0.3576 
250 2.3492±0.0883 1.8993 
275 7.4030±1.0729 8.6618 
Dehydration 
Ea = 86.8 kJ·mol-1, ln (A) = 18.6, r2 = 1d 
200 0.0317±0.0015 0.0317 
225 0.0960±0.0037 0.0960 
Concerted DHYD-DCXY 
Ea = 133.0±15.4 kJ·mol-1, ln (A) = 30.3±3.7, r2 = 0.96 




250 0.6328±0.0239c 0.7594 
275 2.6972±0.5951c 3.0630 
a All based on 1st order reactions. 
d Fitted based on concentration of CA. 
c Fitted based on concentration of produced gases (propylene and CO2). 
d Errors of Ea and A not available as only two points (200 and 225°C) were used in regression. 
e Subtracted (rate of 3HBA degradation - rate of 3HBA dehydration). 
 
Further experiments were conducted at 250°C to gauge the potential for further lowering reaction 
temperatures. Within 2 h, half of the cellular PHB had degraded to propylene and CO2 with near-complete 
conversion of 3HBA, but ~40% of CA remained (Table 6.3, Run 3). When the conversion was extended to 
4 and 6 h, the generated CA gradually degraded and ~80% of the initial PHB was converted to propylene 
and CO2 (Table 6.3, Run 4 and Run 5). To accelerate the conversion, additional experiments were also 
performed with acid solution being the aqueous medium instead of water, as earlier data revealed higher 
3HBA:CA ratio could be achieved at more acidic environment and conversion of 3HBA was much faster 
than CA. However, the use of acid solutions actually decreased the rate of conversion and yields of 
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propylene and CO2, and the influence was more evident for the more acidic conversion (Table 6.3, Run 6 
and Run 7). This was probably a result of the added acids catalyzing interactions between 3HBA, CA, 
propylene, and NPCMs. Interestingly, when conversion of PHB within biomass was compared to conversion 
of purified commercially sourced PHB, it was found that the former degraded at a faster rate than the latter 
(Table 6.3, Run 4 and Run 8). The faster conversion of in-cell PHB might be a result of its amorphous 
elastomeric state,214 which could be lost upon extraction;215 or due to the interactions between PHB and 
NPCMs. Therefore, additional research is recommended to examine interactions between PHB (including 
its monomers) and NPCMs, as well as their influence on hydrothermal reactions. 
 
Table 6.3 Hydrothermal conversion of PHB-containing biomassa 
Run 
# 




3HBA CA Propylene CO2 
1 275 4 
DI water 
0% 0% 69.8±4.2% 24.4±6.2% 
2 350 1 0% 0% 53.5±6.2% 20.8±3.3% 
3 250 2 5.0±0.3% 36.6±2.0% 38.2±2.6% 13.2±0.1% 
4 250 4 2.7±0.4 20.1±1.4% 54.0±2.2% 19.4±2.2% 
5 250 6 2.5±0.2% 14.3±1.6% 61.4±4.9% 23.6±1.2% 
6 250 4 0.005 M H2SO4 
2.6±0.1% 20.3±0.8% 42.5±12.8% 15.5±3.8% 
7 250 4 0.05 M H2SO4 
3.5±0.1% 30.5±0.4% 37.8±2.2% 13.3±1.5% 
8c 250 4 DI water 2.4±0.2% 28.9±0.3% 35.6±3.3% 10.1±1.1% 
a All experiments were started with 0.0806 g of solids and 2 mL of aqueous solution, which was an 
equivalent of 0.5 mol·L-1 (solid/liquid) assuming the solid was 100% PHB; PHB-containing biomass were 
used for Run 1–7 and commercial PHB was used for Run 8. Results were shown as average ± max/min 
of duplicate experiments. 
b Yields were shown in carbon contents expressed as percentages of initially loaded PHB. 
c Commercial PHB as the reactant. 
 
6.4.5 Broader impacts and future research 
With waste valorization through biorefineries attracting growing attention,216–218 there is growing 
interest in identifying the most promising strategies for converting wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) 
into resource recovery facilities capable of producing valuable chemicals and fuels while simultaneously 
meeting effluent water quality objectives.9,193,194 While WWTPs process a large inflow of organic carbon, 
energy recovery efforts to date have been limited mostly to anaerobic digestion processes that generate 
biogas.195 Thus, significant opportunities exist for improving valorization by enhancing resource capture 
and producing higher value products. By leveraging the metabolic capabilities of PHB-accumulating mixed 
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cultures, organic carbon in wastewater can be directly transformed into PHB while meeting effluent water 
quality standards (demonstrated at pilot-scale level),196,197,219 or PHB can be produced with biogas being 
the sole carbon and energy source,220,221 showing clear potential of such strategies due to the relatively 
straightforwardness on integration with current WWTP infrastructure. However, the current niche market of 
bioplastics, along with problems associated with recovering PHB and its suboptimal characteristics, 
necessitates additional strategies for the application of PHB-containing biomass.  
Herein, hydrothermal conversion of PHB has been proposed as an alternative approach where 
propylene can be generated, which in turn can be used for production of liquid fuels (e.g., C6–C12 
hydrocarbons via oligomerization30) or other higher-value chemicals (e.g., cumene31). Consumption for 
propylene is projected to grow in the future with North America being one of the largest markets with 
projected growth.222 Besides, with developments in biocatalysts, other polyhydroxyalkanoates with larger 
monomers (e.g., polyhydroxyvalerate223) can be synthesized, and longer renewable alkenes with even 
more applications could be produced in a similar manner.130 By examining hydrothermal conversion of PHB 
at milder conditions, this work reveals additional aspects (e.g., influences of aqueous medium on monomer 
distribution) and mechanisms (e.g., concerted DHYD-DCXY pathway of 3HBA) previously overlooked. 
Mechanistic insights concluded in this chapter can be applied to convert PHB-containing biomass at milder 
conditions with near-theoretical yields of propylene. The lower reaction temperatures are not only beneficial 
in reducing capital and operational costs, but can result in higher propylene yields by avoiding the 
incorporation of generated PHB into liquid biocrudes generated from NPCMs. Furthermore, as NPCMs 
could also produce CO2 during the conversion,28,29 the milder reaction temperature might also be helpful in 
resulting a more propylene-concentrated gas stream. It was also noteworthy that as in-cell PHB was found 
to undergo faster conversion than purified PHB, more research is warranted to investigate whether the 
existing form of PHB and surrounding NPCMs can accelerate the conversion of PHB, and mechanisms of 
such interactions (e.g., whether ratio of 3HBA:CA can be increased by certain portion of NPCMs). Lastly, 
techno-economic analysis and life cycle assessment are needed to establish the economic feasibility and 






CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 
This chapter summarizes the main contributions and conclusions of this thesis study and provides 
suggestions and perspectives on areas that future research should be focused on. 
7.1 Summary and Conclusions 
During past decades, the traditional understanding that wastewater is mere responsibility and 
burden of local municipality has been changed, and there is growing interest in recovering energy and 
nutrient potential embedded in wastewater as valuable products. With a specific focus on wastewater-
derived algae and polyhydroxybutyrate- (PHB) accumulating mixed microbial cultures, this thesis research 
strives to design, demonstrate, and evaluates promising aqueous systems to transform wastewater 
treatment plants into water resource recovery facilities. Main contributions include: (a) development of 
quantitative approaches for predicting product yields and characteristics during hydrothermal liquefaction 
(HTL) of algal biomass, and application of these approaches in designing hybrid systems for production of 
algal biofuels; (b) design, demonstration, and economic analyses of integrated systems for the conversion 
of wastewater algae into valuable products; (c) investigation of the mechanism and kinetics of PHB 
conversion at hydrothermal conditions found to produce propylene. While aimed at different stages and 
aspects of the respective technologies, conclusions from these studies support integrated aqueous systems 
to be viable approaches for valorization of wastewater, and these conclusions include: 
For algal conversion systems: Yields and characteristics of HTL products are dependent on the 
biochemical composition of algal feedstocks. While lipids and proteins have relatively high conversion 
efficiencies (with respect to biocrude oil product yields), most of energy potential embedded in cellular 
carbohydrates is diverted to CO2 gas and biochar products during conversion. Hybrid systems featuring the 
combination of HTL with carbohydrate-focused conversion techniques can greatly improve the overall 
yields of algal biofuels, especially for algal biomass with high carbohydrate content. Additionally, though 
hybrid systems require more conversion steps, the increased capital and operational costs can be more 
than offset by the improved fuel yields, leading to lower minimum fuel selling price than individual processes. 
More importantly, the ability of hybrid systems to produce biofuels with a broad range of algal biomass 
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enables the use of non-traditional algal feedstocks (e.g., from algal wastewater treatment processes) and 
potentially alleviate impacts from variations in feedstock availability.  
For wastewater algae: By employing a series of aqueous conversion techniques, both energy 
(carbon) and nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorus) potentials in wastewater algae can be recovered as fuel 
and fertilizer products with substantial economic value. Specially, bio-oil generated from biocrude products 
after HTL has the highest economic value, which was followed by ammonium sulfate, struvite (magnesium 
ammonium phosphate), and fuel gases. While almost all phosphorus in the initial wastewater algae can be 
recovered as struvite, less than 50% of initial carbon and nitrogen can be recovered in final products. As 
substantial amount of carbon and nitrogen are diverted to gas and biochar co-products during HTL, future 
research should focus on developing strategies to capture these remaining energy and nutrient potentials. 
In addition, conversion of wastewater algae harvested from treatment experiments of different seasons 
reveal the influence of seasonal factors and treatment operations. As algae are found to be capable of 
processing wastewater of varying properties at different seasons, simultaneous treatment and valorization 
of wastewater can be realized and potentially reduce the cost of wastewater treatment. 
For hydrothermal conversion of PHB: Hydrothermal conversion of PHB involves a fast 
depolymerization step leading to a mixture of monomer acids – 3-hydroxybutyric acid (3HBA) and crotonic 
acid (CA). Ratio of 3HBA:CA is determined by the dominate depolymerization mechanism, which is greatly 
influenced by the aqueous media composition. Further conversion of the generated 3HBA can proceed via 
either dehydration to CA followed by water-catalyzed decarboxylation of CA (2-step process), or by 
concerted dehydration-decarboxylation reactions, and both mechanisms require protonation of the 
respective acids. While propylene and CO2 can be generated at theoretical ratios from both pathways, the 
concerted pathway requires lower activation energy thus milder reaction condition. Conversion of PHB-
containing biomass not only validate that complete conversion of PHB and near-theoretical production of 
propylene can be realized at milder conditions, but that milder conditions are beneficial in preventing 
incorporation of the generated propylene into biocrudes produced from non-PHB cellular materials 
(NPCMs). Furthermore, PHB in biomass is found to convert at a faster rate than that observed using a 
commercial source of PHB, which can be resulted from the amorphous elastomeric state of in-cell PHB and 
interactions between PHB and NPCMs. 
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7.2 Future Perspectives 
The ultimate goal of this thesis research is to accelerate the transformation of conventional 
wastewater management systems through integrated aqueous strategies with a primary focus on WW-
algae and WW-PHB systems.  
With conclusions from this thesis research, following directions are recommended: 
Algal systems – Techno-economic analysis and life cycle assessment (TEA/LCA) of the 
integrated algal wastewater treatment and valorization systems with consideration to seasonal 
factors and varying composition of algal biomass. Though much work has been accomplished in 
analyzing both algal treatment systems and downstream conversion systems, additional work that 
embraces the complete system is needed. For algal wastewater treatment systems, seasonal factors 
should be taken into consideration, as they can greatly influence qualities of the treated wastewater and 
the yields and characteristics of algal-based biomass. For downstream conversion systems, multiple 
technologies should be included in a rational way to realize both energy and nutrient potentials of the algal 
biomass, as neglecting either aspect will lead to poor economic performance. In additional, credits and 
risks, both economically and environmentally, from replacing the traditional treatment approaches by algal 
treatment process should be properly considered. Moreover, both TEA and LCA should be conducted for 
algal biomass with varying biochemical compositions. As this thesis research has demonstrated that 
changes in properties of the algal biomass can have significant influence on economic performance of the 
conversion systems, similar impacts on LCA results are expected and should be investigated in future 
studies. Additionally, conclusions from TEA and LCA studies should be assessed in a collective fashion, 
especially when tradeoffs are involved (e.g., algae feedstocks with better economic performance might 
have greater environmental impacts). 
Algal systems – Proper estimation of market demands and values of products. While often 
overlooked in TEA studies, some products targeted in this thesis research and many others (e.g., struvite, 
bio-oil) are not standard commercial products, therefore future research is needed to identify whether these 
products can become satisfying replacement of current non-renewable products (e.g., mined fertilizers, 
fossil fuels), and whether they can be accepted by consumers. Policy-related work on the necessities and 
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effectiveness of subsidies should also be conducted to provide guidance on the level of government 
supports required. 
Algal systems – Further development of more efficient conversion and upgrading 
technologies. Though various strategies have been proposed in this thesis research to realize the full 
conversion of algal biomass, opportunities still exist for simple yet more efficient technologies of the algal 
biomass, especially for the protein component with ~50% of the energy not transferred to high-value 
products. Moreover, upgrading strategies other than the ones discussed in this thesis research should also 
be considered and evaluated. For example, a recent study224 used distillation (instead of hydrotreating) to 
upgrade biocrude oil and showed promising results from engine test with blends of diesel and the upgraded 
bio-oil. Hence, a broader range of technologies should be explored and can potentially improve the overall 
system performance. 
PHB systems – Investigate the implications of in-cell PHB and interactions between PHB 
and NPCMs. While this thesis research provides substantial insights on the mechanism and kinetics of 
PHB conversion at hydrothermal conditions, the observed faster conversion of cellular PHB is interesting 
and warrants additional research. Particularly, the ability for 3HBA to degrade at lower temperature than 
CA via the concerted decarboxylation-dehydration pathway reveals that the overall conversion can be 
realized at even milder conditions or faster rates, if depolymerization of PHB can be manipulated towards 
3HBA and away from CA. As findings from this thesis research suggests NPCMs might have positive effects 
in accelerating the reaction, more work should be done to identify the specific NPCMs responsible for such 
effects and how the accelerating effects can be magnified. 
PHB systems – Explore hydrothermal conversion of polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) with 
longer monomeric structures. In addition to PHB, PHAs with longer monomeric structures (e.g., 
polydroxyvalerate with five carbon) can also be produced biologically from various organic wastes.198,199,225 
Based on the propose mechanism, only hydroxy acids with a hydroxyl group on the 3 position are able to 
convert through the concerted DHYD-DCXY pathway. Hence, various PHAs should be examined to test 
the applicability of the proposed mechanism and explore additional potential reaction pathways for longer 
PHAs (e.g., longer hydroxy acids self-forming larger ring structures as the transition states). 
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PHB systems – Conversion of propylene-containing gas products into valuable products 
and demonstration with real biomass. As indicated in this thesis research, propylene generated from 
hydrothermal conversion of PHB-containing biomass can be used for production of liquid hydrocarbon fuels 
and valuable chemicals. However, as CO2 is generated with propylene at 1:1 molar ratio, more research is 
required to recognize the effects of CO2 on subsequent application of propylene and whether additional 
process is needed to remove CO2 from the gas stream. Further, conversions with the real biomass should 
be performed to determine whether minor volatile products that can be potentially generated from NPCMs 
(e.g., ammonia) will affect the conversion of propylene, selectivity to desired products, and longevity of 
catalysts in continuous operation. This hydrothermal conversion process can be essentially viewed as an 
upcycling strategy, where plastic polymers like PHB can be broken into monomers to generate new 
products that are of greater value than the original ones. With plastics being one of the major wastes 
produced by the modern society, more research on recycling technologies can alleviate the burden from 
the increasing amount of wastes and curb the society’s dependence on fossil fuels. 
PHB systems – Preliminary economic and environmental analyses. As development of 
techniques for valorization of PHB-containing biomass is still at the early stage, full-scale TEA/LCA studies 
are challenging, but preliminary evaluations on economic viability and environmental impacts of PHB 
systems should be performed to inform the priorities for future research. Compared to previous systems 
where costly chemicals are used as substrate for PHB-accumulating microbes, substantial reduction in cost 
of PHB production is expected, which is one of the largest contributors to final price of PHB. Additionally, 
reductions in environmental impacts may also be expected due to the elimination of solvent extraction step, 
which is a primary contributor to environmental impacts. These analyses, while being preliminary at current 
stage, will nonetheless reveal primary cost and environmental impact drivers and pave the road for full-
scale TEA/LCA studies. 
Both systems – Enriching biomass sources for economies of scale and risk mitigation. 
Though not discussed in detail, economies of scale is a well-known phenomenon and has been 
demonstrated in several large-scale TEA studies. This is particularly important for algae and PHB generated 
from small-scale wastewater treatment facilities, as credits from treating wastewater can be diminished due 
to the increased capital costs resulting from reduced facility size. To overcome this critical issue, one 
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solution is to enrich the biomass sources. As hydrothermal conversion is not feedstock-specific, biomass 
originated from a variety of waste sources can be combined and served as the feedstock for large, 
centralized biorefineries. These sources include, but are not limited to, food wastes, plastics, yard wastes, 
and other high-organic content wastes that are currently poorly valorized (e.g., sent to landfills). In addition, 
a rich portfolio of biomass sources can better secure stable inputs of feedstock for biorefineries, thereby 
alleviating risks associated with seasonal and geophysical variations (e.g., less algae can be produced 
during winter/from colder locations). However, it should be noted that centralized biorefineries require 
transportation of biomass feedstocks and the costs and environmental impacts of which must be properly 
considered in future TEA/LCA studies. 
Closing remarks. Embedded with considerable energy and nutrient potentials, wastewater has 
been recognized as one of the promising sources for renewable product generation, but valorization of 
which has been challenged by its dilute and complex nature. This thesis research takes advantage of algal 
biomass and PHB-accumulating bacteria to concentrate and transform the energy and nutrient potentials 
in wastewater, which can be further processed using a variety of aqueous techniques. However, valorization 
of wastewater is a problem that can be, and should be tackled from different angles. Efforts should also be 
devoted in developing technologies beyond those discussed this thesis research (e.g., source separation 
of urine, membrane techniques for resource recovery). In all, there is no one solution that fits all and only 
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Figure A.2 Correlation between percentage of aqueous TN presents as NH4+-N and feedstock protein 





Figure A.3 Correlations between biochar H (a) and N (b) contents and feedstock carbohydrate content. 





Figure A.4 Predicted vs. experimental results for biocrude C/H/N contents (a), aqueous TOC/TN contents 
(b, left and bottom axes), and biochar C content (b, right and top axes). All data were from this study, and 





Figure A.5 MCA model prediction residuals for (a) biocrude, (b) aqueous, (c) gas, and (d) biochar products 
for data from this study and literature with microalgae as feedstock. Data points arranged in order of 
ascending experimental yields. 
 
 
Table A.1 Pearson correlation coefficients for feedstock components and HTL products 
 Lipid Protein Carbohydrate Ash 
Biocrude 0.64 -0.05 -0.33 -0.11 
Aqueous -0.42 0.82 -0.73 0.76 
Gas 0.08 -0.77 0.89 -0.60 





Table A.2 Regression statistics for HTL product yield predictionsa 
No. Phase Lb p-valuec P p-value C p-value A p-value significance Fd rreg2,e 
1 
Biocrude 0.85 4.4×10-10 0.45 2.0×10-13 0.22 1.7×10-4 0 - 1.3×10-18 0.985 
Aqueous 0.03f 0.64 0.23 4.2×10-5 0.02 0.47 0.80 0.02 1.3×10-14 0.972 
Gas 0.06 0.20 0.07 3.6×10-4 0.44 2.1×10-12 0 - 4.7×10-16 0.973 




Biocrude 0.85 4.4×10-10 0.45 2.0×10-13 0.22 1.7×10-4 0 - 1.3×10-18 0.985 
Aqueous 0 - 0.24 1.5×10-5 0 - 0.86 0.01 7.1×10-17 0.970 
Gas 0 - 0.07 2.6×10-4 0.46 8.1×10-14 0 - 4.9×10-17 0.971 
Biochar 0 - 0 - 0.41 1.7×10-8 0.18 0.39 1.5×10-10 0.879 
a No. 1 or 2 corresponds to calibration Stage 1 or 2 discussed in Section 2.3.4. Values obtained in Stage 2 are the final coefficients (also in Table 1 in the main 
paper). Coefficients and statistical characteristics were calculated by the Regression program in Microsoft® Excel 2016 Analysis Toolpak. 
b L, P, C, and A represent lipid, protein, carbohydrate, and ash components, respectively. 
c The p-value tests the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to zero, a large p-value (>0.05) suggests the corresponding variable is not relevant to the 
predicted value.  
d A small significance F indicates strong correlation, while a large value (typically >0.1) suggests the correlation does not exist. 
e Regression r2 values show the strength of correlation between variables and predicted values. 







SUPPLEMENTARY DATA FOR CHAPTER 3 
B.1 Experimental Methods 
Raw Scenedesmus acutus biomass was provided by Dr. J. McGowen at the Arizona State 
University, and cultivation conditions and preparation of stillage and extracted stillage biomass was 
described previously.149 Feedstocks were freeze-dried, homogenized, and stored at 4°C before 
characterization and use in hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL) experiments. Feedstock properties were 
analyzed following procedures described previously.35 Briefly, moisture contents were determined by 
biomass mass loss at 105°C; ash contents were determined by remaining mass after ignition at 550°C; 
extractable lipid contents were determined by extraction using 2:1 (v/v) chloroform: methanol mixture 
according to the Folch method;60 protein contents were estimated from total nitrogen analysis using a 
nitrogen-to-protein conversion factor of 6.25;61 carbohydrate contents were determined by a colorimetric 
assay using 3-methyl-2-benzothiazolinone hydrazone (MBTH);35 fatty acid contents were determined by 
transesterification into fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) followed by quantification of FAMEs using gas 
chromatography coupled with a flame ionization detector.226 Feedstock elemental contents (C, H and N) 
were measured at the University of Illinois Microanalysis Laboratory using an Exeter CE-440 Elemental 
Analyzer.  Volatile oxygen content was estimated by difference (1-C%-H%-N%-Ash%, all in dry weigh 
percentage, dw%). Moisture and ash content measurements were conducted in triplicate; and all other 
measurements were conducted in duplicates.  
HTL experiments were conducted in stainless steel tube reactors with a volume of 5.93 mL. A well-
mixed slurry of 20 wt% solid content was prepared with freeze-dried feedstock and deionized water, and 4 
g was loaded into the tube reactor before sealing. The reaction was conducted at 300°C for 30 min with air 
as headspace and autogenous pressure. After the reaction, the reactor was quenched in room-temperature 
water and dried. The reactor was then opened to vent gaseous products, and the mass difference before 
and after reaction was recorded as the gaseous product yield. Aqueous product was poured out from the 
reactor and dichloromethane was added into the reactor to recover the biocrude oil product. The liquid 
mixture was filtered using syringe filters (0.45 µm, Whatman) to separate the biochar product, and the 
132 
bilayer-filtrate was separated into aqueous and organic phases using a separatory funnel, which were then 
dried to determine aqueous total dissolved solid (TDS) and biocrude yields, respectively. Yield of biochar 
product was determined using the mass differences of the syringe filters before and after filtration. More 
details on HTL experiments and product recovery can be found in literature.34,35 C, H, and N contents of 
both biocrude and biochar products were determined in the same manner as the feedstock, and O contents 
of biocrudes were estimated by difference (1-C%-H%-N%, all in weight percentage, wt%). Total organic 
carbon (TOC) of aqueous products was analyzed by a Shimadzu TOC-LCSH analyzer, and total nitrogen 
(TN) by a Shimadzu TNM-L analyzer. Duplicate runs were conducted for all characterization and HTL 
experiments, and results are listed in Table B.1 and 2. 
 
Table B.1 Feedstock propertiesa 




Lipid (dw%b) 41.3±0.3 48.9±1.6 11.7±0.6 
Fatty acid (dw%) 34.9±0.02 46.9±0.5 8.1±0.02 
Protein (dw%) 11.4±0.1 14.5±0.1 23.1±0.7 
Carbohydrate (dw%) 35.6±0.1 11.3±0.5 20.6±0.2 
Ash (dw%) 2.0±0.02 15.8±0.1 29.6±0.2 
Elemental composition 
C (dw%) 56.9±0.1 57.9±0.9 40.8±0.1 
H (dw%) 8.7±0.1 9.0±0.2 5.4±0.01 
N (dw%) 1.8±0.02 2.3±0.03 3.7±0.1 
Volatile O (dw%)c 30.6±0.1 14.9±1.0 20.6±0.2 
Energy 
Higher heating value 
(HHV, MJ·kg-1)d 26.2±0.1 29.8±0.5 17.8±0.05 
 
a Results shown as average +/- max/min of duplicate analyses except for volatile O and HHV, whose 
uncertainties were calculated using standard error propagation methods. 
b On a dry weight basis (dw%). 
c Calculated by difference as 1-C%-H%-N%-ash% (all in dw%).  




Table B.2 HTL experimental yieldsa 
  Raw S. acutus Stillage Extracted stillage 
Biocrude 
Yield (dw%) 54.3±0.7 59.6±0.8 31.9±0.6 
C (wt%) 75.3±0.2 75.9±0.1 75.2±0.1 
H (wt%) 10.7±0.05 11.9±0.1 10.4±0.2 
N (wt%) 1.7±0.03 1.9±0.03 4.6±0.3 
O (wt%)b 12.4±0.2 10.3±0.2 9.9±0.4 
HHV (MJ·kg-1)c 38.5±0.1 40.9±0.2 38.5±0.3 
Aqueous 
Yield (dw%) 4.6±0.2 20.3±2.6 40.0±1.3 
TOCd (mg·L-1) 8300±200 14700±300 19700±900 
TNe (mg·L-1) 800±100 2700±400 5100±500 
Gaseous Yield (dw%) 24.0±2.1 6.6±0.1 13.2±0.9 
Biochar 
Yield (dw%) 11.9±0.4 4.2±0.1 7.9±0.1 
C (wt%) 62.6±0.4 45.5±0.3 50.5±0.8 
H (wt%) 5.5±0.2 6.5±0.2 5.8±0.1 
N (wt%) 3.5±0.04 1.3±0.02 3.2±0.05 
 
a Results shown as average +/- max/min of duplicate analyses except for biocrude O and HHV, whose 
uncertainties were calculated using standard error propagation methods. 
b Calculated by difference as 1-C%-H%-N (all in wt%). 
c Calculated by Dulong’s formula.35 
d Total organic carbon. 
e Total nitrogen. 
 
Table B.3 Experimental yields and fuel potentialsa 
Process (CAP-related)  Process (HTL-related) 
Fermentation   HTL Raw S. acutus Stillage 
Extracted 
stillage 
Sugar release (%)b 73.3%  Feedstock (afdw%)f 100% 72.6% 37.4% 
Ethanol (GGE·ton-1)c 29.0  Biocrude (afdw%) 55.4% 51.4% 17.0% 
   RDB (afdw%) 38.9% 35.9% 11.4% 
Lipid extraction   Naphtha (afdw%) 7.5% 6.9% 2.2% 
Fatty acid extractability (%)d 87.1%  RDB (GGE·ton-1)c 122.8 113.6 35.9 
RDB (afdw%)e 28.7%  Naphtha (GGE·ton-1)c 23.8 22.0 9.0 
Naphtha (afdw%)e 0.6%      
RDB (GGE·ton-1)c 93.8      
Naphtha (GGE·ton-1)c 2.0      
 
a Data from this study unless otherwise noted, fuel potentials are expressed in gasoline gallon equivalent 
per ash-free dry weight U.S. ton (GGE·ton-1) 
b % of total sugar that was released, from Dong et al.149 
c Fuel potentials converted according to Leow et al.125  
d % of total fatty acids that were extracted, from Dong et al.149 
e From Davis et al.21 
f Afdw of feedstock from 100% afdw% S. acutus. 
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B.2 Modeling Methods 
All systems were evaluated in two scenarios, namely the S. acutus-demonstrated scenario using 
experimental data, and the model-predicted scenario using a modified version of a recently introduced 
model.125 The demonstrated scenario was used to show the feasibility of proposed hybrid downstream 
conversion systems using a high-lipid, high-carbohydrate S. acutus feedstock, and process yields of the 
demonstrated scenario used in the model were based on experimental results of dilute acid treatment 
(DAT),149 carbohydrate fermentation (CF),149 lipid extraction (LE),149 and HTL (data from this study, details 
in Section B.1). The predicted scenario incorporated the expected technique progress from now to Year 
2022, and fuel yields for feedstock with varying biochemical compositions were predicted. Techno-
economic analysis (TEA) was conducted based on the best available equipment and raw material costs, 
and an “nth-plant” assumption (i.e., it reflects a mature industry with n plants having been established, rather 
than a pioneer plant where unexpected issues are expected). For a particular system, various types of 
generated fuel products (renewable diesel blendstock (RDB), naphtha, and ethanol) were converted to a 
standard gasoline gallon equivalent (GGE) using their respective higher heating values (HHV) and lumped 
together as the gross fuel yields. A unified minimum fuel selling price (MFSP) for all produced fuels was 
calculated to achieve a net present value (NPV) of zero for the plant and was expressed in 2011 U.S. 
dollars per GGE. 
Development of the model for direct hydrothermal liquefaction (DHTL) and combined algal 
processing (CAP) was described previously.125 For hybrid systems HBD-1 and HBD-2, flow information (i.e., 
lipids, proteins, carbohydrates flow rates) for stillage and extracted stillage from the CAP model were 
extracted and fed into the DHTL model as inputs, and then all costs, credits and products from both of the 
models were combined for the economic analysis. 
It should be noted that as scope of this study was to assess the feasibility and potential of proposed 
hybrid downstream conversion techniques, cultivation processes were not the focus. Therefore, predicted 
feedstock biomass costs were used in both demonstrated and predicted scenarios. A biomass cost of $640 
per ash-free dry weight (afdw) U.S. ton (all prices in 2011 U.S. dollars) was used for the demonstrated 
scenario. The cost was predicted by the model for a S. acutus species with a biochemical composition of 
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35.9 afdw% lipids, 10.9 afdw% proteins, and 53.4 afdw% carbohydrates (closest to the biomass used in 




SUPPLEMENTARY DATA FOR CHAPTER 4 
C.1 Experimental Methods 
C.1.1 Algal biomass characterization 
Biochemical (lipid, protein, carbohydrate, and ash) composition of the algae was analyzed following 
methods described previously;35 C/H/N contents were analyzed by Huffman Laboratories, Inc. (Golden, 
CO); P contents were determined by inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) 
after microwave-assisted acid digestion;181 volatile O contents were determined by difference (100%-C%-
H%-N%-ash%). All analyses were conducted in at least duplicate and reported on dry weight basis (dw%). 
C.1.2 Conversion processes 
Step 1 – Hydrothermal liquefaction (HTL). HTL of algae was conducted in a Parr 4575 reactor 
equipped with a 500 mL stainless steel vessel. For each run, 40 g of algae and 160 mL deionized (DI) water 
were loaded into the reactor, which was then sealed and purged with 150 psi N2 three times before venting 
excess headspace gas prior to reaction. Reactor temperature was ramped to 350°C at 4–5°C·min-1 and 
maintained for 1 h with continuous stirring, after which time the reaction was quenched by an internal cooling 
loop with room-temperature water. Temperature and pressure of the system were closely monitored 
throughout the reaction. After the system was cooled to room temperature, gas product was collected in a 
sampling bag for further analyses. The reactor was then opened, and the liquid and solid contents were 
poured into a beaker. Dichloromethane (DCM) was added to the reactor vessel to recover biocrude 
residuals, and 40 mL of DI water was added to recover aqueous residuals; any biochar residuals were 
recovered using a spatula. The mixture was vacuum-filtered with glass fiber filter (0.7 μm), and biochar 
solid collected on the filter was dried at 50°C. Yield of biocrude was determined after evaporating the DCM 
fraction using a N2 blower at 35°C; total dissolved solid (TDS) of aqueous product was determined by after 
evaporation at 50°C in an oven; yield of gas was determined by headspace pressure difference before and 
after reaction using measured gas composition and ideal gas law; yield of biochar was determined by the 
mass difference of the filter. A total of five HTL runs were conducted to accumulate enough products for 
subsequent experiments. 
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Step 2 – Hydrotreating (HT). HT of HTL biocrudes was conducted using a Parr 4598 reactor with 
a 100 mL stainless steel vessel. For each run, 5 g of HTL biocrude product was loaded into the reactor with 
0.5, 1, or 2 g of sulfided cobalt oxide/molybdenum oxide on alumina (CoMo) catalyst for 10:1, 5:1 (baseline 
scenario), and 2.5:1 biocrude feed-to-CoMo catalyst loading experiments, respectively. The original CoMo 
catalyst (3.4–4.5% cobalt oxide, 11.5–14.5% molybdenum oxide on alumina, Alfa Aesar) was sulfided as 
reported elsewhere.154 The reactor was sealed and purged with 150 psi H2 for three times, then recharged 
with 960 psi H2. Then the reactor temperature was ramped to 150°C at 4–5°C·min-1, held constant for 1 h, 
then ramped to 405°C at 4–5°C·min-1, and held constant for another 2 h. The reactor was then cooled, and 
gas product was collected in a sampling bag before opening the reactor vessel. Bio-oils were poured out 
and vacuum-filtered with glass fiber filter (0.7 μm), this portion of the recovered bio-oil was denoted as 
fraction 1. DCM was added into the vessel to recover residual bio-oils (denoted as fraction 2) and filtered 
and evaporated as in HTL. Yields of the directly recovered bio-oil (i.e., without DCM addition, fraction 1) 
and DCM-recovered bio-oil (fraction 2) were combined for total yields. Duplicate experiments were 
conducted for the 5:1 biocrude feed-to-CoMo catalyst loading, but not for 10:1 and 2.5:1 loadings due to 
material limitation. 
Step 3 – Catalytic hydrothermal gasification (CHG). CHG was conducted using the same 
reactor as HTL. For each reaction, 100 mL HTL aqueous product was loaded into the reactor with 10 g 
ruthenium on carbon support (5% Ru/C, Sigma Aldrich), then the reactor was sealed and purged as in HTL 
experiments. The reaction was conducted at 350°C for 4 h, after which the system was cooled, and products 
were recovered in the same manner as in HTL, except that neither DCM nor extra DI water were added to 
recover products. A total of five CHG runs were conducted. 
Step 4 – Acid extraction and struvite precipitation. 0.5 M sulfuric acid solution was used to 
extract P from HTL biochar using a solid-to-liquid loading of 1:10 (g:mL). The mixture was continuously 
stirred at 80°C for 2 h, after which the solution was vacuum-filtered (11 μm cellulose filter) to separate the 
acid extract from the biochar. To produce struvite, the acid extract was mixed with either HTL aqueous 
product at a 1:2.5 ratio, or CHG aqueous product at 1:2 ratio (v:v ratios were decided based on the yield 
ratios of HTL/CHG aqueous products and acid extract of HTL biochar); then MgCl2 (anhydrous, ≥98%, 
Sigma Aldrich) was added to make a mixture of 1:1 Mg:P (molar ratio) with NH4+ in excess, and the mixture 
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was adjusted to pH 9 with NaOH (anhydrous, ≥98%, Sigma Aldrich) to precipitate struvite, which was 
vacuum-filtered (11 μm cellulose filter), rinsed with DI water, and dried at room temperature in a desiccator. 
Experiments for both HTL/CHG struvites were conducted in duplicate. 
Step 5 – Electrochemical stripping (ECS). A three-chamber reactor was constructed and 
operated in batch mode as described elsewhere.142 Briefly, 200 mL of CHG aqueous product was 
recirculated in the anode, with 0.1 M sodium chloride and 1 M sulfuric acid in the cathode and trap chambers, 
respectively. All three chambers were recirculated at 75 mL·min-1, and samples were collected regularly 
from each chamber for analysis. Applied current density was 50 A·cm-2 and experiments were operated for 
9.6 hours based on preliminary test experiments. 
C.1.3 Product analyses 
C/H/N/P contents of products were analyzed in the same manner as for algae, trace metals of solid 
products were analyzed in the same manner as P. Gas products from HTL, HT, and CHG were analyzed 
by gas chromatography with thermal conductivity detector (GC-TCD) for H2/N2/CO/CO2, and flame 
ionization detector (GC-FID) for C1–C6 hydrocarbon gases. A Supelco Carboxen 1010 column (30 m L * 
0.53 mm ID * 30 µm thickness) was used for GC-TCD and a Restek Alumina BOND column (50 m L * 0.53 
mm ID * 10 µm thickness) was used for GC-FID. For H2 analysis by GC-TCD, the inject volume was 10 µL; 
the carrier gas was N2 and the column flow rate was 3 mL·min-1 with a split ratio of 3; the inject temperature 
was 100°C; the detector temperature was 250°C; the filament temperature was 350°C; the oven 
temperature was kept at 35°C for 6 min, then ramped to 225°C at 25°C·min-1, and finally held at 225°C for 
6.4 min. For N2/CO/CO2 analysis by GC-TCD, the inject volume was 10 µL; the carrier gas was He and the 
column flow rate was 3 mL·min-1 with a split ratio of 2; the inject temperature was 100°C; the detector 
temperature was 250°C; the filament temperature was 300°C; the oven temperature was kept at 35°C for 
12 min, then ramped to 225°C at 25°C·min-1, and finally held at 225°C for 5.4 min. For C1–C6 hydrocarbon 
gas analysis by GC-FID, the inject volume was 20 µL; the carrier gas was He, the column flow was kept at 
a constant column pressure of 4.3 psi, the split flow rate was 80 mL·min-1, and the purge flow was 5 mL·min-
1; the inject temperature was 130°C; the detector temperature was 200°C; the oven temperature was kept 
constant at 135°C, the total run time was 23 min. 
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Chemical oxygen demand (COD) of aqueous products were analyzed by Hach COD Test Kit 
(#TNT822). Total carbon, total organic carbon, total inorganic carbon, and total nitrogen (TC, TOC, TIC, 
TN) of HTL and CHG aqueous products were analyzed by a Shimadzu TOC-LCSH analyzer. Nitrite and 
nitrate contents of aqueous products were analyzed by a Dionex 900 system and found to be below method 
detection limits for all batches. Ammonium contents (expressed as NH4+-N) were analyzed using a phenate 
colorimetric method.65 Total phosphorus (TP) of aqueous products were analyzed by ICP-AES. For 
electrochemical stripping, TOC, TIC, and TN were analyzed by a Shimadzu TOC-VCSH analyzer, 
ammonium contents (expressed as NH4+-N) were measured by Dionex 120 system.142,227 Between 
collection and storage, samples were stored at 4C for no more than 24 hours to minimize ammonia 
volatilization. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) of struvite were analyzed 
by an FEI Quanta 600i Environmental SEM and a PANalytical PW3040 X-ray diffractometer, respectively. 
 
C.2 Figures and Tables 
 
 
Figure C.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) data of P-containing solids precipitated from mixtures of biochar extracts 
with either HTL or CHG aqueous solutions amended with MgCl2. The reference struvite was from a 
commercial source (98% MgNH4PO4·6H2O, Alfa Aesar). Intensities of all samples were normalized to the 




Figure C.2 Sankey diagram for P flow based on experimental results for CHG struvite, and assuming an 
initial WW-algae feed of 1,000 kg. CHG struvite was produced using CHG aqueous product mixed with the 
HTL biochar acid extract. ND denotes not determined by current protocols. 
 
 
Table C.1 Characteristics of algal biomassa 
Biochemical (dw%)  Elemental (dw%) 
Lipid 14.4±0.7  C 46.7±0.1 
Protein 53.1±0.4  H 6.9±0.1 
Carbohydrate 13.3b  N 8.5±0.1 
Ash 16.5±0.5  P 0.9±0.04 
   Volatile Oc 20.4±0.5 
   HHV (MJ·kg-1)d 22.0±0.2 
 
a Results represented averages of duplicate experiments with max/min (+/-) values. 
b Duplicate analyses yielded the same results. 
c Volatile O content was calculated by difference (1-C%-H%-N%-ash%). 




Table C.2 Process yieldsa 
HTL (dw%)  HTe 
Biocrude 36.9±0.6  Biocrude Feed:CoMo 5:1 10:1 2.5:1 
TDSb 9.6±0.3  Bio-oil 58.1±0.5% 57.5% 38.6% 
Gas 12.5±1.8  Gas 4.7%f 4.4% 7.4% 
Biochar 13.2±0.5  H2 Used 4.3±0.3% 3.5% 6.8% 
CHG  H2Og 6.9±0.8% 0%h 7.5% 
%C Gasifiedc 26.2±6.0%  Char 36.2±0.9% 63.1% 79.3% 
Acid Extraction      
Extracted Biochard 87.4±0.3%      
 
a Results for HTL and CHG represented averages of five individual runs with standard errors; results for 
HT with 5:1 biocrude feed-to-CoMo catalyst loading represented averages of duplicate experiments with 
max/min (+/-) values; no replicate experiments were conducted for 10:1 and 2.5:1 loading experiment 
due to material limitation. 
b Total dissolved solid (TDS) measured as described in the main text. 
c % of the HTL aqueous TOC gasified in CHG experiments. 
d % of biochar recovered after acid extraction. 
e Yields were expressed as % of loaded biocrudes. 5 g of biocrudes were loaded with 1, 0.5, and 2 g of 
CoMo catalysts for 5:1, 10:1, and 2.5:1 experiments, respectively. 
f Duplicate analyses yielded the same results. 
g Calculated assuming all O in biocrudes was removed as H2O. 
h Hydrotreated bio-oil had higher O content than the feed biocrude, thus H2O was determined to be 0%. 
 
 
Table C.3 Characteristics of biocrude and bio-oil productsa 
 Biocrude 
5:1 HT Bio-oil 
10:1 HT Bio-oilf 2.5:1 HT Bio-oilf 
Fraction 1d Fraction 2e 
C 71.7±2.0% 85.5±1.0% 83.0±2.7% 69.9% 88.0% 
H 9.2±0.2% 11.8±0.1% 11.2±0.3% 9.1% 10.9% 
N 5.5±0.2% 1.0±0.1% 1.2±0.2% 0.6% 0.2% 
Ob 13.6±2.4% 1.7±1.0% 4.6±3.3% 20.5% 0.9% 
HHV (MJ·kg-1)c 34.9±1.4 45.4±0.7 43.3±2.0 32.9 45.1 
 
a Results for biocrudes represented averages of five individual runs with standard errors; results for 5:1 
HT bio-oil (5:1 biocrude feed-to-CoMo catalyst loading, 1 g of catalysts were added for 5 g of biocrudes) 
represented averages of duplicate experiments with max/min (+/-) values; ; no replicate experiments 
were conducted for 10:1 and 2.5:1 loading experiment (0.5 g and 2 g of catalysts were added for 5 g of 
biocrudes, respectively) due to material limitation. 
b O contents were calculated by difference (1-C%-H%-N%). 
c HHVs were calculated by Dulong’s equation.35 
d Fraction 1 denotes the fraction of bio-oil that was directly poured out from the reactor vessel (i.e., without 
addition of solvent DCM), and was analyzed in the original form. 
e Fraction 2 denotes the fraction of bio-oil that was recovered by DCM and analyzed after evaporating 
DCM. 




Table C.4 Characteristics of aqueous productsa 
 HTL CHG Acid Extractb HTL Filtratec CHG Filtrated 
pH 9.08±0.30 8.16±0.25    
COD (mg O2·L-1) 30300±500 700±200    
TC (mg C·L-1) 12600±700 4100±200    
TOC (mg C·L-1) 9600±200 300±50    
TOC/TC 76.4±4.9% 8.3±1.5%    
TIC (mg C·L-1) 3000±800 4000±300    
TN (mg N·L-1) 9600±500 8000±400    
NH4+-N (mg N·L-1) 7520±340 7870±690 20±10 6360±500 5910±80 
NH4+-N/TN 78.2±1.1% 98.3±9.1%    
TP (mg P·L-1) 750±18 341±27 4062±205 3e 4±2 
 
a Results for HTL and CHG represented averages of five individual runs with standard errors, HTL 
aqueous product refers to the aqueous product recovered after addition of 40 mL DI for product recovery 
(see Section C.1.2 above); results for acid extract represented averages of three individual runs with 
standard errors; results for HTL and CHG filtrate represented averages of duplicate experiments with 
max/min (+/-) values. NO2- and NO3- for all samples were below detection level therefore not shown; 
blank denotes not analyzed. 
b Acid extract of HTL biochar. 
c Filtrate reclaimed after mixing acid extract of HTL biochar and HTL aqueous product. 
d Filtrate reclaimed after mixing acid extract of HTL biochar and CHG aqueous product. 
e Duplicate analyses yielded the same results. 
 
 
Table C.5 Characteristics of gas productsa 
 HTL CHG 5:1 HT 10:1 HT 2.5:1 HT 
H2 NAb 53.4±2.4% -e -e -e 
CO NAb BDLd 12.8±0.8% 39.1% 27.6% 
CO2 95.4±1.7% 15.0±3.3% 0.7±0.3% 3.1% 3.7% 
CH4 1.3±0.3% 24.4±4.5% 48.0±0.6% 35.3% 39.6% 
C2 2.7±0.3%c 4.3±0.6%c 18.8±0.6% 10.8% 13.2% 
C3   10.7±0.2% 6.2% 8.7% 
C4–6   9.0±0.3% 5.4% 7.2% 
HHV (MJ/kg)f - 90.5±4.3 45.4±0.5 33.4 37.8 
 
a Gas compositions were shown in % with initial headspace subtracted. Results for HTL and CHG 
represented averages of five individual runs with standard errors; results for HT with 5:1 biocrude feed-
to-CoMo catalyst loading (5:1 HT, 1 g of catalysts were added for 5 g of biocrudes) represent averages 
of duplicate experiments with max/min (+/-) values; no replicate experiments were conducted for 10:1 
and 2.5:1 loading experiment  (0.5 g and 2 g of catalysts were added for 5 g of biocrudes, respectively) 
due to material limitation; C2, C3, and C4–6 represented hydrocarbon gases (e.g., ethane, propane, etc.) 
b NA denotes not analyzed. 
c Included all C2–6 hydrocarbon gases. 
d BDL denotes below detection level. 
e H2 was the headspace gas and was subtracted. 
f HHVs were calculated as weighted average using standard HHV of H2,145 CO,182 and still gas,145 HHV 
for HTL gas product was not calculated as it was predominantly CO2. 
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Table C.6 Characteristics of solid productsa 
HTL & Acid Extraction  Struvite 
 Biochar Extracted Biocharb  Theoreticalg HTL Struviteh CHG Struvitei 
C 9.3±2.6% 8.6±2.2%  0% 0.8%f 0.3±0.03% 
H 1.7±0.2% 1.8±0.3%  6.5% 6.3±0.1% 6.1±0.1% 
N 0.6±0.1% 0.4±0.1%  5.7% 5.0%f 4.8±0.1% 
P 4.3±0.2% 0.2±0.1%  12.7% 11.0±0.3% 9.7±0.8% 
Al 0.3±0.05% 0.1±0.01%  0% 0.3±0.01% 0.3±0.04% 
Ca 3.6±0.3% 2.8±0.02%  0% 0.8±0.03% 0.4±0.1% 
Fe 0.9±0.1% 0.1±0.01%  0% 1.7±0.05% 1.7±0.1% 
Mg 1.8±0.1% 0.1±0.1%  9.8% 8.5±0.2% 7.6±0.5% 
Ash 81.2±3.1% 85.9±2.8%     
CHG  HT  
 Ru/Cc CHG Chard  Sulfided CoMoj 5:1 HT Chark  
C 82.6±0.01% 86.0±0.4%  2.1±0.5% 21.9±5.5%  
H BDLe BDLe  1.2±0.5% 2.7%f  
N 0.3%f 0.6±0.03%  0.1%f 5.7±0.5%  
P BDLe 0.3±0.05%     
 
a Results for HTL and CHG solid represented averages of five individual runs with standard errors; results 
for acid extraction represented averages of three individual runs with standard errors; results for struvite, 
CHG Ru/C, and both HT solids represented averages of duplicate experiments with max/min (+/-) values. 
Blank denotes not analyzed. 
b Biochar reclaimed after acid extraction. 
c Ruthenium on carbon (Ru/C, 5 wt%, Sigma Aldrich) as received. 
d Reclaimed after CHG experiments, containing Ru/C and solid deposits. 
e BDL denotes below detection level. 
f Multiple analyses yielded the same results. 
g Based on a molecular formula of MgNH4PO4·6H2O. 
h Struvite reclaimed after mixing acid extract of HTL biochar and HTL aqueous product. 
i Struvite reclaimed after mixing acid extract of HTL biochar and CHG aqueous product. 
j CoMo catalyst sulfided as described in the main text. 
k Reclaimed after HT experiments with 5:1 biocrude feed-to-CoMo catalyst loading, containing sulfided 
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Table D.1 Treatment operating conditions and characteristics of wastewater 
  Cold-B Trans-B Warm-B Warm-FB 
Operating 
conditions 
Species Soos Soos and  CCMEE 5587.1 CCMEE 5587.1 CCMEE 5587.1 
Test mode Batch Batch Batch Fed-batch 
Treatment time 
(days) 10 10 10
a 20b 
Temperature (°C)c 13–37 10–27 31–46 27–42 
Inputd 
Source water Primary clarifier effluent from municipal wastewater treatment plant 
BOD5 (mg O2·L-1)e 68.5±7.7 61.5±1.5 111.5±12.0 63.0f 
NH4+-N (mg N·L-1)g 24.8±0.3 29.2±0.6 23.7±0.4 22.7±0.2 
PO43- (mg·L-1)h 3.2±0.1 2.1±0.1 3.6±0.04 3.9±0.1 
Output 
BOD5 (mg O2·L-1) 22.5±2.2 17.0±1.4 30.0±1.4 22.5±2.1 
NH4+-N (mg N·L-1) 19.5±0.4 19.9±2.7 6.4±0.4 9.4±0.3 




BOD5 (mg O2·L-1) 30 
NH4+-N (mg N·L-1) 10 
PO43- (mg·L-1) 1 
 
a Although the Warm-B test lasted for 10 days, all discharge standards were met within 4 days. 
b For the Warm-FB test, 400 L of the treated wastewater (57% of the total volume) was harvested after 
discharge standards were met, then the reactor was replenished with fresh primary effluent to start a 
new treatment cycle. The 20-day experiment included 5 continuous cycles, each lasting 2–3 days. All 
wastewater characteristics (both input and output) for the Warm-FB test were from the last cycle, and 
HTL experiments here also used the biomass harvested from the last cycle. 
c Temperatures here refer to the culture temperature in algal photobioreactors. 
d Input denotes the input into algal treatment system (primary clarifier effluent from wastewater 
treatment plant), and output denotes the algal-treated wastewater.  
e Dissolved BOD5 was measured instead of total BOD5 following the protocol in 3, as the algal biomass 
would affect total BOD5. Results were shown as average±max/min of duplicate analysis. 
f No error values because duplicate analysis yielded the same results. 
g NH4+-N was measured using Hach Salicylate kit, results were shown as average values±standard 
errors of triplicate analysis. 
h PO43- was measured using Hach PhosVer 3 kit, results were shown as average values±standard 




Table D.2 Elemental compositions of algal biomassa 
  Cold-B Trans-B Warm-B Warm-FB 
Elemental 
C (dw%) 31.4±0.1 46.9±0.01 40.0±0.03 40.1±0.04 
H (dw%) 5.3±0.02 7.1±0.1 6.1±0.02 6.2b 
N (dw%) 4.9±0.04 9.0b 7.3±0.02 8.2b 
P (dw%) 1.1±0.01 1.7±0.1 0.8±0.1 0.9±0.03 
Volatile O (dw%)c 28.2±0.4 25.1±0.1 28.5±0.2 27.5±0.1 
HHV (MJ·kg-1)d 13.1±0.1 21.4±0.1 17.2±0.05 17.5±0.03 
  
a Results were shown as average±max/min of duplicate analysis; errors for volatile oxygen contents 
and higher heating values (HHV) were calculated by standard error propagation methods. 
b No error value because duplicate analysis yielded the same results. 
c Calculated by difference as 1-C%-H%-N%-P%-ash% (all on dry weight basis, dw%). 
d Calculated using Dulong’s equation.35 
 
Table D.3 Characteristics of HTL biocrude and biochar productsa 
  Cold-B Trans-B Warm-B Warm-FB 
300°C 
(Biocrude) 
C (%) 70.4±0.3 70.2±0.4 70.3±0.6 71.0±0.7 
H (%) 8.4±0.1 8.8±0.02 8.4±0.2 8.4±0.2 
N (%) 6.9±0.002 6.9±0.1 6.4±0.01 7.0±0.1 
O (%)b 14.4±0.3 14.1±0.3 14.8±0.6 13.6±0.8 
HHV (MJ·kg-1)c 33.1±0.1 33.8±0.1 33.1±0.3 33.6±0.4 
350°C 
(Biocrude) 
C (%) 73.5±0.2 71.2±0.9 73.0±0.4 72.5±0.1 
H (%) 8.5±0.04 8.6±0.1 8.8±0.04 8.8±0.03 
N (%) 6.4±0.2 6.5±0.2 6.1±0.1 6.5±0.1 
O (%)b 11.6±0.2 13.7±0.9 12.2±0.4 12.2±0.1 
HHV (MJ·kg-1)c 34.9±0.1 33.8±0.3 35.0±0.2 34.9±0.1 
300°C 
(Biochar) 
C (%) 26.6±0.2 d 24.7±2.1 25.4±3.8 
H (%) 3.8±0.01 d 3.6±0.3 3.9±0.4 
N (%) 2.9±0.1 d 2.8±0.2 3.1±0.5 
P (%) 2.5±0.2 d 3.2±0.05 3.4±0.1 
350°C 
(Biochar) 
C (%) 23.6±3.7 11.6e 15.1e 21.9e 
H (%) 3.1±0.3 1.4e 2.6e 3.3e 
N (%) 2.4±0.3 2.8e 2.2e 3.3e 
P (%) 2.9±0.1 d d d 
 
a Results were shown as average±max/min of duplicate analysis; errors for oxygen contents and HHV 
were calculated by standard error propagation methods; all elemental contents were shown as weight 
percentage (wt%). 
b Calculated by difference as 1-C%-H%-N%.154 
c Calculated using Dulong’s equation.35 
d Data unavailable due to the scarcity of sample. 
e No duplicate analysis due to the scarcity of sample. 
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Table D.4 Characteristics of HTL aqueous productsa 
  Cold-B Trans-B Warm-B Warm-FB 
300°C 
TOC (mg C·L-1) 11800±1500 29500±200 28000±500 31300±4300 
TN (mg N·L-1) 4000±300 11400±700 8600±200 10600±800 
NH4+-N (mg N·L-1) 1980±170 4870±70 3910±220 3670±50 
NH4+-N/TN (%) 50.0±6.0 42.6±2.8 45.6±2.9 34.7±2.7 
PO43- (mg·L-1) 42±16 732±21 137±10 6±3 
350°C 
TOC (mg C·L-1) 16100±1000 26600±2800 23800±2200 19900±1000 
TN (mg N·L-1) 5300±100 12600±500 9800±700 10300±600 
NH4+-N (mg N·L-1) 3350±30 8450±900 5050±20 6050±260 
NH4+-N/TN (%) 63.6±1.1 67.3±7.5 51.6±3.5 59.0±4.0 
PO43- (mg·L-1) 115±7 414±111 107±1 93±7 
 
a Results were shown as average±max/min of duplicate analysis; errors for NH4+-N/TN ratios were 




Table D.5 Annual product yields and economic analysis 
  Cold-B Trans-B Warm-B Warm-FB 
Product yields 
Biofuel (MM GGE)a 3.4 6.4 5.8 4.5 
Ammonium sulfate (MM kg) 11.0 16.5 13.0 15.2 
Struvite (MM kg)b 6.9 8.8 4.5 5.1 
Cost (MM$)c 
Capital 4.9 4.7 4.8 4.8 
Operating 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 
Financial 15.8 15.3 15.5 15.5 
Revenue (MM$)d 
Biofuel 11.5 21.6 19.5 15.4 
Ammonium sulfate 6.4 9.7 7.6 8.9 
Struvite 2.9 3.7 1.9 2.2 
Profit (MM$) 
No nutrientse -16.1 -5.3 -7.6 -11.7 
With nutrientsf -6.7 8.2 1.9 -0.6 
 Annual with nutrientsg 0.9 
 
a Liquid hydrocarbon fuels in gasoline and diesel range.125  
b Magnesium ammonium phosphate (MAP) with a molecular formula of MgNH4PO4·6H2O. 
c Refer to Leow et al.125 for calculation details, values shown in million 2014 US dollars (2014 MM$).  
d Refer to Li et al.36 for calculation details, values shown in 2014 MM$.  
e Ammonium sulfate and struvite not considered for revenue, values shown in 2014 MM$. 
f Revenue from biofuel, ammonium sulfate, and struvite, values shown in million 2014 MM$. 
g Calculated assuming each of cold, transitional, and warm seasons (average of Warm-B and Warm-FB) 






SUPPLEMENTARY DATA FOR CHAPTER 6 
E.1 Experimental Methods 
E.1.1 Tube reactors 
Tube reactors for PHB depolymerization were constructed with Swagelok® 316 stainless steel 
tubing and sealed at both ends with fitting caps (Figure E.1, left). Dimensions of the reactor were 3/8” outer 
diameter × 3” length with 0.049” wall thickness. For reactions where gas products were collected and 
analyzed, dimensions of the tube were kept the same, but one end of the tube was sealed by a bleed valve 
with a connection adapter instead of an end cap (Figure E.1, right). To decide the internal volume of the 
reactors for gas product analyses, a reactor was weighed before and after filling with room-temperature 
water, and the mass difference was converted to volume using water’s density. The volume of the reactor 
was determined to be 3.4±0.1 mL by quadruplicate measurements. To collect gas samples, a small piece 
of plastic tube was used to attach the reactor valve outlet to a gas sample collection bag (Figure E.1, right). 
E.1.2 Analytic protocols 
Aqueous product analyses. Aqueous products were analyzed by high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) coupled with a photodiode array ultraviolet–visible (UV–vis) detector (Shimadzu) 
to determine the concentration of monomer acids. A reverse phase C18 column (Waters Spherisorb ODS2, 
4.6 mm inter diameter × 150 mm length, 5 µm particle size, 80Å pore size) was used with 95% of pH = 2.4 
H2SO4 solution and 5% acetonitrile as eluents and pumped at 1 mL·min-1, the injection volume was 10 µL, 
wavelengths used for quantification were 210, 250, and 275 nm. Aqueous products were also analyzed for 
total organic carbon (TOC) by a Shimadzu TOC-L CSH analyzer to determine yield of oligomers, which 
was calculated as the difference between TOC and carbon from monomers determined by HPLC. Existence 
of oligomers was confirmed by hydrolyzing selected aqueous samples (with high oligomer contents) with 
equivalent volume of 1 N NaOH and reanalyzing by HPLC. The increase in monomer concentrations in 
hydrolyzed samples was approximately equal to the sum of oligomer and monomer contents in the original 
sample. 
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Gas products analyses. Gas products were analyzed by gas chromatography with thermal 
conductivity detector (GC-TCD) for air (sum of N2 and O2)/CO/CO2, and flame ionization detector (GC-FID) 
for C1–C6 hydrocarbon gases. In all analyses, contents of CO or hydrocarbon gases other than propylene 
were <1% and not reported here. A Supelco Carboxen 1010 column (30 m length × 0.53 mm inter diameter 
× 30 µm thickness) was used for GC-TCD and a Restek Alumina BOND column (50 m length × 0.53 mm 
inter diameter × 10 µm thickness) was used for GC-FID. For GC-TCD, the injection volume was 10 µL; the 
carrier gas was He and the column flow rate was 3 mL·min-1 with a split ratio of 2; the injector temperature 
was 100°C; the detector temperature was 250°C; the filament temperature was 300°C; the oven 
temperature was 180°C and the run time was 6 min. For GC-FID, the injection volume was 20 µL; the 
carrier gas was He, the column flow was kept at a constant column pressure of 4.3 psi, the split flow rate 
was 80 mL·min-1, and the purge flow was 5 mL·min-1; the injector temperature was 130°C; the detector 
temperature was 200°C; the oven temperature was 135°C and the run time was 8 min. 
Yields of gas products were calculated as the sum of gas in headspace and gas dissolved in 
aqueous medium. Gas in headspace was calculated by the total volume of gas products and concentrations 
of different gases. Total volume of gas was determined by volume of air and the concentration of air 
measured by GC-TCD. Volume of air was determined as the sum of air in reactor headspace (calculated 
by total reactor volume minus volume of added liquid) and air mixed in sample during 
collection/storage/injection of gas samples. For each experiment, two blank samples were prepared with 
40 mL (close to the total volume of gas generated during reaction) of pure CO2 and stored and injected in 
the same manner as the gas samples. Volume of air was back-calculated using the measure air/CO2 
contents and volume of CO2 (40 mL). For reactions where volume of the generated gas was not sufficient 
for analyses, 40 mL of H2 was injected into the gas sampling bag. Gas dissolved in aqueous phase was 
calculated by assuming equilibrium with the measured gas phase concentrations according to Henry’s 
Law.182 
E.1.3 Kinetics modeling 
All kinetics models developed in this chapter were based on (pseudo-) first-order reaction rate laws, 
and all fitting parameters were calculated based on linear least squares regression by Microsoft Excel 2016. 
All linear relationships were established as y = kx and all intercepts were set to zero for additional 
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constraints. Concentration of each species (denoted as [Species]) was expressed on carbon basis, and 
propylene and CO2 were lumped together as one species (denoted as “Gas”) for easy derivation (thus 1 
mole of 3HBA converted to 1 mole of CA and eventually 1 mole of Gas). Data obtained from experiments 
with 0.5 M 3HBA/CA at different temperatures were used for regression. 
E.1.3.1 CA as starting reactant 
The kinetics model for CA was first established, as only decarboxylation reactions were considered. 
Hydration of CA to 3HBA was observed, but it was not modeled due to the small amount of 3HBA generated 
(typically <5%, with a maximum of 6.7%). Assuming first-order decay, a differential rate law for CA 
disappearance can be formulated as: 
 
d[CA]dt = −𝑘obs,CA[CA] (E.1) 
where kobs,CA was the rate constant of CA conversion. Integration yields the following linear relationship, 
 ln ( [CA][CA]0) = −𝑘obs,CAt (E.2) 
and: 
 
[CA][CA]0 = e−𝑘obs,CAt = 1 − [Gas][CA]0 (E.3) 
It follows that a linear relationship could also be established, 
 ln(1 − [Gas][CA]0) = −𝑘obs,CAt (E.4) 
It should be noted that kobs,CA obtained from both Equation E.3 and Equation E.4 were used to calculate 
activation energy Ea and pre-exponential factor A values according to Arrhenius equation (Figure 6.3e). 
With kobs,CA, the concentration of species relative to the initial CA (on carbon mole basis) were 
calculated as: 
 
[CA][CA]0 = e−𝑘obs,CAt (E.5) 
 
[Propylene][CA]0 = 34 (1 − e−𝑘obs,CAt) (E.6) 
 
[CO2][CA]0 = 14 (1 − e−𝑘obs,CAt) (E.7) 
E.1.3.2 3HBA as starting reactant 
Degradation. Overall degradation of 3HBA was also modeled assuming pseudo-first-order decay: 
 − d[3HBA]dt = −𝑘obs,3HBA[3HBA] (E.8) 
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where kobs,3HBA was the pseudo-first-order rate constant of 3HBA degradation. Likewise, integration yields 
the following relationship: 
 ln ( [3HBA][3HBA]0) = −𝑘obs,3HBAt (E.9) 
thus: 
 [3HBA] = [3HBA]0e−𝑘obs,3BAt (E.10) 
Dehydration. Dehydration of 3HBA was modeled based on the concentration of CA observed for 
reactions conducted at 200 and 225°C, where further decarboxylation of CA was not significant. Thus: 
 
d[CA]dt = 𝑘DHYD[3HBA] = 𝑘DHYD[3HBA]0e−𝑘obs,3HBAt (E.11) 
where kDHYD was the rate constant of dehydration of 3HBA. It then follows: 
 d[CA] = 𝑘DHYD[3HBA]0e−𝑘obs,3HBAtdt (E.12) 
 [CA]0t = (− 𝑘DHYD[3HBA]0𝑘obs,3HBA e−𝑘obs,3HBAt)0t  (E.13) 
 [CA] − [CA]0 = − 𝑘DHYD[3HBA]0𝑘obs,3HBA (e−𝑘obs,3HBAt − (e−𝑘obs,3HBA0)) (E.14) 
as [CA]0 = 0: 
 
[CA][3HBA]0 = − 𝑘DHYD𝑘obs,3HBA (e−𝑘obs,3HBAt − 1) (E.15) 
with Equation E.9: 
 
[CA][3HBA]0 = − 𝑘DHYD𝑘obs,3HBA ( [3HBA][3HBA]0 − 1) (E.16) 
Thus, kDHYD was calculated based on kobs,3HBA and the slope in Figure 6.3c. 
Concerted dehydration-decarboxylation. The rate of concerted dehydration-decarboxylation 
(concerted DHYD-DCXY) of 3HBA was modeled based on the concentration of gas produced during 3HBA 
conversion, as contribution from sequential dehydration to CA followed by decarboxylation of CA was not 
substantial given the slower decarboxylation rate and low concentration of CA. Similar to the derivation of 
Equation E.4, the rate of concerted DHYD-DCXY should follow: 
 ln(1 − [Gas][3HBA]0) = −𝑘DHYD−DCXYt (E.17) 
where kDHYD-DCXY was the rate constant of concerted DHYD-DCXY of 3HBA. It should be noted that rate of 
3HBA degradation should equal the sum of dehydration and concerted DHYD-DCXY, thus kDHYD-DCXY was 
also calculated as: 
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 𝑘DHYD−DCXY = 𝑘obs,3HBA − 𝑘DHYD (E.18) 
and kDHYD-DCXY obtained from both Equation E.14 and Equation E.15 were used to calculate the activation 
energy and pre-exponential factor for the reaction (Figure 6.3e). 
Decarboxylation of CA (from dehydration). Decarboxylation of CA from dehydrated 3HBA was 
modeled using rate constants and relationships established in Section E.1.3.1. 
With above rate constants, concentration of species relative to the initial 3HBA (on carbon basis) 
could be calculated. It should be noted that except for [3HBA], which was calculated as: 
 
[3HBA][3HBA]0 = e−𝑘obs,3HBAt (E.19) 
The concentration of CA, propylene, and CO2 were calculated by numeric methods using: 
 
d[CA]dt = 𝑘DHYD[3HBA] − 𝑘obs,CA[CA] (E.20) 
 
d[propylene]dt = 34 (𝑘DHYD−DCXY[3HBA] + 𝑘obs,CA[CA]) (E.21) 
 
d[CO2]dt = 14 (𝑘DHYD−DCXY[3HBA] + 𝑘obs,CA[CA]) (E.22) 
It should also be noted that though gas production from CA was not included during rate constant derivation, 
it was included in Equation E.21 and Equation E.22. 
 
E.2 Figures and Tables 
 
 
Figure E.1 Photos of tube reactors used for depolymerization (left) and dehydration and decarboxylation 
reactions (right). The latter is attached to a gas sampling bag via a small piece of plastic tube. 
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Figure E.2 Temperature profiles of tube reactors filled with deionized water and heated by a fluidized sand 
bath (preheated to temperatures corresponding to the plateau values observed) and cooled by submersion 





Figure E.3 Conversion of CA at 275°C with different initial concentrations, expressed as percentages of 
the initial carbon for (a) CA, (b) 3HBA, (c) propylene, and (d) CO2. Error bars represent max/min (+/-) of 





Figure E.4 Conversion of 3HBA at 225°C with different initial concentrations, expressed as percentages of 
the initial carbon for (a) 3HBA, (b) CA, (c) propylene, and (d) CO2. Error bars represent max/min (+/-) of 





Figure E.5 Linear fitting of the rate of gas production from CA, error bars are smaller than symbols if not 





Table E.1 Fitted linear relationships and coefficients of determinationa 
Reactant Reaction Figure 
T 
(°C) 






250 y = -0.2308 (±0.0216) x 0.94 0.2308±0.0216 
275 y = -0.5185 (±0.0141) x 0.99 0.5184±0.0141 





250 y = -0.1473 (±0.0328) x 0.80 0.1473±0.0328 
275 y = -0.3154 (±0.0205) x 0.97 0.3154±0.0205 
300b y = -1.1764 (±0.0831) x 0.96 1.1764±0.0831 
3HBA 
Degradation 
(Equation E.9) Figure 6.3b 
200 y = -0.0521 (±0.0026) x 0.96 0.0521±0.0026 
225 y = -0.3678 (±0.0250) x 0.96 0.3678±0.0250 
250c y = -2.3492 (±0.0883) x 0.99 2.3492±0.0883 
275c y = -7.4030 (±1.0729) x 0.83 7.4030±1.0729 
Dehydration 
(Equation E.16)d Figure 6.3c 
200 y = 0.6086 (±0.0488) x 0.76 0.0317±0.0015 





225 y = -0.1987 (±0.0103) x 0.85 0.1987±0.0103 
250 y = -0.6328 (±0.0239) x 0.99 0.6328±0.0239 
275e y = -2.6972 (±0.5951) x 0.82 2.6972±0.5951 
a All based on (pseudo-) first order reactions. 
b Only the first five points were used for fitting as sum of measured propylene and CO2 exceeded 100%. 
c Only the first three points were used for fitting as concentration of 3HBA was 0 starting the fourth point. 
d No fitting for 250°C and beyond as CA (degradation product used to determine rate of dehydration) 
starts to degrade. 
e Only the first two points were used for fitting as the rest points deviated from the proposed mechanism 
due to depletion of 3HBA (<5%). 
 
 
